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0 
Among ears of corn, whatever the kind, 
you will not find one just like another; 
but each will be marked by some distinctive 
feature. The same holds good of the various 
shellswe see adorning the bosom of the 
land where the sea with pliant ripples laps 
on the thirsty sands of its rrinding shore. 
Here, then. is proof tpoA Pro6f%t1hat in the 
stream of atoms likewise, since they exist 
in nature and are not hand-made to a fixed 
pattern, there are certain individual 
differences of shape. 
Lucretius "on the Nature of 71,1in-s" 
.9 Zýý (Translated by R. E. Latham). 
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AB3TTIACT 
A method is described. for the ex. lraction of the oligomcric content 
of poly(etV,, lcne tcm, )hthalato). Evidence is -oresented that the extracts 
. 
11at polymor are mixtures of cyclic oligorner3, from high molecular -,. 7ci, - 
-o , -, t least undewumer. The mixtures are forming a series 
from trimer t 
analysed by gel permeation chro=atography, supplemented by a mathematical 
treatment of the chromatographic tracin, -, z. If polymer of low initial 
cyclic content is hcated in the melt at 270 0 C., the cy-Ilin, concentrations 
inc=aso to those of a ring-chain equilibrium. The cyclization equil- U. 
n moles of cyclic/d,, 
3 ibrium constwitz, are K3=0.0317; K4 = 0.0103; 
K5 = 0.0054; Y'6 = 0*0040; Y'7 = 0*0028; 0*0021; 1ý 0.0013; the 
relative uno-ertaintiez are 15ý, for K 
for 1ý. 'rhe 
3 to 40,,,. 
constants in the malt at 300 OC. and in solution-a-t 250 
OC are similar. 
The concentrations are diminished by heating the polymer as a solid; 0 
this is attributed to c2lolusion of the rings, from the crystalline 
rc,,, "io. 'Iz. , laelt conGentranti=3 are IfLghcr than 2rodict-od by 
theory of Jacobson and 13toe=aycr, ap-2lied in conjunction with current 
th chains. tiona-1 isomeric state models of poiy(etahylene to-, epht alate 
34iort chains of this polymer do not conform to r, 'aussian st t3sti It 
Os 
is argued thzat t: -, -- cyclics adopt special favourable confor-ations. 
Low raolocular wei, 7. ' prepvxcd samples of 
,,. 
qt cxtractz obtaLied from. 
poly(docamethylene adipato) and poly(othylene suc3in-te) axe sho= to 
be mi=turca of cyclic oligomers. By gel perneation chronatool-rap_y the L. J, 
qP 
extract-from the first polymer is resýolvcd into speciec Mono=cr from 
to Pcnt=erjýthose from the second into dim-er to heptamer. 
e ex-perim 'entrations of the mataphosphates in sodium 4 ontal, cone 
phosphate melts are discussed in relation to the conformations Of the 
polyphosphate chains. A rotational isomeriý state model is set uP 
for the chains talcinrr into account Coulombic and steric interactions 
bet-veen -, tons up to cijit bonds an, -art. Molex cycl3. satjo,, j equilibrium 
constants of the motaphosphates are calculated. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION. 
IA CYCLIC MOLECUL1,73 IN POLYCO', 4DEITSATTON SYSITNTS 
It has long been recognised that, in any system where intermolecular 
I 
polycondensation reactions are procceding, with the co#ination of 
bifunctional reactants into chains of progressively higher molecular 
weight, there is always a certain probability that a particular chain 
will instead undergo an intramolecular reaction, to a cyclic product; 
and further, that the relative proportions of linear and cyclic species 
must be determined by both the ease of f=ation of the rings concerned, 
and the extent to which the intermolecular condensations are retarded 
by diluting the reactants. Str: Udng examples of such behaviour were 
noted at an early Stage, for the polyesterification of hydroxy-carboxylic 
acids: depending upon the number of carbon atoms separatin3 the hydroxyl 
: and carboxyl groups in the acid,, it will yield primarily long-chain 
Polyesters, primarily a low molecular wtibht cyclic eater (monomer or 
'dime - r), o, ramI ixt IuI re of rings and chains. Quantitative investigations 
of the cyclisation behaviour of these acids were first undertaken by 
Stoll and , Rouve".. some forty years ago. 
It became-o'lear*, -also, that cyclic species could appear in 
polycondensates even though polymerisation had ceased, and though the 
linear molecules corresponding to the rings being generated were present 
in negligible amounts. For a variety of cases, the proper conditions 
, erature and catalyst could 
bring about bond interchange reactions of teiko 
-2- 
within and betvveen polymeric chains, leading to the formation of the 
cyclics., -Carothers 
2.0 
showed that if the ring compounds were removed 
as they formed (specifically., by volatilisation) then polymeric 
samples could be continuously converted to cyclics. On the other 
hand, heating the rings with catalyst would often result in their 
transformation to polymer. 
I Since the work of Stoll and Rouve on hydroV-acids, studies have 
been made of the concentrations of cyclic species in a range of 
polycondensation systems. Of these, the variously substituted 
polys-, *Ioxanes have been subject to a particularly thorough examinatior, 
4-io 
; 
a recent extension of these investigations concerns a polymer in which 
II 
there is an alternation of siloxane and paraffinic segmentso 0 
Polyamides of different types 
1203041 
a p4yether 
15, 
and a 
Polyurethane, 
1607 
.9 
have been studied. Attantion has also been given 
to polyesters, derived from the reaction of alkane diols with both 
aliphatic 
18 
and aromatic 
19-25 diacids. As for inorganic polymers, the 
CYclic, content of sulphur has been discussed 
26 
1. 
and several measurements 
liave, 
-been,, made of the concentrations of the ring metaphosphates 
in 
P'olypho-sphate"melts,, and glasses 
27 
- 
28 
. 
-of,, such-investigations vrJ-ll be immediately evVent, The,, value 
insofar as there-, can-clearly, be', no full description of a polycondensation 
system, unless knowledge of the distribution of linear molecules 
according to chain length is complemented by informration on the 
distribution of cyclic molecules according to size. Meirýt usefulness, 
i 
I however', goes beyond the-determination of the cyclic concentra ons as 
mere experimental parameters; for., excepting those cases where the 
purely geometrical constraints of bond lengths and angles effectively 
-3- 
exclude its formation, a ring will be present in amounts determined 
largely by the conformational behaviour of the open chain from which 
it (at least formally) derives. The theoretical link between the 
ring concentration, and the chain shapes is offered in the analysis of 
Jacobson and Stockmayer 
29 (as well. as that of KUIM30) ; and it is by 
application of this theory to the experimental results that it might 
be hoped to gain insight into the conformational characteristics of U 
the polymer chains. Such insight would be the more valuable, in that 
ring concentrations may be deterfained under a range of conditions, and 
corresponding to a range of chain lengths not necessarily accessible 0 .4 
to other methods of investigating chain conformations. 
Hence, examination of the, cyclic content of polyconaensates, may 
be regarded as. serving two purposes: the first., to determine the ring 
concentrations, for their own sake; the second, to probe the 
confor-mations of the polymeric chains. 
Both these aspects figure in the duclies to be describea in this 
thesis. The concern of the Chapters immediately succeeding this is 
an experimental investigation of the concentrations of cyclic oligomers 
in poly(ethylene terephthalate), and also in tvo polyesters derived from 
aliphatic diacids; since for the first system, it ý7as possible to 
determine the cyclic concentrations characteristic of a state of 
equilibrium between the rings and the chains, it was permissible to 
proceed further, to the use of the Jacobson-Stockmayer theory in 
attempts at their interpretation. For the aliphatic polyesters, on the 
other hand, it proved possible to do no more than dem6nstrate the 
existence of the series of cyclic oligomers, and devise means for their, 
analysis; it was not feasible to determine their concentrations at 
1- 
equilibrium. The final Chapters concern reconciliation of the knoim I 
concentrations oP metaphosphates in sodium phosphate melts with 
available information on the structure of the polyphosphate chains. 
1.2 TME. 3RIMENTAL D'"EMMILTATIOTT OF CYCLIC COINCTITTIRMOITS 
The procedure by which the concentrations of cyclic species may 
be determined comprises several steps: 
(a) Since in most samples, the rin3s are present in too small 
an amount to permit their proper analysis in situ, a method must be 
found for their quantitative extraction from the polymer. For many 
cases., there are convenient solvent/non-solvent systems that render 
this step straightforward, provided the molecular w6ight of the chain 
fraction is suffi ciently high; this is so for the aliphatic polyesters 
studied,, but not for the poly(ethylene terephthalate),, for -which the 
-successful extraction of the rings is difficult. 
(b) It is., of course., necessary to confirm that the extracted 
material is indeed a mixture of the cyclic oligomers of the polymer 
under consideration. Mis requires a thorough examination of the 
propertios-"Of'th'e'-extracts'. or'of the'individual domponents., if t'he3e 
are separable, and comparison with the properties of such standard 
compounds as may be obtained synthetically. I Such tcýAs willrarelY 
provide absolutely conclusive evidence that every one of t1je components 
of the mixture is a cyclic oligomer; but they can nevertheless sive 
strong support to a contention that this is the case. 
(c) A technique must be available for the quantitative resolution 
of the overall extract into the individual ring species. In a number 
-5- 
of instances, notably the polysiloxanes and the polyethers, analysis 
of the extracts may be accomplished with facility by the method of 
gas chromatography. For other cases, includin,., -those to be 
considered here. 9 but also those of the polyamides, and polyurethanes, 
the low volatility of the rings prohibits the worthwhile use of this 
technique; then, resort must be had to different means., such as those 
of adsor tion chromatography, or (as here) gel permeation chromatography. p0 
If it is desired to measure concentrations of clear theoretical 
significance, then a further step must be introduced: the 
preparation of samples in which the dynamic equilibrium between, rings 
and chains has been attained. (While it is true that some insight 
can be won from results obtained under the correct non-equilibrium 
conditions, thcir unambiguous theoretical interpretation is frequently 
difficultz; see below. ) Discovex-y of conditions of temperature and 
catalyst that will permit eqwlibration., while avoidin&degradation, of 
the polymer, may be an obstacle; and, indeed, this war, so for the 
, PoiYestors both aliphatic and aromatic. 
1.3 
, 
TMORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF CYCLIC CON=Tni lkT-TOITS 
The discussion in this Section will reflect the studies to be 
described later., insofar as it will centre on the rationalization of 
egvilibrium cyclic concentrations., and will give relatively little 
attention to the treatment of situations where the concentrations are 
determined by non-equilibrium factors. There are two reasons why this is 
the case: the first may be dealt with at once, but consideration of the 
second vill be deferred until towards the end of this Section. 
-6- 
The experimontal results of Stoll and Rouv6 
I 
on the cyclisation 
of hydroxy-acids at high dilution in benzene were expressed in terms 
of a Ilcyc. lisation constant'l. C, for each acid; this was defined as the 
r atio of the rate constant for the unimolecular cyclisation, to that 
for the bimolecular chain Polymerization reaction3l. Now,, the value 
of this constant will be determined by two factors: firstly, the 
frequency with which the reactive ends of the hydroxy-acid approach 
each other; secondly, the intrinsic reactivities, of the groups for 
intramolecular cyclization, compared to those for intermolecular 
condensation. If the carbon chain between the hydrox7l and carboxyl 
groups in the acid is sufficiently long, the Sroups in a molecule will 
be no more nor less reactive taxards each other than towards the 
groups in other molecules 
32. 
Therefore, for such long chainsp the 
constant C will depend only on the concentration of one end of the 
chain in the region around the other end; specifically, it-may be shovom 
equal to W(2)IITA, y where ITA is Avogadrots Number, and W(2) is a quantity 
discussed in greater detail belo-, r., the "density of end-to-end vectors" 
at'r., as r approaches 0. Kuhn 
30 
pointed out that this means that, 
for ve; 7 long chains, C will diminish roughly according to the inverse 
three-halves--Power of the number of atoms in the chain. 
Since the, -magnitude of 17(2) is directly dependent uPOh the chain 
conformation3203, it may seem that the link betveen experiment and 
theory has been established. For so simple an interpretationp howcverý 
several conditions must be satisfied. Firstly, it must be true that 
the functionalToups are equally susceptible to inter- and intra- 
molecular reactions. Secondly, the kinetic laws governing the 
reactions must be well understood; for instance, in the case of the 
ý7- 
hydroV-acids, addition of a strong acid catalyst was-necessary to 
ensure that the cyclisation was indeed unimolecular, and the chain 
condensation bimolecular. Thirdly, the experimental conditions must 
conform"to restrictive criteria., If the extent of reaction is not 
, kept low, each of the chains that will be formed as the degree of 
polymerisation advances will undergo partial cyclisation; further, in 
some cases there will be the possibility that the cyclic products will 
be subject to significant back-reaction, leading to their incorporation 
into chains. Even if analytical methods are available for the 
thorough elucidation of tile medley of inter- and intra- molecular 
reactions., the results rrill be hard to rationalise in the absence of 
powerful mathematiml techniques 
16,170- 
It is true that some of these olytacles will not arise in a system 
where generation of the rings is by bond interchange within an already 
polymerised sample, with little change. in the degree of polymerisation; 
but hdre the base of reference proviaed by the chain condensation in 
ti.: L61 - work of Stoll and Rouv' would be lao-king, and it would be 
-, ne 
' 
oessary to make-comparisons between the aboolute rates of ring 
appearance--an'dlýof"overall bond interchange. Again, detailed information 
on the''kinetic processes would be essential. 
Mea Sur , ement 'of'the'e-quilibrium concentrations presents the 
overwhelming advantage that, purely in princip1a., they are independent 
of the mechanism by which equilibrium has been attained, and are 
determined solely by the equilibrium, states of the polymer and the 
rings themselves. 7heir interpretation rests upon the thermodynamic 
analysis of Jacobson and Stockmayer 
29 
'9 
which will now be described. 
Partly because it is couched in more recent notation, but also because 
-8- 
it introduces several valuable modifications, the account presented 
here will, be that of Flory and Semlyen34. 
.1 ---The-equilibrium u4der consideration is that batween a long chain 
(of y units, say), and a ring (of x units) together with the 
shortened ohain (y-x units); 
0 
Chain of y units Chain of y-x units 
or., as it vill be henceforth represented: 
t 
L, 
y-x 
Ring of x units 
C-M 
In the strictest terms, it should be acknowledged that for 
polycondensations of Flory's type iii., where there are two monomeriG 
reactants (e. g. a diol and a diacid), the chains need not comPrise 
integral numbers of repeat units, but can instead be made UP of odd 
32 numbersýof monomeric units The simplification that will be accepted 
h e're-is that: -theýrepeat unit may be regarded as a composite monomer 
-I,, I- unitqýso that the, -chains co'nsist'exclusively of completed repeat units. 
The error asso, 6iated'with, -, this-ýrocedure is introduced in equation 
(8) 
belowp, with'the-ratio'(fý-the concentrations of the chains on either 
side of the-equilibrium; provided that the monomeric reactants are 
present in close-1, y equivalent amounts,, and that reaction has proceeded 
to high molecular weight', it is found to be imperceptible. (See, also, 
Chapter 6. ) With similar pre-conditionsp the nature of the groups on 
the ends of the chains may also be ignored. 
-9- 
Since the mechanisms whereby the equilibrium is achieved are of 
no relevance, the reaction from left to right may be considered to 
consist of two steps: 
Y-x x 
and: C-Ilx 
x 
where -M- represents the open chain comprising the same number of 
repeat units as the cyclic. 
The molar free energy change accompanying step (1) is written 
as: , 
AG, AH 1- RT. In(4irV/IJ. eý,. 
Sr. Sü» 
where 11 is A again Avogadro's 0 Number., AH is the 1 heat of 
dissociation 
of the bond ruptured, cr, is the symmetry ntLmber for the acyclic SP-ecie3 
and 
IV 
is the volume of the system, per mole of each species. Sr is 
41 sm 
I 
all volutae element., in which the ends of the tvýo chains must meet 
for bond forma'tion; similarly., SO is a range of solid angle vrithin 
which t4e. torminal bonds must lie. Here, it is assumed that the . -1 1 
exi, tonoe of a bond between the chains demands not only that their ends 
are in close proximity, but also that they are at the correct mutual 
orientation; whereas, in the absence of a bond the ends may be anywhere 
in the system.,,, and at any angle to each other, with equal probabilitY- 
The intramolecular bond formed by step (2) will be equivalent to 
that ruptured in (1)., unless the ring is so small as to be strained in 
- 10 - 
some way; hence the heat liberated upon its formation will equal 
that absorbed upon the brealcing of the bond in the first step, i. e. 
&H, * If 17ý(r) is the"density of, _end-to-encl 
vectorg 
32Y33: ý at a 
position defined by the vector r. where the origin of the system of 
co-ordinates is situated at one end of the x-meric chain, then the 
probability that the other end lies within a volume element 6r 
at that point will be Sr, W x 
(r); so the probability that both ends 
lie within a volume gr and that bond formation will be possible will 
be given by 6r. W x 
(2). For long chains, the relative orientation of 
the ends will be random., even when they come close to each other; 
therefore, the probability of fulfillment of the further condition of 
correct angle of approach of the-termini will a7ain be given by 
( 90/4,? r ). 
The molar free energy change for the step (2) may therefore be 
viritten as: 
AG RT. In(VT Srw,, 147ew) 2 
(where RX is the symmetry number of the ring), 
so--that, the overall free energy change for the equilibrium is: 
AG RT. ln(VXý(2)/N w 
,I tot 
MAR, 
, ffhence n' (2)/if 
Xx being the equilibrium constant for the reaction., in moles per unit 
volume. The relation betacen conformational behaviour ana the cyclic 
concentration is completed by noting that: 
- 11 - 
1 c-, 11 X] = Xx. 
([- my -1 /[ --m y-zr 
]) 
and that the ratio of the chain concentrations is given by the most 
32 
probable distribution of Flory as ejua124n3p p being the "fractional 
extent of reaction of the functional groups"; so 
[C-LIXI = w. X(2)'P" 
/"TA 
Several remarks may be made on this derivation: 
(a) whereas Jacobson and St6ckmayer treated the polymeric chains 
as freely-jointed, and therefore regarded the changez in conformational 
energy as purely entropic., in this derivation the enthalpic 
contribution to the conformational energy is aclmowledge4, in the use 
of the Gibbs free energy function in place of a simple entropy4o 
ý The symmetry number of a chain equals the number of identical 
ends it possesses (e. g. taom for a siloxane chainy but only, one for a 
chain from a hydroxy-acia)., while that of-a ring equals the number of- 
bonds per molecule capable of being broken to yield the open chain 
(e'. g. '2x., for an x-meric siloxane ring, but only x for an x-meric cYclic 
ester, I- of-a-hydroxy-acid). 
, -(O)--'The supposition that the energy for bond formation in 
(2) 
equals that for bond rupture in (1) depends-not only upon the freedom 
of the rinG-from strain, but also upon the applicability of Flory's' 
principle Of equal reactivity32 to the corresponding chain. As intimated 
above (while discussing kinetically controlled systems) the functional 
groups may have different intra- and inter- molecular reactivities if 
- 12 - 
the chain is very short. Such effects will be more serious than small 
deviations of the high molecular weight fraction from Flory's most 
probable distribution, since the latter enters into the model only in 
-the 
factor p, which will in any case often be close to unity. 
(d) It will be noted that the volume element Er does not 
appear in the final equations (6) and (8). This does not signify.. 
however, that for the intermediate equations the magnitude (or position) 
of Gr is unrestricted. The derivation does not explicitly account 
for certain free energy changes that accompany the processes (i) and 
(2); it is tacitly assumed that in the overall reaction they are 
exactly cancelled. Specifically, the juxtaposition of the ends, their 
reaction once in proximity, and the relaxation of the newly-formea 
junction, to its equilibrium condition, will all be accompanied by 
'enthalpic 
and entropic changes not included in the equations (3) and 
These changes will be equivalent for the inter- and intra- 
molecular-reactions only if there is a close similarity between both 
., 
the environments within the two volume elements, and the distributions 
-ing ý. of the interact. , ends within them. Indeed, this will be the case for 
chains; but it may not be so for short chains., where the 
, ýolverlall disposition of the ends within the element during cyclisation 
may differ, from that during, the approach of two separate chains (see 11 - 
below). 9 and, -where, even 
in the absence of conventional bond strain, the 
final oonformational state in the region of the junction in the cyclic 
may depart from that of such a junction within a long chain. To give 
an example of the latter effect. - the junctions in the smallest cyclics 
in the polysiloxane systems are found, to be free from so many of the 
-steric 
interactions present at the junctions within long chains that 
- 13 - 
it is necessary to carefully revise the conformational descriptions 
of the IringS35# 
-ý Me magnitude and location of the volume element: Sr are 
arbitrary', insofar as they are unrelated to any mechanistic 
considerations; but they are determined by the admissibility of the 
resulting thermodynamic cycle as a method of calculating the overall 
free energy change. Setting aside for the present the question of 
non-random an., ular distributions of the termini, it is plain that 
during the cyclisation step (2) the radial distribution of one end 
about the other must be sensibly uniform within the chosen element. 
If the element was centred on one end, but was made so large thatIff X(D 
within it was no longer constant, but (say) diminished moving out 
from the centre, then there would be further changes in confornational 
free enerMr as ends moved from the peripheries into the correct 
Juxtaposition for bonding; but the uniform concentration within the 
element for the intermolecular reaction would ensure that no parallel 
changes would occur in the step (1). Similar differences would arise 
if even a small element was put at a point in the system remote from 
th e reactive end. Hence, the element should properly be considered as 
small and as placed at the final position,, relative to one end., that 
will be Occupied by the other. Furthermore, the volumes of the elements 
for the intra, and inter- molecular reactions must be considered 
identical; OU'culations36 where two different vol=es are emploYed., 
without accounting for. the resulting discrepancies in the free energy 
ch=ges, rill give ino6rrect results. 
(e) The condition that for bond formation the termini must lie 
within a solid angle Guj was an innovation by Flory and seayen designed 
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to pay formal re,,. Y,, a; d to the possibility that the ends of a short chain 
may be nori-iandomly oriented with respect to each other., whereas in 
the intermolecular step (1) the relative orientation will always be 
random. (Jacobson and Stockmayer,, deriving the theory for . macrocyclics, 
_,. W. ere able 
to ignore this question. ) The arguments applied here are 
analogous to those given in (d) above. In the final, bonded, condition., 
the termini will lie at a definite angle to each other. If in the 
cyclising step the ends within the volume element Sr are non-randomly 
oriented., then the free enera- change accompanying their adoption of 
the correct alignment ýrill differ from that in the case of random 
orientation; expressed other. -, rise, the probability of the correct angle 
of approach will be different. It is to account for these differences 
that, in both stcpsp consideration is confined to those of the ends 
that lie at the correct mutual angle. 
Particularly favourable angular approach for oyclisation has 
been put forward as a reason for the anomalously high equilibrium 
concentrations of the smaller cyclics in certain systems34. It has 
not"yet been possible to account for this "pointing effect" in quantitative 
'terms, however; t1he angular parameters do not appear in the filial 
equations (5)' (6) and (8) above, since it was in fact necessary to 
restore, the, assumption (valid for very large rings) that the angular 
distribution was random. Nevertheless., there is hope that in the 
future it may'. "prove possiblp to introduce factors that deal with the 
probability, thatthe termini are correctly aligned for bond formations 
in the same manner as there are at present those that account for the 
probability of their sufficiently close approach. 
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7r. e Jacobs on-S to clanayer relations can also be derived by kinetic 
29. 
arguments , the details of the derivation will nov depend upon the 
mechanism(s) operating, during equilibration. It might be, for 
instance, that ring formation is by a unimolecular bond interchange 
between an active end-group and a bond at an appropriate position 
further back down the chain., vihile tho ring itself is continually 
re-absorbed into chains by similar attack, upon its units: 
x units 
Ring formation 
x units 
Ring re- absorption 
The probability that any particular chain possesses more than 
x x units will be p" For such a chain., the density of the unit about 
to be attacked in the region of the active end Yrill be TT (2) molecules/ x 
unit volume, or W (2)/N moles/unit. volume. If the molar concentration x 
of, the ends is [E and the specific rate constant for attack is Cf 
then the' rate of formation of the ring will be: 
-, 
d c-LI /dt kAE] 71 (0) py/ITA. 
The'rate of re-absOrption will be given by: 
-d C-LI, kb[B] 
[ 
c-11 
I, 
a- j /dt x PIX 
being the consýant for back-reaction. So at equilibriump 
(0) px / kb - NA RX 
I, 
xf X- 
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or, if (kf /'kb )= 11 
px 
which, of course, is identica- to equation (8) above. 
Such a treatment is adequate for large rings, and might indeed 
serve to clarify the thermodynamic analysis: but it lacks tho 
adaptability of the thermodynamic approach to smaller rings, where 
deviations may arise. The thermodynamir- treatment requires 1mowlege 
of only the initial and final states (the relative positions of the 
atoms the angles between the bonds etc., for both chain and rin, - 
butthe kinetic treattýent demand Is inforzation on intermediate states. 
For instance, it would be impossible to account for non-random 
angular distributions of t'he termini during, the cyclisation step. The 
0 within Vnich the tsrmini must approachs position of the solid 
raw 
could be determined from the mechanism involved; but even then the 
correct juxtaposition md aligymment will be those for a transition 
state., only, and yet more information would be needed for an 
understanding of the complete reaction. Failure to consider the full 
sequence of chemical processes will manifest itself as uncertainty 
in 
theýratio'(k kb ); on the other hand, the wealth of detailed 
mechanist ic information needed for a proper cbloulation will necessarily 
be perfectiý irrelevant to the final outcome. 
Precisely, similar argument hold for tho non-equilibrium situations 
discussed first in. this Section. Here., there would be great obstacles 
to the rationalisatioh of the concentrations of cyclics that failed to 
conform to the s- imple relation C= 71 (2) ATA 
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It is now necessary to consider th4 dependence of the quantity 
'v 
x 
(0) on the conformational cha-racteris. ', ics of the polymer chains, 
and hax it might be obtained for any chain. in these studies., t-vo 
methods have been used for its calculations. They have in common 
that they both describe the chain conformations by a 117otational 
,, St, ) 
33. Isoracric State Model" (p L In this evei7 bodd is assumed to 
have open to it several discrete Ifrotational states", each corresponding 
to a specified anzid of rotation ( +) about the bond, and each vrith 
a. probability of occupancy determined by the associated energy. For 
many of the calculations,, also, it is assumed that the energy of a 
bond in any state is independent of the states of the other bonds in 
the chain., beyond its nearest neighbours. In this case the chain may 
be treated as pairs of bonds., and the probability that the second 
member, b, of-a pair is in a state q. out of n available, if the 
first a,, is Itnown to be in state p, out of m., can be expressed as the 
element (p,. a) in a (m x n) "statistical vnýig, -ht matrix! ' LT: 0 .9- 
lb 2b 
---- -- 
0(of CGS 
In-this. matrix, the rows -are indexed according to the state of 
the fir3t bond in the pair, the oolu=ns according to that of the 
second; the elements are Boltzmann factors: 4, S = e', 'cp(- AEp. 
/RT)p 
where AE is the difference between the energy attributable to such pq 
a. bond-pair in states p and q, and that of one where the bonds are both 
trans. Iltequently there will be three symmetrically disposed states 
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v for each bond: trans 
(t), gauche + (g+) and gauche- (Z-): the 
convention is that the 4 -values corresponding to these st,?. tes are 
00, +120 
0 
and -120 
0. 
respectively. In this instance the Arst 
column of the U-. matrix will comprise elements of unity., and the 
whole natrix beconnes thus: 
ki9 :& 9T 
where WZ represents the Prdbability that the bond i is in a gauche 
state if i-1 is trans, cri ýz that for i to be gauche if i-1 is L- the 
guache state of the same sign, c'jWzthat for i to be gauche if i-l is 
in the guache state of the oppozite sign. To find the probabilitYs or 
statistical weight2 of an entire conformation., where all the bonds of 
a chain are in specified rotational states., it is simply necessar7 
to proceed along the entire sequence of bonds, take them pair-Wise., 
and multiply to3ether the statistical weight elements corresponding 
to the states of each pair. - 
Now, Flory and Jernigan37,33 have devised matrix methods whereby, 
given the U-matrix for each bond, together with certain structUral 
data, the mean-3quare separation of th3 ends of a polymer chain May 
be calculated. Further., it may be shown that, for long chainsp the 
distribution of end-to-end vectors is given by the Guassian type 
expression: 
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W(I: ) = (3/2 -. e ( rm ) )3/2 exp 
[ 
-(3/2 ýr 
2) )r2] 
where 71(r) is the density of end-to-end vectors at a point defined 
by the vector r. r is the magnitude of the vector,, and ýr 
2) is 
the statistical mechanical average of the square of this magnitude 
(i. e., the mean-square end-to-end distance). Hence, 77(2) may be 
found: 
(312 w(r2 >) 
3/2 
This approach to W(O) has been adopted in these studies. For 
short chains, however.. certain approximations in the derivation of-the 
Gaussian distribution may fail. There is then another method which may 
be used to calculateU(2): to employ an electronic computer to generate 
all the chain conformations defined by the rotational isomeric state 
model., and for each assign the correct statistical weight and evaluate 
the end-tp-end distance. The density 7(2) is then found by discovering 
the sum of the statistical weights of those conformations where one 
end lies within a small sphere centred upon the other, and dividing 
this sum by both the volume of the sphere and the total weight for all 
the chain donformations. So: 
3). 
where zjis the sum of the weights of the conformations with ends 
approaching to within a distance d, and Z is the total statistical 
weight (i. e. the conformational partition function). 
This Procedureq which was used extensively herep obviates reliance 
on the Gaussian distribution; but it nay instead be sensitive to other 
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errors which are inherent in the basic RISM, although not greatly 
affecting the results when the latter is used in 0 I calculati hs of the 
chain dimensions. The assignment of somewhat inaccurate statistical 
weights to highly-ooiled conformations will often alter the 
calculated value of <r 
2) 
ne, 31igibly., since the weights are so low 
that the conformations will in any case contribute little to the 
average; but frequently it is just such conformations that must be 
adopted for cyclisation to occur, and their statistical wei3hts must 
be Imown precisely. Furthermore, the restriction of each bond to a 
few discrete rotational states is an approximation: at best, it is a 
physical approximation, reflecting high enorgy barriers to bond 
rotation; otherwise, it is a mathematical approximation, whereby an 
integral over all rotational angles is replaced by a sum over a few 
states. For small rings, especially, an approximation of either kind 
may fail, and it may be impossible to adequately describe the conformation 
of the cyclic in terms of just those rotational states allowed in the 
normal RISM. In certain of the calculations discussed in the final 
Chapter of this thesis, extra states were allocated to each bond, in 
order to overcome this difficulty. 
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CHOTER 2. 
GMITMAL rXY;, ', RI',,. m,, NTAL ', 7v, THODS 
2.1 PMIFICATIOIT OF CHMMIMALS 
(a) General solvents were of laboratox7 grade, supplied in drums: 
thaj' were distilled before use through an 1811 Vigreux column, with 
rejection of the solvent-water a--eotrope, if this formed. Solvents for 
equilibrations were S. L. R. grade, and wore dried over calcium hydride,, 
and distilled through a Gallenkamp fractionation apparatus; save for 
', 
which was distilled under vacuum through the 1-mothylnaphthalene 
Vigreux column, with rejection of a large first fraction. 
(b) Other chemicals were S. L. R. grade, unless othemise stated. 
Iniere necessary they were purified by standard methods of distillation 
or rec! ystallisation. 
2.2 VEIGHIErr 
For the most precise work, by an Oertling analytical balance 
accurate to four decimal places; otherwise,, by a balance accurate to 
0.1 era (fron, Eta Ltd., Watford). 
2.3 VAOMA MONTI Q TTES 
'Evacuation of appCuratus was by means of a Speedivac oil-PUMP 
(Edwaras High Vaou= Ltd.., Crawley) usea with a Vacustat gauge (from 
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the same makers). Except where this could lead to contamination of 
solvents or distillates, ground glass joints were sealed with Edwards 
silicone grease. 
2.4 SOLVENT REMiOVAL 
Removal of fairly volatile solvents was effected by a Buchi 
rotary evaporator., usea in conjunction with a filter or oil pump. An 
apparatus'for the removal of solvents of lower volatility -,; ill be 
described in Chapter 5. Final di-jing of solids Nvas in a Gallenkamp 
vacuum oven. 
2.5 I15W. -RED SPROMOSCOPY 
Complete spectra of solids (2000 - 15000 nm. ) were obtained bY 
the potassium bromide-disc method on a Unicam SP 2-00 spectrophotometer; 
but when searching for hydroxyl or carboxyl groups, it was preferred 
to mull the substance with hexachlorobutadiene, and use just the 
Ransge J (2500 - 7500 nm. ) on a Unicam SP 20OG instrument. Not OnlY 
was this very much more convenient., but it-also removed the risk of 
finding sPurious absorptions arising from traces of moisture picked up 
during preparation of a disc. 
2.6 IRTUNAR IMMTETIC; RESONANCE SP?, CMOSCOPY 
Spectra were obtainea from a Perkin-Elmer 60 Mes. R-10 Moael 
spect3ýometer. Substances wore studied as solutions in deuterochloroform 
or trifluoroacetic acid. 
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2.7 Vi SC OITTRY 
A viscometer of the Cannon-Ubbelohde suspended Itvel type was used, 
in a water-bath held at 25 CO-05)OC. by a Gallenkamp mercur7-bulb 
thermostat. 
2.8 TBýPTJILIBIU I MOIT ITT fi-ITPOTMES 
Ampoules were made from 45 mm. diameter medium-wall borosilicate 
glass. They had bodies 12 cm. long; their necks, of about the same 
length, and ending in a B14 grouna-glass socket, were wide enough for 
easy entry of coarse solidz into the body. Each was provided with two 
glass-rod bridges-between neck and shoulder., so that a loop of stout 
copper wire might be attached, to act as a handle. + 
The ampoules were always scaled under oil-pump vacuum. If the 
contents were volatile., they were frozen in an acetone/solid carbon 
dioxide mixture., prior to evacuation and sealing. 
A sPecial heater was constructed so that these ampoules might be 
safely heated. Fcvrheavy steel explosion tubes were embedded in an 
igh. aluminju'm block shaped as a cylinder., 16 am. diametdr by 35 cm- TL 
Each tube, 6 am. diameter by 23'cm. deep. 1vas fitted with a heavy 
screw cap, this being bored with tivo small vents that also per--dtted 
insertion of a key, for screwing and unscrewing the cap. Ttvo 1 XT. band 
he, aters (Heden Heat Go., S. 17oodford) were fastened around the block, 
and this was enclosed in a1 am. thick asbestos case, diameter 20 am* 
into which fitted a thick asbestos lid; the space between block and case 
----------------------------------- 
+ Thanks are due to Mr. A. Watson for constructing these ampoules. 
* Thanks are due to Yx. D. Sympson for constructing this heater. 
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was filled with M. icanitc chips. A central hole in the lid enabled a 
thermometer to be inserted into the block. An aluminium stand lifted 
the whole asseT. bly off the bench. Temperature control was by a 
Variac., only: if it had been necessary, a solid-state controller 
could have been inserted into a hole at the base of the block; but it 
was found that, standing in a hood, and protected from draughts, etc., 
the block maintained a set temperature for many days to within I-2 
degrees at around 100 0 C.,, and to within 3-5 degrees at around 300 
0 C. 
This was an adequate stability for the intended purposes. 
Transfer of the ampoules to and from the heater was with a metal 
hook through the loop of wire fixed on the ampoule. Glass Wool in 
the bottom of each of the explosion tubes made a soft bed for the 
ampoule. When handing the evacuated ampoules, most especially'When 
just taken from the heater, all proper precautions vere taken (viz.., the 
Wearing of a mask and asbestos gloves, and the wrapping of the ampoule 
in thick cloths). 
2.9 VAPOUR PMSSMV, OSOMMY 
A Ylodel 301A osmometer from Mechrolab Inc. (Mountain View, 
California) was used,, with chloroform as solvent. 
2.10 GAS-LIQUID CHROMATW-RAPHY 
A Pye Series ICV+ gas chromatograph, with katharometer detectionp 
was used in conjunction with a Servoscribe 10,511-20 potentiometric 
recorder. 41 glass columns packed with Embaoel., silanized according to 
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the procedure of Bohemen and co-workers38, and appropriately coated, 
were used. ., -ic liquid phases used were 25' OV-17 
(Field Instruments 
Co.., Ltd., Richmond, Surrey) and 81p14 methyl silicone gum WO., supplied 
by W. G. Pye and Co., Ltd. ). Carrier gas was purified nitrogen at 
50 MI-Ain. The detector oven was set at 330 
0; temperature conditions 
for the columns were variable, and often involved programmed runs. 
The instrument was equipped vrith an injection port heater, and care 
was taken to use only those syringes with needles of the correct 0 
length to reach to the hottest part of the heater block. 
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MMPTER 3- 
GEL FENTARAMOTT CTTRO'., IATOC,. 'PAPIIY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
in the closely related techniques of "gel filtration" and "gel 
permeation chromatography", separation of mixtures is effected by 
partition of the components between a stationary phase, consisting of 
-solvent held within the sub-microscopic pores of beads, packed in a 
column,, and a mobile phase, consisting of solvent passing through 
the oolumn., and flowing round the beads. The greater the extent to 
which the molecular dimensions of a substance permit it to penetrate 
the Pores, the longer it is delayed in the column, and the greater the 
volume Of solvent that must be passed through before it will emerge; 
conversely, the exclusion of & component from the pores speeds its 
passage through the column. Separation is therefore (largely) 
according to molecular size. 
, The method of "gel filtration" is the longer established. It 
was initially restricted to aqueous solvents and hydrophilic beads, of 
which the best knorm are the cross-link-ed dextrans39 marketed as 
Sephaaex; althou. 0h other similar types have been introduced 
40. Ilore 
recently.,, beads compatible with organic solvents, both polar and non- 
polar, have come into use: for example; in the first class, the 
alkylated forms of Sephadex, and lightly cross-linIked poly(vinyl 
acetate )S41; in the second class, lightly cross-linked polystyrenes4l, 
42,43. 
For all these materials, the beads have an open structure, but lightly 
cross-linked, and are swollen by the appropriate solvents to gels 
featuring cavities of a suitable size range. The applications for 
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most, though not all, of these gels are to separating components of 
quite lo-, l molecular weight. 
The practical upper limit to the molecular weight range covered 
by the gels compatible with organic solvents was determined by the 
technical difficulties of handling the highly-swollen beads; this 
reduced the usefulness of the technique, for the analysis of 
hydrophobic polymers, until- Moore 
44 introduced a modified method 
for the preparation of the porous beads. In his Process, styrene and 
a bifunctional reactant, divinylbenzene., were co-polymerised in the 
presence of an inert diluent, During the polymerisation, the ailuent 
precipitated as minite droplets which remained as uavities within the 
final bead. With a high proportion of cross-linking agent, the 
Polymeric structure forming the walls of these pores could be made 
sufficiently rigid to prevent the bead from swelling in solvent- lu"00re 
described analysis using beads of this type as "grel permeation 
chromatography"; although the term "gel" for these beads can no longer 
be taken to imply that they possess the properties normally associated 
with gels. Such Gels are now available commercially. 
The potential suitability of this method for the analysis Of 
mixtures of cyclic oligomers will be immediately evident. Indeed, there 
are other techniques equally effective in separating chemically 
similar materials according to their molecular size. Gas liquid 
chromatobraphy has been used for the-analysi3 of the oligomers of 
polysiloxanes 
6,97.. 8,910 
and polyethers15,45 p with considerable success; 
but the cyclic oligomers of polyesters are insufficiently volatile 
for this method to be of comparable usefulness in their case. For 
the aliphatic polyesters, the first two., or perhaps three, ringsp may, 
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be detected (Chapter 8); for poly(ethylene terephthalate) (Chapter 
it is barely possible to detect the trimer (the smallest cyclic 
present in sensil3b amount under equilibrium conditions). Adsorption 
chromatoý-, raphy,, also, has been employed, with a certain suCcess23. 
There are precedents for the application of either variant of 
the gel exclusion method to the analysis of cyclic species. "Gel 
filtration". with both Sephadex, and cross-linked polystyrenes, has been 
extensively used by Zahn and his co-workers to resolve cyclic extracts 
from polyamides and polyesters 
22 
. as viell as to purify oligomers 
-- synthesis46. By ItGel permeation chromato,, ý., obtained b. graphy", it has 
been possible to determine the molecular weight distributions of 
samples of cyclic dime thylsiloxane 3 where there are up to several 
6s9 hundred bonds in each molecule 
Th-e chemical nature of the gel to be employed will obviously 
depend upon that of the solvent; selection of the solvent is governed 
by several factors. Not only must it dissolve the substances to be 
analYsed to the necessary extent (about 1%) but it must also permit their 
detection: if (as -here) differential refractometry is the means of 
detection, there must be a sufficient difference between the refractive 
indices of solute and solvent. Bearing in mind the large yolumes Of 
solvent required, it vdll also be advantageý. ous if it is non-toxics inexpen- 
sive, and easily recovered after use. 
For analysis of tho cyclic oligomers of aliphatic and aromatic 
polyesters, chloroform proved to be an adequate solvent. In conjunction 
rith this solvent., the most suitable gels were the cross-linked 
polystyrenes. Both types, i. e. rigid and non-rigid., were essayed; the 
rigid beads were found not to serve the purpose'. and their use was 
29 
ab, andoned in favour-of the 
I 
non-rigid. 'It-lis true, therefore., that the 
technique finally adopted lay closer to the original 118el filtration"S 
than to the more recently innovated "gcl permeation chromatography"; 
but no such fine distinction in terminology will, be attempted, in what 
follows. 'ahere the methods ustd All, be uniformly described as gel 
permeation chroý, -, atograp , -W, So POO&O 
3.2 TI-F, CHROLIATOGURI 
The design of the gel permeation chromatograph is best described 
Ivith reference to the fiow'diagram in -FiP: urc 3,1, - The component -, parts 
fabricated throu7, hout fromstainless steel., are: 
I 
(a) Solvent tank. A 16 litre drum, contained in an insulated 
box., with provision for pre-heating the solvent. An inlet at the base 
of the tanic permitted nitrogen to be bubbled through the solvent. 
(b) Derasser. This is shown in detail in Figure 3.2: It was 
designed for a floyrpath ensuring that all the-3olvent came in proper 
contact with the heated block, which was maintained at the required 
temperature by means of a "Minitherm, " controller (Temperature Controls '7- 
Ltd., I'lanchester). There was an-inlet for nitrogen in the base., of the 
block. The glass tube extended up to a'--hei; -, ht of six feet; it, served 
as an indicator of the level of solvent'in the tank. 
I 
Oil pulsator. This consisted of a spring return6d,, reciprocating 
shaft acting upon thc-colulýn'o-f'hy'draulio 1. fluid leading-to. the near side 
of the diaphragm. (Shaft diameter: ---t"; -stroke: --0.211. ) It was powered 
by a 96 r. p. m. motor (Parvalux, of Bournemouth). 
Special thanks are due to Mr. D. Sympson, of the Chemistry Department., _ for undertaking the design and constr,. iction of t'As instrument. 
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Diaphragm. The pulses in the oil were transmitted to the 
solvent through a 0.0025" corrugated diap'iragm, of 3 sq. in. working 
area. (The physical sepa: -. ýation of the soivent and the reciprocating 
part prevented the contamination of the solvent, common with metering 
pumps). 
(e) valve system. Two valve units, each in itself consisting 
Of tv; O 'a" diameter sapphire balls, lightly spring-loaded, apainst 
stainless steel seatings, controlled ', -he flo-q of solvent from degasser 
to diaphragm, and from diaphragm to pulsation damper, respectivelY. 
Palsation d=pcr. Vais consisted 'of a 0.2 sq. in. working 
area bellows, maintained under pressure by a spring, itself controlled 
by a screw projecting from the main body of the damper. 
(g) Pump pressure Pau,,,,, e (c-i ). A Budenburg diaphragm type Gau3c., 0 
maximum reading 300 P-s-i-, to indicate the pressure generated bY the 
puraping system. 
Over-. Pressure release valve. This is shown in detail in 
Figure 3.3. Deflection of the diaphragm by a solvent pressure in 
excess of that applied by the spring momentarily opened the valve and 
allowed solvent to flow out and return to the solvent tank. A sight 
glass permitted the return flolzi to be observed,, 
(i) Sut-off valve (VI). A Hoke needle valve. 
Filter and flow splitter. The solvent was filtered through 
h, Carlson-Ford asbestos filter supported on a 16"1 diameter by 18" thick 
stainless steel sinter (BSA Sinterýd Components, Ltd., Birmingham). 
(k) Needle valves (V2.. V3). These were Hoke valvesq, intended to 
provide fine control over the solvent pressure on either set of 
columns, and so enable the flow-rates to be accurately adjusted. 
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(1) Gauges (G2pG3). Of the same t-pe as the pump"pressure 
gauge GI. these indicated the pressures aýplied to the sample and 
reference column sets, respe'etively. 
(m) Control valves (V4, V5). These were valves of the same type 
as the valve VI., and were used to interrupt the flow. to either set of 
columns without disturbing the fine. control, valves4, 
(n) Sample injection block. A iylinarical block of aluminium, 
bored to permit the insertion of mi. syringe, and equipped with 
a Luer centre-lock fitting, to connect the syringe to the sample 
injection valve. There was provision for maintaining the block at 
temperatures above ambient. 
(o) Sample injection valve. This was an O-port column switching 
valve (Waters Associates, Framingham, Massachusetts)., adapted to its 
present purpose by introducing an appropriate connection between the 
4 ports on one level and the 4 on-the-other. (See Figure-3.4i-) The 
sample loop consisted -of a suitable. length of capillary Piping; 
its 
capacity was 1.25 ml. 
(p) Column sets. These will be described'-separately'. ' 
(q) Differential"refractometer. A Waters-Associates MqdelIZIý; ` 
capable of detecting differences in refactive ind I ex of 10-7 units. The 
cell capacity was 0.07 ml. 
(r) Thermostatic bath and circulator. A Tempunit. from Techne, 
Cambridge ,s 
iýb 16 o- - -a-, least 0.1 0 C. 
(s) Volutae counter. ' This was constructed on a rocker principle 
(Figure 3-5)o The solvent ran into compartment A udil its weight 
caused the rocker to swing over, emptying the contents 6f-. A--into the 
receiving bottle, and placing instead compartment B under the flow. The 
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movement of the magnet past the Reed Switch momentarily closed a 
circuit. which was arraný-, ed to short-circuit the recorder and so give 
a mark on the chart. The horizontally aligned screw permitted the 
rocker to be properly balanced. The vertically placed screw enabled 
the volume of solvent needed to overbalance the rocker to be varied: 
it was set to 2.5 mi. --chlordorm. The. whole mechanism was enclosed in 
an insulated box., and there was provision for maintaining it at 
temperatures above ambient* 
Recorder. A Siervoscribc Rlý 511'potentiometric record was 
used. 
The diaphragm., the,,, valve system, the damper and the over-pressure 
release valve were positioned upon a swivel-mounted plate, in order 
that they might be inverted for easy drainage during-change of 
operating solvent. The valve at the'base of-the degasser also 
facilitated solvent changag 
All components were connected byl-means of 1/16"., O_. D. stainless 
steel capillary piping except for non-permanent connections, which 
could be made with narrow-bore nylon tubing. Seals were effected at 
the points of entry and exit by compression fittings of the Simplifix 
type., but using olives turned out of Monel metal wire. (See, for 
instance, q the description of the column end-fittings, 
below). 
The columns., -valves and-filteri, and, the, swivel-mountbd ý16. 
te with 
its attached parts, were enclosed in a shallow upright oven. Throughout 
these studies, the back of the oven consisted of slabs of expanded 
polystyrene, only, but there was arrangement for a proper door to be 
fitted, and provision for temperature control. -- 
-Connector 
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7he columns themselves were made from 4' lengths of stainless 
steel rubing -11" O. D. 1 20 S. W. G.., and -ý! 
" O. D. t 16 S. W. G.. The design 0) 84 
of the end-fittings is represented in Bigure 3.6. The end-fitting was 
sealed to the column by means of the steel olive 01; the plug, carrying 
a5 micron steel sinter sviaGed into a depression in its lower end, 
was sealed to the unioh of the fitting by the olive 02. (The slight 
dishing in the plug above the sinter encouraged spread of the liquid 
over its entire area). 7-ie steel piping connector was sealed to the 
plug at the 11onel metal olive 03, which was compressed by the screw cap. 
3.3 OEERATTOIT OF M-L MPMEATION CHPý01! ATOC, 1ýAFH 
The following sua, arises the important points in the operation of 
the instrument. 
(a) Solvent. The chloroform was laboratory solvent gradeq 
distilled before use, with azzeotropic drying; 'the used solvent vas 
kept dry while awaiting re-distillation by anhydrous calcium chloride 
placed in the receiving bottle. Fresh solvent was siphoned into the 
tank via an opening , at the top. 
(b) Flow. rates. From 0.2 - 1*0 ml, /min. The tendency of t'-, Ie 
fine control valves to block, and alter their resistance, made it 
impossible to control flow rates by this means; thereforey these 
valves were left completely open., and the sample flow rate was adjusted 
by usinz the over-pressure release valve to vary the pump pressure. 
This meant that the sample ana reference flows were not necessarily 
balanced. '(See (f ), below). 
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(c) Degasser. The block tem., )erature vras set at betvicen 35 0 
and 60 
0, Dega,, -sing close to Vie boiling point of the solvent scemed 
to result in a poor baseline. IT 10 nitro, -, en flow as used. 
(See (f) 
below). 
(d) Column temperature. Ambient. 
(e) Detector temperature. TTie thermostat on th-- circulating 
bath was set at 280C. T, -ie bath vias posi-Gioned close to the "k-Itect-or, 
and connection of the water flow was throuZh short len,, -, ths of wide 
rubber tubing. 
,ýJ. (f) Sensitivity settinGs. and baseline. The refraciomoter was 
used in the -ecordinp mode at X 32, the recorder at 20 MV. rýnd 50 el- 
The bas---line at 20 mV. raný; ed from excellent (sluable to I- 2/100 over 
12 hours) to very poor. T'he impossibility of ensuring a balance 
between the sample and reference flows was uiidoubtedly partly responsible 
for the variability in the base-line stability. Excessively ygigorous 
degassing lead to a deterioration, possibly because it caused variations 
in the residual water content of the solvent. At one stagep mechanical 
oscillation in an over-pressure release valve of another design 
permitted periodic collapses in pressure brin,, ing about the discharge 
of stale solvent from the dead spaces in the guaSes; this too had an 
alverse effect on the base-line. Control of the detector temperature 
was ap.,? arently adequate. 
If Vie base-line was poor at the 20 mV. recorder settingv the 1j 
sensitivity was reduced, and more sample injected. In no tested case 
was this found to affect thd resolution, or the relative peak areas in 
mixtures; showing both that the Eel had notbeen saturated, and that the 
materials under study responded linearly at the concentrations r,, mployed. 
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Sample injection., The weight of material required was 
iO-JOO mgm., depandin- upon the number of columns in use, the 
heterogeneity of the sample- the sensitivity setting of the recorder, 
and the refractive index differences between 'the components and 
chloroform. This was dissolved in 5 ml. distilled chloroform., and 
passed through a fine sinter by air-pressure. The sample loop was. 
flushed out with 20 - 30 ml. solvent by means of the syrin-c. and was 
then f illed with the solution in the same way, td1cing care to exclude 
air-bubbles; washing solvent, and surplus solution, ran into a small 
vessel. Injection, by moving the lover of tho injection valve over 
so that the sample loop entered the solvent line, was made to coincide 
with a volume count. After two more counts, tlio lever -mas returned to 
its original position, and the sample loop was flushed out -with solvent. 
Filtration of the solution to be injected was necessary to avoid 
blockaGe of the sinters in the column end-fittings. Even with this 
precaution, the sinters, gradually blocked (probably -Ath frag-, ents worn 
from the interior parts of Via injection valve) and needed periodic 
replacement if the worldng pressure was to be kept at a practicable 
level. 
Injected sauples always Gave peaks other than those of the 
m, %ter: Lals themselves, due to traces of impurity in the solvent; but the 
low molecular weight of these impurities ensured that their peaks aid 
not norzmally interfere -with those of the oligomers. 
3.4 PACMTG OF "STYlUr,? L"cOLm,! l; s 
First attempts to resolve mixtures of the cyclic oligomers of 
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eked with I'Styrazel" o1yesters were -YrIt'- narrow O. D. 
) columns pa 0 .9 
rigidly cro3s-linked polystyrene beads supplied by 77aters Associates. 
gel 47 
Procedure's for pac; dng suchAhave been published by Waters Associates 
and have since been modified by Peaklor and, Tweedale 
48., 
and by Shaw 
49. 
The riethod described here largely corresponds with those reported. 
The appararatus is shom in Figure 3.7. The slurry reservoir., 
a 3' length of 0*'. ^D. steel tubing, was surmounted by an aperture 
valve fitted with a glass funnel; below, it was joined by a machined 
adapter to a O. D. pipe bent into a semi-circle, diameter 12". The 
column to be packed was fitted on to form the other arm of the IITYI do 
III The packing pump was of the reciprocating type, rith a. 
Stellite plunger passing through a gland packed with PTFE; its stroke 
was variable up to Il". It was powered by a 100 r. p. m. -motor 
from 
Normand Electrical Co., and had a maximum capacity of 60 ml/min. The 
flow of solvent , was controlled by four valves, each consisting of an 
lit sapphire ball spring-loaded against a stainless steel seating. The 
solvent entered the reservoir at a point Just below the lull valve. 
The gauge (Barnet instruments., Ltd.., Barnet) read up to 16oo P-s-i-- 
The release valve was an ordinary Holm needle type. Both these 
components were connceted to the mservoir by leads, also emerging from 
just below the valve. 
--------------------------------- 
Thanks are extenrclea to mr. Sympson for constructing this packing 
apparatus, including the p=p itself. The design was partly 
Harrogate. based on that of-a rig used by Dr. G. Shaw at Fibres. 
Gratitude must also be ex-pressed to Dr. S,,, aw,, -for making possible 
the use of his rig to pack columns required for certain other work 
in this laboratory, as viell as for giving much valuable advice on 
the packing procedure. 
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To pack the gelt it is made up as a slurry in a mixture of 
solvents of a density close to its own, so that it neither sinks nor 
rises during the packing. It is introduced into the res2rvoir and 
pumped round into the column with another solvent. In the previous 
methods,, the gel was slurried in a 5: 6 (by volume) mix of 
totrachloroethylene and acetone, and pumped round tith tatrahydrofuran. 
Here, chloroform was used in place of both the totrachloroothylene and 
the tetrabydrofuran. Further, the mixture of solvents was used for 
the initial stages of the pumping. 
To pack a single column, 80 ml. dry gel were thoroughly stirred 
with four or five 150 ml. portions of a mixture of 800 ml. chloroform 
and 960 ml. acetone; after each washing liquid was drawn off in a 
coarse sintered funnel until the gel was just damp. Finally the gel 
was slurried with exactly 150 ml. of the mixture, and degassed by 
refluxing for 30 mins. and cooling in a stoppered flask. Care was 
necessary to prevent violent bumping of the slurry during reflux. 
After degassing, a sample of the slu=7 was centrifuged at high 
spped, for several minutes. According to whether the gel sank or rose 
during centrifugation, chloroform or acetone was added from a burette 
and mixed viell in, before another sample was centrifuged. This was 
repeated until the slurry remained homogeneous, or the Cel divideap 
vrith part sinking and part rising; the final additions of solvent were 
of the order of 0.1 0.2 ml. The slurry was then degassed anev7,, 
and the balance chocked. If necessary, a further addition of either 
of the solvents was made, the slurry was degassed againp and rechecked; 
and thus, until the freshly degassed slurry was correctly balanced. 
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Taking account of the original volunme of the slurry, and the 
volumes of solvent tLirated into it, the composition of the residual 
chlomýorm, - acetone mix was now adjusted to closely match that of the 
slurry. A few hundred ml. were used to flush out the pump leads and 
17ash out the tubing of the apparatus; the rest was degassed as 
described above. 500 ml. chloroform were also degassed. 
The slurry was nowintroauced into the reservoir. To do this., it 
was poured dorm the side of a rod into the glass funnel. It was found 
that., if the valve were now opened, the gel would flow in only with 
the issue of air-bubbles and their passage through the-slurry; 
this would not be desirable. (See below). So instead, the upper and 
of the column to be packed, as yet carrying only the olive 01 (in 
'Figure 3.6) and its corresponding nut, was connected by rubber tubing 
to a filter pump, and the apparatus was evacuated; then the column 
was isolated from the pump by means of a screw clip, and the valve was 
opened carefully. The slurry was drawn smoothly into the reservoir. 
Once the vacuum tube vms removed, the column was providea with 
a full end-fitting. A short length of steel capillary piping 
emerging from this fitting was connected to several feet of narrow- 
bore nylon tubing with its end in a 20 ml. measuring cylinder. The 
pump was switched on, at high stoke, to rapidly fill the space in the 
reservoir above the slurry with the degassea solvent mixture, and then 
drive the air out of the interstices in the valve. When the liquid 
level rose up into the glass funnel, the pump was turned off and the 
valve shut. The pump was put back on, but withits stroke reduccod to 
give a flow of approximately I ml. /min. This flow rate was maintained 
until some 20 ml, had passed into the cylinder. 
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The cylinder was now replaced by a larger., and the p=p stroke 
increased steadily. Roovided the pump was in good order, the pressitre 
now rose to above 800 p. s. i.; if it threatened to exceed the maximum 
reading of the gauge (1600 p. s. i. ) it was released, by briefly 
opnýninZ the Hoke valve, and the stroke reduced. Pumping was continued 
at about 800 - 1500 Ps.: L., 50 - 60 ml. /min., until the supply of mixed 
solvents was exhausted (some 600 ml. ). The pump was then turhed off, 
and the solvent intake pipe of the pump transferred to the flask 
containing degassed chloroform; in doing this, care was taken to 
prevent entry of air bubbles into the intake line. Rapid pumping was 
resumed, and the 500 ml. chloroform passed through the column. 
The pump was now switGhed off., and the pressure allowed to kLll- 
A bowl having been pbsitioned under the U-tube, the union between 
U-tube and reservoir was broken; the contents of the reservoir were 
discharged into a beaker by cautiously opening the valve at the top. 
Any liquid in the U-tube was emptied out, and the assembly of U-tube 
and packed column vta3 inverted. The U-tube was removed., but leaving 
the actual union still on the column. If all had been properly carried 
out,, the gel at the end of the column was tightly-packed. If necessary 
to avoid leaving arq dead-space., a little of the surplus Sel in the 
U-tube was put back into the union, and then the end-fitting plugTas 
put in place, and pressed down on the gnpl by tighteninG the upper 
nut. (Figure 3-6). 
Theo olumn. was inverted once ag- in - ost end ., 
a , so that the loge. m 
was that which served as inlet during packing. A syringe containing 
chloroform was attached to the end of the nylon tubing, and raisedg 30 
that solvent percolated do,, m through the column under gravity and ran 
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out of the lower end-fitting. When I-2 ml. had passed out, and all 
air had been flushed from the fitting, the column was connected into 
the g. p. c., the direction of the solvent flow through it being the 
same, as during packing. In making the connections, care was taken to 
exclude all air from the solvent lines leading into the column. The 
column was flushed out overnisht at I ml. /min. before testins, the 
efflux being-rejected for re-distillation. 
The gel in the U-tube was pumped out., and the reservoir washed 
out with solvent. About 30 ml. surplus gel qould be recovered. Thas 
was filtered off and air-di-+od for future use. 
if high resolution is to be achievedY the packing of the gel in 
the column must be uniforyn. and tightO. For uniformity, the rcl 
slurry should be wel-I-balanoý--d; further, the more exactly its density 
is replicated by that of the mixed solvents used in pumping, the 
better. The slurry must also be properly degrassed, and free from 
air-bubbles. For a tight packing., the pump must be able to give the 
high flov rates required, even at the high back-pressures generated. 
A number of the columns packed in the early stages gave poor resolutiont 
because the pump Was susceptible to bao'X-flow through its valves at 
hi, g, hvarking pressures; only when the valve balls had been sprin,, --loaded 
could, the necessary packing pressures be athined, and good paol-cings 
achieved. 
3.5 SIEPAPATITE' CAPABILITY OF "STYRAf',. EL" COLUMIS 
Tac samPlos used in testing the columns were three mixtures of 
cyclic oligomers, those respectively of poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
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(henceforth MT)., poly(decamethylene adipate) (PDA) and 
poly(ethylene su--cinate) (PES). To anticipate later findings., the 
first mixture contained trimer to decamer (in molecular weight, 576 to 
1920)s the sccond monomer to pentamer (284 to 1420). and the last 
dimer to heptamer (288 to 1008). The cyclic timer of MT and the dimer 
of IFFES were available in pure form. FDA, of T. T. = 26500, was used if 
it was necdssary to have a material of molecular weight much above 
those of the oligomers. (The means by v; l-dch these substances were 
obtained, and the properties they exhibited that lead to their 
characterisationj All, be fully described in the appropriate Chapters. ) 
The separative capabilities of any column vrith respect to a 
particular mixture will be determined by its "calibration" (i. e. the 
dependence of the clution volume of a species upon its molecular weight, 
or., more precisely, molecular dimensions) and its "theoretical plate 
count", upon which depends the breadth of a pea-k eluting at a certain 
vol=e. 
A typical calibration is shovm in Figure 3.6; plottea as the 
lo3arithm of molecular weight a3ainst clution volume, the curve has 
a central linear Dart., but tails up at the upper end, and dovm at the 
laxer. actrapolation of the linear portion to the void volume, i. e. 
the volume of the solvent outside the beads in the column, Gives the 
Itexcluded molecular i7ei, -, -htl., supposedly that of a species just too 
44 large to enter any of the pores Often., this is re-expressed as a 
(nominal) "pore size". by converting the excluded molecular weight to 
a molecular dimension: if narrow polystyrene fractions have bgen used 
to set uP the calibration, the molecular weight is divi-d--d by a factor 
0 close to 40 to find the pore size, in An,, strom units. it is important Q 
j 
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to note, however, firstly, that the excluded molecular weight and the 
pore size are no more than nominal pa: rameters, and secondly, that the 
50 
actual working range of a eel. lies very much below these litits 
The plate count of a column, or set of columns, may be found 
from a resolved peak by measuring its pealc clution volume. Ve, finding 
the volume TI equivalent to its "widtht' (Figure 3-9). and using the 
51. 
equation ., 
v 2 
= 16 (.. ) 
Co=only.. 
_the 
number of plates., N., is divided by the total length of 
the column(s) in feet, to eive the "theoretical plates per foot"., TPF. 
Broadly speakingo a hieher TPF indicates a better-packed column: 
but care must be taken in the interpretation of the values obtained, 
since they depend upon many factors;. notably,, the molecular weight of 
the test substance., and the flow rate. "Lnus., at 1.0 ml. /min., some of 
the columns packed gave counts of 900 TPF for the solvent impurity 
peaks; but none gave a valuer higher than about 300 for the cyclic 
trimer of M-T. At lower flo-w rates (0.1 - 0.2 ml. /min. ) the ttimer 
peak became narrower,, and the TPF found rose towards 800; while the 
solvent impurity peaks undcrwent little change. Effects of this sort 
have been observed before; -Heitz 
41 
attributes them to the relatively 
slow diffusion of the higher molecular weight species in and out of the 
gel pores. 
The first columns packed were with gels of pore sizes of 
30001 and over. For such gels, all the cyclic oligomers eluted close 
to (sometimes after) the major impurity peak (probably due to water). 
Later studies therefore concentrated on columns with pore sizes 
- 43 - 
.ý 0-- -0 
. 
60 A- 1000 A; and examples will now bd given of separations achieved 
with various'combinations of such columns. In the tracings, the peaks 
ýfor the different-oyclic components will be identified according, 
to 
the numbcr of repeat units per molecule, 
(a) Figures 3.10 and 3.11 compare the peaks obtained when 
respectively the pure cyclic tHmer, and the mixture of cycli as, from 
0 
PET', were injected onto a single packed 150 - 350 A column at, a flow 
rate of I ml. /min.; it was evident from this that higher species were 
indeed in the mixture. 
(b) In Figure 3.12,, the same mixture was injected onto a 
000 
co. -ibination of the above 150 - 350 A column with a 60 A and a 100 A) 
both supplied by Waters Associates. The trimer is now a distinct peak. 
In the follovdn- two Figures., the separations of the mixtures of 0 
alipliatic oligomers are shown. All three runs were at I ml. /min.. 
(c) Replacement of the 60 Ao column (which., was noted to have 
0 
most effect in separating the impurity peaks) by-a packed 100 A. and 
0 
addition of a further packed 150 - 350 A column, ga-ve the tracing in 
Figure 3-15, The cyclic tetramer of PEET is now apparent., as a slight 
b=p between the trimer and the higher species. 
(d) Figure 3.16 shows the FET oligomers injected onto the same 
0 
set, save with the further addition of a packed 1000 A column. The 
separation was unaffected; the elution volumes of the peaks were 
uniformly increasea by the total solvent capacity of thb new column. 
Separations of the aliphatic oligomers under same conditions are shown 
in Figures-3.17 and 3.18. 
(e) Comparison should now be made between the tracings in 
Figures 3.12 and 3.15., and that in Figure 3.19. The first was obtained 
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with three columns., the second with four, the third with thr(:; ý 
0 (2 X-150 - 350 A., Ix 100 AO); but for the last separation. -the. flow 
rate was reduced from i. 0, to 0.1 0.2, ml. /min.. The separation- 
is much enhanced; the cyclic trimer of FELT is almost perfectly 
resolved, the tetramer is a distinct. peak, andIn'the shoulaer on 
the residual hump there is a clear indication of the pentamer. 
The separation of the oligomers of FDA was also improvea (Pigure 3.20). 
However, these were the best separations ever to be achieved 
withý Styragel colums. ' For the cyclic trimer in the trace in 
Figure 3.19,, the plate count is approaching 800 TPF., in comparison 
-to the maxikum of 1000 claimed for the comnercially available 
"'polumns; clearly 
there was little wrong with the packing. Yet, even 
... vilth, three columns, under conditions of low flow, the cyclics above 
--tetramer remained subject to an intractable compression. Clearly the 
ýS ay with the the separative characteristics intrinsic to the gels 
, 
fault 1, 
f 
selected. 
It was expectea that properties intermediate to those of the 
0 
IOOOIA gel (previously rejected as having too large a pore size)p and 
00 
the 100 A and 150 350 A, gels in use, might be found in the Gel 
0 
marketed as having a pore size of 500 A. But the results from this 
gel viere,. disaný(Anting,; insofar as concerned the separation of -the 
0 
cyclic oligomers, it proved indistinguishable from the 100 & and 
0 
150 - 350 A gels. It would therefore appear that, despite the 
con inuity in the range of nominal, pore sizes in, the ýYels available, 
there is a maeked hiatus in their actual properties: for the 
Styragels up to 500 Ao quoted pore size, the ayalic oliGomers (of M-, T) 
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lie at the upper end of the useful separative range; for those above 
the 5GO ý, they lie at the lower end. Conceivably, this break is 
connected with a change in'the method of preparatioh of the gel 
(Section 3-1). 
Since it was plain that the necessax-y sepa-rations could not be 
uffeoted by means of Styragel, its use was discontinued. 
3.6 JUTD PjM, *l'0Tj. WN"CE OF "BIO-BM" COLMIIIS 
It being clear that use of Styraý; cl vras inappropriate for the 
andlysis 'Of the mixtures of cyclic oligo. -ners under consideration, 
attention was directed towards otheravailable media for gel permeation 
I 'chromatography. That which was finally adopted, andwhich proved 
capable of separating the mi--tures, was the polystyrene gel supplied 
as "Bio-BOads" (Blo-Raa Laboratories, St. Albans); and, in particular., 
the type specified as 
UnliIlce Styra3el, Bio-Beads are only lightly cross-linked, and 
are extensively'swollen by many solvents. Therefore, the procedure 
for packin'g Bio-Bead column3 must differ from that for Styra-gel: and 
that, on tio counts. Firstly., the swollen beads are soft and rubberys 
and cannot be packed under great pressure, for they deform; then, not 
only do they compress to a solid mass of high resistance to solvent 
floW. but, further, they becomeforced into the interstices of the end- 
'fittin'g sinter, so that this is irremediably blocked. Secondly, they 
must be packed in the'solvent used for the C. p. c.. Indeed, attempts 
were'made to pack, using C el slurried in a balanced mix of solventsy and 
then flush, ou-t these s'61vents before scalino the column: but the 
- 1+6 - 
resistance of these colurrms later rose to unworkable lovelsq 
undoubtedly because the gel Nvas undergoing, further svielling. 
were packed using the rig Several of the 'lull O. D. colu=s* 
described in Section 3.4. About 30 ml. dry gel were left for a day 
to zwell with 200 ml. chloroform; then, as before, the slurry was 
degassed, introduced into the reservoir, and pumped round into the 
column. Because the density of the solvent had in no way been adjusted 
to match that of the gel, the swollen beads tended to rise upon 
zta-naing; thdref6re, it was preferred to forego the initial period of 
slow pumping, normal -when pacldng Styragel, and instead sweep the 
slurry into the columnahile it remained homogeneous. Finally, it 
at up to 600 - 800 p. s. i. was tamped in by 10 - 15 mins. pumping 
Constant attention was essential at this stage, since the pressure 
could rise very suddenly and rapidly to well over 1600 p. s. i. 
Even for the solvertimpurity peaks, these colur= did not exhibit 
high pl. ate counts (only about 400 TPF)., and so d`. packing procedure 
V 
like thA of Heitz and Coupek43 was tried instead. In this, the 
column to be paok, ed was extended by fitting another onto it, to serve 
as a-slurry reservoir. The assembly was stood vertically; slurry 
-Wasýý red in through a funnel, and allowed to settle as the solvent _pou 
dripped out, of the lower end-fitting under gravity. When the level of 
: th-_ gel bed rose to the top of the upper column, this ms equipped with 
an end-fitting, so that a slow flow of solvent could be pumped down 
--------------------------------- 
Mulder and Buytenhuys5O have recommended wider 4 
(ýý" O. D. ) columns. 
Here it was found, however, that with columns of this width every 
pea1k 'was, preceded by a tail, spoiling the separation. It qust have been, that Part of the solvent was taking routes throuGh the column that did not bring the sample into full contact with the gel; these 
preferred pathways may have lain along fissures in the gel bed itself., or perhaps between the bed and the column walls. No such 
effects were observed with the narrower columns. 
-47 - 
through the bed. The flow rates tried vicre betu,: -! cn 0.5 and 2.0 ml. 
/min... 
sustained for periods of 12 - 48 hours; because the design of the 
pump on the packing apparatus did not permit it to produce s,, ich low 
flows over protracted periods, use was made instead of a Hughes 
metering pump, of the sort cormonly used in t;. Pc, systems. Once the 
pumping'had been completed, the flow was stopped, the reservoir 
removed, and the column scaled withýa second end-fitting; it vas 
transferred to the g. p. c. for testing. 
This method was not really suitable for such narrow columns, T 
however. Firstly, it was difficult to introduce the gal slurry into 
the column-reservoir assembly without mixing in air-bubbles; and, 
secondly., it"w'as, not po'ssible to stir the slurry above the actual gel 
bed, to ensure that it remined homogeneouS7 and settled dorm 
uniformly. In consequence., the columns that resulted were also of poor 
quality. Nevertheless., it was found possible to achieve the desired 
examDles will show. separations'with such columns, as the folloving 
(a) Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show separations of the mixed oligomers 
of PST (Section 3-5) on a single column of tI yAcal resolving power. In 
the first trace, obtained at i ml. /min.., the-plate count for the solvent 
impurity islabout 300 TPF, for the cyclic trimer, only 200; in the 
second, iý, ' obtained at 0.25 ml. /min.., the trimer rave aýcount increased 
to around 300. The trace in Figure 3.21 may be compar&d to that in 
Figure 3.111 for a single Styragel column at the same flow rate; and 
the trace in Figure 3.22, to that in Figure 3A9., for three Styragel 
columns, at a slightly lower flow. 11he greater suitability of pio-Boads 
for these analyses is at once apparent. 
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The next Figure depicts the outcome of an injection of 
the same sample onto a single column that briefly showed an 0 
exceptional resolving power. Here it is possible to discern the 
cyclics up to octamer; and it would certainly be possible to estimate 
the proportions of trimer and tetramer from such'a tracing. The plate 
-tably, this column underwent count for the trimer is 1200 TPF. Regre. 
a rapid deterioration, and afterwards gave no mDre than normal 
! resolution. 
Figures 3.24,3.25 and 3.26 show the oligomers of PEET, PDA, 
and PES, respectively, analysed on a combination of two coltums of 
typical pbte Counts, at flows of 0.2 ml. Imin.., The cyclics from FST 
are still imperfectly separated, but those from P. D. A. are almost 
completely resolved from monomer to pentamer. It rould certainly 
be possible., to estimate the proportions of all five of these rings. 
Finally.. there are shown in Figures 3.27 to 3.2-9 the (d) 
results of; using four such-Columns in series. Mese runs were 
obtained at 0.15 0.30 ml. /ý: in 
In Figure 3.27., the. tracing for the mixture of. cyolic oligomers 
from PET is shown., In this, the species from trimor-, to nonamer are 
discernible as peaks; the decamer is visible as a distinot-, ripple in 
the curve. From this trace, it would be possible to directly'ý-'. 
determine4the pr6portion of trimer in the mixture., to high precisioni,: 
the tetramer, pentarner and higher rings could be estimated with 
diminishing accuracy. In conjunction with a computer analysis of the 
tracings to be described in the next Chapter it proved possible to 
"46termine the Concentrations of the rings up to nonamer with adequate 
precision. 
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In Figure 3.28., the tracing, for the mixture of oligamers from 
PDA is shovm. The five species are now perfectly separated. 
Interestingly, it becames clear from this tracing that part of the 
material eluting betueen the dimer and trimer in Figure 3.25 is in 
fact a minor impurity of some sort. 
In Figure 3.29, the cyclics from PEES are shoTm: the components 
(from dimer to heptamer) are almost perfectly resolved. 
The final Figure (3-30) depicts a calibration 
* 
of those four 
columns for the three series of oligomers. The cyclics from different 
systems do not lie on the same line; nor would they be expected to 
do so, since they'ýiill not have the same molecular dimensions at the 
same number of repeat units. Indeed, even if the ordinate is 
converted to molecular weight, rather than degree of polymerisation, 
they do not share exactly the same line. 
It is proper'to recall that these results were obtained with' 
columns giving only low plate counts. If the counts achieved for 
Styragel, columns could have been reproduced with the Bio-Beads, 'then 
the aliphatic oligomers could have been analysed using no more than two 
columns at low flow rate, -while with four good colu! ms virtually all 
the FBOT cyclics present in the test mixture would have-been resolved. 
It did not prove possible, however, to improve the plate counts'; 
rather, it was noted that with the passage of time the resolving pw: fer 
of the columns actually in use tended to diminish. Nevertheless, the 
set of four Bio-Bt6ad SX -I tolumns were found to be adequate for most 
of the intended purposes. 
----------------------------------- 
In makinx,,, - comparisons between such calibrations, it was important to ensure that the same experimental conditions had been maintained. 
Changes in calibration would obviously arise if alterations 
were made to the lengths of connecting tubing, etc.; but, alsop the 
susceptibility of the volume counting device to slight losses by 
evaporation made it necessax-y that the flow rates should be identical. 
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CHAPM, P. 4. 
CYCLIC OLIGO. ". ',, )oRS nF POLYýETHYLI,, 'IETC-RF. FHTT-LkLAEiI 
MTRODUCTION 
In 1954, Ross, Coburn, Leach. and Robinson 
19 
reported that by 
., ed 
solvent extMetion of films of poly(ehyleneterephthalate) prolong 
(hereinafter R-:, T) they had isolated a small proportion of a material 
which they Wentified as the cyclic trimer of the pblymer. (Cyclic 
tris(etyleneterephthalate); n=2 in Giuffria 
20 later 
confirmed these findings. Some years afterwards, Goodman and 114'esbitt 
undertook a more comprohensive study. Having obtained low molecular 
weight extracts frora MT fibre and chip, they separated the components 
by taking advantage of solubility differences; the extracts were found 
to contain not only the cyclic trimer, but also tetramer and penta-mer. 
(Cyclic tetrakis- and pentaltis- (et. hyleneterephthalate); n=3,4 in 
Fig-4-1). Tie later introduction by Zahn and Kusch 
22 
of gel filtration 
as a means of resolving the extracts into individual oyclics lead to Z> 
the additional isolation of thehexamer. (n = 5, in Fig. 4.1). More 
recently., Peebles, Huffnan and Ablett 
23 have made similar use of adsorption 
chromatoCrap. Vi to obtain small quantities of the cyclic trimer, tetramer 
and pentamer from such extracts. 
0 
-,. 
P-C-GýC-O-CHICHi 
Figure 4.1 
CN-c C-0 2 "T 0Cn 
11 Is 
I 
00 
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Mlethods have been developed whereby cyclic ethylene terephthalates 
may be obtained by direct s.: nithesis rather than by extraction from 
samples of polymer. High dilation teol-miq: aes for the preparation of 
0 
the cyclic trimer have been described by ý,, 'Ieraslcentis and Zahn' d an 
also by Hamb and Trent 
53. Huffman et al 
23 
showed that in the first 
method cyclic tetramer and cyclic dimer (cyclic bis(ethyleneterephthalate); 
n=i in. Fig. 4.1) -,. 7ere formed as bi-products. The latter compound has 
not been isolated from normal polymer samples., but has been noted in 
the distillates talk, an -from 
the polymerisLrig melt 
23., 
and can also be 
prepared At high dilution by a method due to Repin and Papanikolau 
54. 
Another synthesis devised by Yeraskentis and Zahn 
46 
yields cyclic 
tetramer as major product. Finally,, Zahn and Repin 
55 
have evolved 
procedures for the preparation of the cyclic oligomers from týimer to 
hoptamer. 
CYOlic Oli, 90(ethyleneterephthalate)s have figured in a number 
56 
of physical studies. Seidel made a comparison bf the infra-red 
spectra of the cyclic trimer and of linear oligomers. Repin and 
papanikolau54 , and Zahn and Rep: Ln55 . have discussed the assignment of 
bands in the infra-red spectra of the cyclic -oligomers obtained by 
synthesis., Trith particular reference to the conformationally dependant 
absorptions found by Grime and Vard57,58 in the spectrum of FET. 
j Trends in melting point: 
55 
and in solubilit 
23,55 
have been described. 
X-ray diffraction studies of the cyclic ur 4rost, Smith imer by Binn s 
and Yeadon" and by Ito and Okajima 
60 61 
have shown it to adopt several 
polymorphic forms. Hashimoto has noted the appearance of cyclic 
62 
oligomers during the degradation of PE and has investigated the kinetic ET 
laws, governing the formation of the cyclic trimer during degradation 
63 
-of the polyner by benzcne 
- 52 - 
The objeotive of the present studies of poly(ethylenetarophthalate) 
was to determine the amounts of Via cyolic oliZomeers in a variety of 
samples of the polymer', and in particular those in which an 
equiLibrium betw,,, -ýen the ring and chain molecules had been attained. The 
fundamental importance of confirming the cyclic nature of the species 
under study 'iaxdly requires emphasis. In seeking such confi-cmation 
use was made of a Ade range of the methods of examination employed 
by the authors cited above. 
4.2 LaM, 11NATIOTIT OF EXTUICT3 FRTIl POLY(ET'iY=, T?, Tl'TM", P-TfTATA', -7-). 
The raethod by which low molecular iveiSht material was extracted 
from samples of Poly(ethyleneterephthalate) will be described in 
Chapter 5. Tlere the discussion will concern the conpoaition of the 
extracts and the validity with which they may be formulated simply 
as mixturesof cyclic oligomers. In the main, the results that will 
be citea were found for extracts obtained in initial experiments with 
commercial polymer samples; but they were lar-ely typical of those for 
extracts encountered at later stages. Occasionally, extracts showed 
departures in behaviour; appropriate mention will be made of such 
deviatiohs. 
7he relevan to evidence may be summarized as follows: 
(a) Simple 2hysical pSo2erties: the extracts were soft, cm-ably 
powders, except that., in some instances where the presence of linear 
species were suggested by other evilence., they tended to become gritty 
and tough. They ran, -, ed in colour from just off white to light brovmo 
- 53 - 
(part of this discolouration derived from decomposition of the 
solvent employed in extraction). Although the method of extraction 
involved their dissolution in chloroform., they showed variat ns 
their solubility in this solvent. The most soluble dissolved to the 
extent of several per cent leaving only a faint haziness, probably 
due either to higher cyclic components (sufficiently solbble, however, 
to be extracted in the large volumes of solvent used) or to higher 
molecular weight chains resulting from slight polymerisation during 
evaporation and drying of the extracted material. Some extracts were 
mostly soluble., but tended to form aggregates that resisted dispersion. 
Often, in such cases, If the solid were first dissolved in a little 
of a more powerful solvent itwould remain in solution upon 
dilution with chloroform; which_suggests that kinetic, rather than 
thermodynamics factors were involved. The presence of linear oligbmers 
in samples often reduced their-solubility in chloroform; some such 
mixtures werd only partly soluble in, sym tetrachloroethane or dimetvl- 
formamide, which acted as good solvents for other extracts. F'xtracts 
showed only slight, and apparently selective,, solubility in diethyl- 
and petroleum ethers, acetone, methanol and ethanol. Trifluoroacetic 
acid ýTas a-powerful solvent for all extracts. 
These findings are in partial disaccord with those of earlier 
workers. Goodman and Nesbitt 
21 have found the cyclic pentamer 
extremely insoluble in organic solvents., while Peebles, Huffman and 
Ablett 23 noted that-their samples of tatramer were not soluble even in 
o-chlorophenol, a solvent for the polymer itself. It is possible that 
purely morphological considerations will explain the discrepancies 
between the results of the present studies and those previously publisheds 
as well as those between individual samples described here. 
- 54- 
(b) Memental, analysis: the analytical results found for an 
extract are compared in the Table below with those expected for an 
empirical formula of C5H40 2* 
Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen., by difference 
F0 UN, D 63.69jeo 4.35/"o 31-96,, o' 
Table 4.1 
CALCULAUED 62.501'o 4.19% 33-31 
Nuclear maM. etic resonance spectroscopy: the nm,, r. 
spectra of deuterochloroform solutions of the extract analysed above 
and of the pure cyclic trimer (obtained as described in Section'4.4) 
are shmm in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Theywe virtually identica12 with 
only slight adsorption apart from the two major and equal peaks at 
1.9 and at 5-3. (Ignoring the spurious adsorption at 2.7 U 
due to protons in the solvent. ) These findings are in complete 
61 
agreement with those_of Ito and Okajima for the trimer. These 
workers assieýncd the-reak at lower magnetic' field - t6 the pro'ton's -O--p 
the aromatic ring, and that at higher to those of the ethylene glycol 
residue. Over the range scanned there vere no pealks attributable 
to carboxyl'lor hydroxyl end-groups; but these can often lie at still 
lower magnetic fields, 'and in any case the extracts were often 
insufficionýly soluble-in aeuterochloroform. for easy detection of such 
protons, vdiich would be expected to be present at low levels'only. 
Trifluoroacetio, acid was a preferred, solvent,,,, since it was then possible 
to examine, solutions concentrated enough to reveal even small 
proportions of impurity. In general the two main peaks (shifted in 
this solvent to -r -values of 1.8 and 5.1) comprised at the least 
95,1, '. ', of the total absorption. 
10 
ly 
10 
10 
456 10 
or 
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Some extracts showed broad and weak absorptions in the regions 
of T=5.3 and 5.7. By comparison with the spectrum of the glycol- 
terminated linear monomer (bis(hydroyyet4l) terephthalat6, 
HOCH 2011200C C 6H4 COO. CF2CH20H ) these bands might be attributed to the 
protons of ethylene glycol end-groups. (Figures 4. ý'_and 4-5). 
1 
2h, simplicity of the n. m. r. spectrum of the ethylene 
terephthalate unit permitted the use of this tool to be extended to 
making quantitative estimates of the level of impurities inýcertain 
samples. This found specific application to a number of extracts 
contaminated with additives to comiriercial polymer fibres. Evidently, 
informtion must be available, concerning the proton densities of tho 
contaminants. for this to be possible. 
Infra-_red ab_sorption'''spectroscopy: -the infra-rea spectra 
between 2000 and 15000 nm. wave length of a, typJical, extract., of pure 
cyclic trimer and of high molecular weight PET arc-shoim in 
Figures 4.6,4.7 and 4.8. (These spectra were obtained from pOta3siuý-- 
. bromide discs. ) The three spectra are very similar and also match 
well with those published by Zahn and'Repin 
55 for the pure cyclic 
oligonerSO 
I Assignments can be made at once for several of the prominent 
bands: that at 5870 nm- to carbonyl'stretching, that at 7900 
21,54. 'to --C-0 stretching, that--at 7120 nm. to the C-C terephthaloyl stretching 
57,64 ýthe origin of the band at 9090 nm. has been the subject of discussion- 0 
', Bands apparantly specific to the trans- or gauche- conformation of the 
O-CH2-CH2-0 glycol residue are appropriately indicated; parenthesis Of 
an identification is meant to convey that the band is not recoanised 
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in the literature as conformationally dependant. As rc. -ards these 
bahds, the extract resembles the pure higher oligomers in lying 
intermediate to the cyclic trimer and the polymer. 
The primary usefulness of the technique., however, lay not in 
Confirming in this way that the components of the extracts were 
basically madc up of ethylcne terephthalate units. (since the evidence 
from n. m. r. was quite conclusive in this respect) but in attempting 
to distinguish between linear and non-linear species by the detection 
of lVdroxyl or carboxyl encl-groups Viese groups absorb strongly 
in the regions of 2850 - 3100 nm. and 2700 --ý Q 
(about) 4100 =-o 
respectively 
65. 
'The C=bwwl absorption is absent from all three of 
the spectra given above, while that for the hydro. Vl is weak, and, 
furthermores undoubtedly derives part of t, 11e strem,,, th it actually 
showsp to moisture, pic,,., -ea up ciuring preparceation of the potassium 
bromide discs. (See Cha-pter 
on the other hand, among. the vdde ranSe of extracts examined) 
there were some givirIz, less unequivocal result3. It becomes necessary 
in such cases to have available the"' spectra of suitable standard 
compounds, with which to make a cOmParison--ýý, Terephthalic acid served 
as such a standard; its spectrum between 2500 1 nm. and 6000 nm. is 
chown in Figure 4.9. Other useful materials were bis(hydroxyethyl) 
terephthalate (Pigure 4.10) and mixture o,,, glycol- terminate d linear 
oligomers approximating to a dimer composition (. Pi*,,,, ure, 4.11); the means 
by which these were obtainea will be aescribed in Section 5 of this 
Chapter. PET Samples Imown to be of quite high molecular weight w**, -o 
While it is lf-, ruc- that- (especially in degraded or pyrolysed samples) 
EST chains can carry olefinic end-groups: - COOCH: CH2 which would 
escape detection by these means, their appearance is invariably 
accompanied by that of carbo; Wl grouns66-69. 
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were also examined. (All spectra being taken as mulls in 
hexachloro-but-^diene). 
The spectra of these standard compounds may nog be compared 
r *th those of a variety of extractd: a 
Figure 4.12 sho= that for another extract from a commercial 
polymer. Aggain, there is no carboxyl absorption, and the hydroxyl 
band is of such low intensity that it is clear that end-groups are 1,1- 
almost'completely absent. 
Figure 4.13 shows that for an extraot (denoted (XV)-A) derived 
from an equilibrated sýample. Hydroxyl absorption is low, but thcre 
is slight absorption due to carboxyl groups including the two 
ylic acid. bands at 3700 and 3900 nm. due to the dimer of the carbo)r 
. Lhis absorption 
is many times less intense than that for 
terephthalic acid; but., on the other hand, it must be recognisea 
that many of the components of the mixture may have molecular weights 
sufficiently high for the level of end-, croups within them to in any 
case be low. Hence, for such samples, it could not be ascertained by 
this method alone that linear species were notpresent in significant 
amounts. 
Figure 4.14 shows that for another extract ( (XVI)-2A) from an 
equilibrated sample. Here the intensity of the carboxyl absorPitiOn 
is so great that there could be little doubt that linear species were 
present in substantial proportion. This was to a large'extent 
confirmed by other results. (See (f) below). 
-------------------------------- --- - 
It is not entirely clear,,,, wIA7 the-absorption--for such 's'amples extends 
towards 2700'nm. - while -that- for- the pure acid stops -. at 3000=- Aliphatic diacids and low molecular weight polymers show the broader band found for these ey . trac-, S. 
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-h Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the spectra of yet anothcr su. 
extract ( (VII-)-IA), 'and of the PEIT tesidudl- from -extrac'tion'.. ", -, ", 
respectively. The latter was found by other means to have a nu: nber- 
average deS cc of polymcrisation approaching tyenty, and yet it shows Sr 
carboV1 absorption almost as intense as that for extract (XV) - 1A 
ý"that for its own extract. in Figure 4.13, although less intense than- 
In sm. -Wary, it was found that infra-red spectrosco could in 
favourable cases offer very strong ovidence for the cyclic nature of 
extracts, but in some other cases it left an, 6 element of doubt as to 
the precise extent to which the., oyclic oligomersl, were contaminated with 
linear species. 
(e) Gas liquid ch3ýomatogra2ýZ: the low volatility of the cyclic 
oligomers of FST severely limits the applicability of this technique 
to their study. However, it has been noted in the past that the trimer 
61 
may be detected by this method . -Here it was found that., ýfor a 4t 
2ý 
column packed witlý silanized E; Iýacel coated with 8% by weight Eye's E-3V' 
silicone gum and a nitrogen flow-rate of 50 ml. /min., a major component- 
0 of the extraO'ts eluted after 4-! Z Pare trimer gave a. min. at 380 C. 
0 single Peak at the same point. At 325 C. elution was after 25 min. -, 
(f) Gel oermeation chromatograpky: in the previous Chapter,, -examples 
were given of the tracings that rare obtained at various stages of, the 
5- 
development of the g. p. c. system, when extracts from FET were injected; 
and finally calibrations for the supposed cyclic oligomers of 
a"n d c-c-inatey Poly(ethylefteý-ter6phthdIdt6 
Poly(decamethylene adipate) were compared. For convenience, the calibration 
Plots are reproduced in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.18 shows another typical separation of an extract from 
MT. If injection of such a sample Were followed by that of a sample 
-aking care to maintain the same conditions, of pure cyclic trimer, t 
it gave a, peak at, the same elution-volume., rma in the same sensej as 
the greatest peak for the extract. Furthermore, extracts obtainied- 
by conventional means, which earlier workers found to contain cyclics 
from trimer to pentamer 
21 
or hexamer 
22 
, also showed 
(at least) the 
peaks denoted 3,4,5 in Figure 4.18. (The components in stibsequant 
similar tracings will also be identified in this way, i. e., according 
to the number of structural units they possess. ) Clearly,, these peaks 
must represent the first members of the series of cyclic homologues. 
That the other components extend this series is suggested by the 
overall linearity of'the logarithmic calibration plot. The slight 
upwards curve at 1017 clution volume (amounti'nq, in any case., to a 
discrepancy in molecular wei, ,; ht of only 5%, for the decamer) 
is quite 
in conformity vdth the pattern for the supposed cyclic oligomers of 
the aliphatic polyesters; in this respect, the assignments for the 
aliphatic and the aromatic cyclic oligomers are mutually supporting. 
Further evidence for the cyclic nature of the principal 
components of the extracts comes from a knowledge'of the behaviour of 
certain linear species. In Figure 4.19 the calibration- curve for 
glycol-terminated'ohains is, compared with that for the extract 
components. From this, it may be seen that, although initially peak 
elution volumes-roughly coincide (linear dimer with cyclic trimer., 
linear trimer with cyclic tetramer) Vhey aftex-, vards, separate and 
therefore fall out of step. 
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There is an important consequence of the marked differences in 
the elution volumes of cyclic and linear species: contamination of a 
cyclic extract with chain oligomers reduces the definition of the 
peaks obtained in g. p. c. The variety of possible chain sýecies, each 
eluting, at a different point, will accentuate this effect. An 
example is the tracing in Figure 4.20, for the extract (XVI) - 2-A 
of which the infra-red spectrum has been discussed in (a) above. This 
tracing shows, too, another feature indicative of the presence of 
large proportions of linear species: material eluting in substantial 
quantity after the cyclic trimer. 
As will be described in Section 3. of this Chapter, for many 
extracts, the overall g. p. c. tracings could be quantitatively 
accounted for as composites of the peaks of the cyclic components. The 
exactitude of the fits obtained in this way is strong evidence for the 
absence from these extra 
compounds. 
G. p. o. p therefore, 
of the main constituents 
further information upon 
linear species. 
cts of more than very small amounts of other 
served not only to confirm the cyclic nature 
of the extracted material, but also provided 
their freedom from contamination with 
(g) Ana jysis of #etýlene glycol content: although Goodman and 
21 
Nesbitt found in their extracts from PET no cyclic dimer of ethylene 
terephthalate., they did note another dimer, in every molecule of which 
one ethylene glycol linkage had been replaced b,,, - a diethylene glycol 
- 61 - 
residue (cyclic (ethylene 3-oxapentamethylene diterephthalate)): 
000 
-o-c 0 -c c-0- Fligure 4.21 
O-CNl-CM-O-CH-CH-0 
99 -2 
They sug5gestcd that this substance owed its appearance to the C; 
presence in commercial PET of a certain fraction of diethylene glycol 
linkages, incorporated during melt polymerisation by poly- 
condensation with loss of water., rather than the expected ethylene 
glyco, 
70: 
- O-CHi-CllýfoH 4 P-C-Ciia-cili-OU ---- 4 -0 - CH,; CHi- 0- CHe CH. - 0R 
Hao 
or by dehydration of the glycol prior to reaction 
70. 
2 NO- 042-CHS-OH ---4 NO-CHt-Cl4A-O-Cq2-Clj2-0/j 4 H210 
or possibly by other mechanisms7l, 
R=H or a 
chain of 
any length 
More recently, Peebles., Huffman and Ablett 
23 isolated from their 
extracts a cyclic pentamer containinZ one diethylene g , lycol linkage 
to 
every molecule, and furthermore detected such linkages in still higher 
species; while Goodman and Nesbitt's dimer is now available 
synthetically46 0 
In the light of these previous findings, it was necessary to give 
consideration to the diethylene glycol content of the FUAT extracts under 
study. Readily available evidence was that the n. m. r. gave no sign of 
such linkages; but to gain more precise information, use was made of a 
method based upon that of Gaskill., Chasar and Lucchesi72 . and 
consisting of gas chromatographic estimation of the diethylene glycol Q. 
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released by partial saponification of M, T vith methanolic sodium 
hydroxide The results of these quantitative analyses were surprising. 
It was found that vnUle, indeed, the diethylone glycol contents of the 
commercial sanples of ITT used in these studies fell within the normal 
ran--e. those of the extracts were very low. For instance, the extracts 
from two polymers with contents of 0.90 and 2.30 mole respectively., 
both had levels of diethylene ff col below the limit of detection under Sly 
the conditions used (< 0.2 mole 5, ). 
Ma rationalisation of those findings is not easy. It might 
indeed be expected that the content of the extract would be lower than 
that of the parent polymer, since several of the major cyclic components, 
most notably the trimer, probably adopt special favourable conformationsl 
not open to the equivalent species containing a diethylene glycol 
residue; but the magnitude of the departure is surprising. This Ma-Y 0 
be evidence that the conformational properties of many of the observed 
cyclic oligom--r3 of PET are in fact radically affected by the 
introduction of Just one such foreign residue. 
10 ,. o summ-arise the evidence presented in this S,,, ction, it is almost 
beyond doubt that the major components of the extracts were indeed the 
cycl. ic oligomers of poly(ethylene terephthalate). For many extractsy 
the evidence was also strong that these were effectively the only 
substances present; for some others, the evidence pointed to the -presence 
of substantial amounts of linear species; for others, aZain, it was not 
possible to say on this evidence alone exactly to what extent the 
extracted cyclic oligomers were contaminated with linear oligomerso 
----------------------------------- 
Tharilks are extended to Mr. A. J. Thompson,, ofo the Research Departments 
I. C. I. Fibres, Harrogate., for performing these analyses. 
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MTATIVF, G. P. C. A7, TALYSIS Or, EXTRACMT 
From-ý, obtainin- the g. p. c. t: ýacin, - for -an extracted mixture of 
cyclic oligomers, such as that shown in figure 4A8, there are only t-iTo 
steps to the quantification of the analysis. Firstly, it is necessal-i 
to correctly apportion the area of the total tracing between the 
tionshi-, ps between different cyclic species; secondly, to establish relat 
the area fractions of species and their weight fractions in the 
sample; that is, determine the relative responses. 
(a) Division of the tracing: only for thetrimer, is the peak 
sufficidntly well resolved to Permit its area to be found immediately 
with adequate Precision. To'subdivide Ihe rest of the chromatogram 
between the various components the tracing was cut along lines dropped 
vertically down from the minima. In effect, this attributed to each 
of the components a sector, of vridth increasing roughly logarithmically 
with peak clution volume, within which that substance alone was 
assu: ned to elute. At first sight, this may seem a crude approximation; 
but closer examination suggests thatu it will be reasonably accurate. 
For this part of the chromatogram consists of a series of overlapping 
peaks, approximatly equally snaced, and of areas decreasing in an 
approximately linear fashion from left to rigght; and so although the 
total area in the sector assigned to a particular component is increased, 
to the extent that the contribution to it from left-hand neighbouring 
components exceeds the loss from it into the left-hand sectors., an 
almost exactly compensating decrease will result from the corresponding 
exchange with its right-hand neiahbours. U 
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ihis qualitative expectation was fully confirmed by a 
quantitative analysis. Use may be made of the mcthod of least 
squares to obtain the "best" fit of the-true peak, heights of the 
species to the overall experimental tracing. The mathematical analysis, 
and the computer programme written to handle'the calculation3., are 
f, ýllly described in Appendix A: here it is necessary only to show that 
the results agree closely with those of the simpler procedure. 
To give examples: Figures 4.22 - 4.24 show the fits obtained for 
three typical tracings, of which two have been presented earlier$ while 
in Table 4.2 comparisons are made between the area fractions found from 
these fits., and, those found by simply dropping perpendiculars. (In the 
Figures, the small circles reprezent the fitted points). 
Area fraction of x-mer Area fraction of x-mer 
found by fitting found directly 
A B 
3 0.459 0.550 0.343 
4 Oio"148 0.121 0.155 
5 0-101+ 0.105 0.130 
6 0.094 0.073 0.120 
7 0.080 0.068 0-091+ 
8 0.057 0.046 0.074 
9 0.040 0.029 0.050 
>9 0.017 0.008 0.035 
A B c 
0.449 0.534 0.343 
0 . 145 O. Iig -0.161 , ,, 
1 0.102 0.1081,, 0.127' 
0.092 0.074 0.119 
0.077 0.074 0.089 
o. o61 o. o5i o. o76 
0.045 0.030 0.047 
0.024 0.010 0.038 
Table 4.2 
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The agreei; ent is so good that reaular use of the more complicated 
method was hardly justified, and accordingly the method normally applied 
was to trace out the chromatogram. onto thicker paper, cut out the 
sectors, and weigh them. Under conditions of good baseline, this 
could be done with a reproducibility of 501'oý for the trimor, diminishing 
to about 10p"f for the* nonamer. (Table 4-3). Again, provided the 
base-line was gboa, -duplicat&d-, Anjections of samples gave identical 
results within roughly these limits. (Table 4-4). Not infrequently,, 
however, the base-line'was not this stable; then it would be necessary 
to repeat the run to obtain reliable mean values. 
Table 4.3 
x 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Area fraction of x-mer 
lst. estn. 2nd. estn. 
0.480 
0.154 
0.080 
0.069 
0.051 
0.051 
0.497 
0.150 
0.087 
0.072 
O. U+9 
o. ot+6 
Table 4.4 
Area fraction of x-mer 
x Istrun 2nd. run 
3 0.524 0.546 
4 0.163 
5 0.088 
6 0.075 
7 0.061 
8 0.044 
9 0.029 0.026 9 0.027 
>9 0.029 0.017 >9 0.014. 
0.176 
0.083 
o. o68 
0.054 
0.040 
0.020 
0.007 
(b. ) Relative response factors it was possible, in this regard, 
to do no more than compare the response of the one cyclic available in 
pure form, the trimer., with that of the other cyclics as a whole. 9 and 
The linearity of the responses has already been established (SeC71--on-7.3-7. and will not be discussed further here. 
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assume that all the higher species responded equally; in view of the 
final conclusion., that the response of the tr#er was only a little 
different from that of the higher oligomers., it is unlikely that the 
higher oligomers differed sensibly amongst themselves. Even for this 
limited purpose, however.. it proved rather difficult to obtain 
consistent information. 
Preliminary to the study, a "working unit of respbnse" was 
defined,, to take into account the effect upon the areas of the peaks 
obtained of the differences, from run to run., in the amount of sample 
injected, the flow rate, the chart speed and the sensitivity settings. 
All the response factors hereinafter discussed will be expressed in 
these units. 
The average response for ten different samples containing cyclic 
oligomers in the norbal, sort, of distribution (i. e., similar to those 
shown in Risures 4.22 - 4.24) was found to be 0-34, with a mean 
deviation of 0.02; while the response for pure cyclic trimer was 
determined as 0.4-3. (0-436p 0.429 on tvo runs with different solutions. ) 
By using the trimer factor to estimate the weight of trimer injected, 
for each of the ten samples with complete distributions, and finding 
the weight of the other cyclics by difference., it was possible to 
obtain a valu-- of 0.26, mean deviation 0.03, for their factor. This 
would imply that the trimer is 65, c,! o more responsive than the higher rings. 
Me ten samples had shown a range of solubility behaviour; not 
all dissolving co--pletely; - Rrovided that only a small fraction remained 
undissolved, and that its composition di d not depart greatly Iyom, that 
of the sample as a whole., this would not much affect the relative 
areas for the components, in the chromatoprain; but it would lead to a 
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I 
significant dizaln,, d. tion in the overall response, which, by the procedure 
described, would carry throu, -, h to give sp-, wiously lo--, 7 response factors 
for the higher cyclics. Furthermore, the reliance of the calculation 
upon finding the weight of the oliaomers above trimer by difference 
implies that the relative error in the response factor finally to 
emerge will be roughly double that in the total mount injected. 
These considerations suggested that the more correct values for 
the response of the higher cyclics would be those found, for the more 
soluble samples of the ten, i. e. values at the upper end of the ranfre; 
and an interim value of 0-30 was adopted. Certain of the later 
results., however, argued against so low a figure. Specifically, the 
percentages by weight of cyclic trimer in co. -mercial melt polymers 
were somewhat low compared to seemingly reliable literature values; 
-, 20 00; 1. for e. '0 nample, 1.05.1,7o' and 1.16,11t, as againA 1.3,1,3 and 1.15, "o' - 1.5 ý"2 
(See Chapter 5. ) Also, the trimer concentrations for melt-equilibrated 
s=ples were lower than these literature va-ues, for non-equilibr'a-ted 
samples; e. g. 1.255. (Chapter 6. ) To render the new results compatible 
with the old required a response factor of at least 0.35 for the 
cyclics other than trimer. 
Furthermore., there became available a sample which contained 
only these higher oligomers. (See Chapter 5. ) By direct determination, 
due allowance being made for a small amount of contamination in the 
extra-vt., their response factor was found to be 0.38,, with an estimated 
error of f 0.01+, 
He value finally adopted, therefore,, was 0.35. Lying between 
the highest values found indirectly, and that found directly, it is 
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sufficiently high to reconcile the new results for the trimer with 
those in the literature. It corresponds to a response for the trimer 
enhanced by just 20/1,1j over that for the other oyclics. The error 
attached to this factor is about 
+ m6 or 15, q; but it may be pointed 
out that, just as in finding relative response factors by, the indirect 
method, errors are subject to magnification, so in using them, 
errors are diminished. This is made clear in Table 4.5 where 
comparison is made between the weight fractions of species., calculated 
from a single act of area fractions assuming the responses of higher 
to be in the different ratios 1: 1.0 cyclics and trimer t :1 . 2., and 
1: 1.4. 
Weight fraction of x-mer I for 
ratios in response of: 
1.0 : 1.0 1.0 : 1.2 1.0 . -1-4 
3 0.535 0.489 0.451 
4 0.170 0.186 0.201 
5 -o. o86 0.094 0.102 
6 0.072 0.080 0.085 
7 0.053 0.064 o. o68 
8 0.042 0.046 0.050 
9 0.024 0.026 0.028 
>9 0.010 0.011 0.012 
Table 4.5 
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4.4 MPA-'UTION OF CYCLIC; MS(E'=TTS7r7E' T2RTPHTTMLAT3). 
The method whereby the cyclic trimer of IET was obtained was 
2,3 
analogous to that of Carothers for the preparation of macrocyclic 
esters of aliphatic diacide. 
The basic apparatus consisted of a water-cooled probe of 17 mm. 
diameter, passing centrally doi7n an outer jacket equip, )ed vrith a 
B24 male joint. The jacket was fitted to a 100 mi. flaslc,, into which 
the probe protruded for some 7 cm. A take-off from the far end of the 
jacket was connected to a vacuum pump. 
In use., about 10 gm. of high molecular wcight F?, T, mixed with 
catalyst,, were put int6 the flask, and the apparatus vras set up 
horizontally with the flask placed in the contre of an electrical 
heating mantle, controlled by a Variac and fitted with a thermometer. 
To reduoe heat losses, asbestos rope was wound wound the jacket where 
it emerged from the mantle, and the mantle itself was covered over with 
aluminium foil. (Figure 4.25). 
tXter evacuation to about 0.05 mm.. v heat was a: )plied steadily, and 
the temperature taken to 300 0- 3100C. over some hours. From about 
the melting point (2600 - 2700C) care was necessary that the heating 
rate was not so great that the polymer bubbled up over the probe. These 
conditions were maintained for 36 - 48 hours,, and the heating was then 
turned off. When the apparatus had cooled sufficiently, the mantle 
was removed, and the flask wrapped in a cloth. These was a necessary 
precaution because., on solidifying, MT melts grip the glass of any 
container., and the differential contraction accompanying further cooling 
will often cause the vessel to shatter violently, 
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The apparatus was allowed to cool 40 C. to 30 , under vacuum, 
when air was admitted and the probe carefully withdrawn from the 
flask. Uhatever care had been taken, the probe was invariably found 
to to contaminated with charred polymer; but this could easily be 
picked off. "The yellowish sublimate was removed from the probe by 
scraping, and washing with chloroform. 
In infra-red spectroscopy, the sublimates gave more or less 
intense carbo: 71 bands. (Figure 4.26. ) Extraction with chloroform 
left insoluble residues also showing intense carboxyl absorptions., 
0 
and melting with much sublimation above 345 C.; these are properties 
characteristic of terephthalic acid. The extracts were-concentrated 
to 5- 10/'j solutions, and refiltered if necessary;. then about double 
the volume of diethyl ether was added, and the mixtures cooled in ice. 
Fine white crystals appeared over several minutes. After some hours 
at OOC., the solids would be filtered off, washed with, a little 
ice-cold ether., and air-dried. They gave no carboxyl., and ohly vex-y 
slight hydroxyl, absorption. (Figure 4.27). They melted over three 
0 to four degree rangea in the region 308 - 3160C. 
The best catalyst used was antimony trioxide (ca. giving 
over 36 hours 1 gm. of sublimate, containing only a little 
terephthalic acid. Over 48 hou3ýs, lead monoxide (2 - 55o) gave only 
0.75 gm-, markedly more heavily contaminated with acid. Magnesium 
chloride hexahydrate, a good catalyst for the preparation of aliphatic 
macrocyclic esters, vas much less effective and gave a product 
consisting mainly of the acid. 
The crude trimer products from different experiments were. combined 
(about 1 9r3- in total) ana reprecipitated,,, from 10 ml. -viarm-'ahloroform 
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vrith 20 ml. diethyl ether, with coolin. 7, con ice. The solid 
(0-5 Em. ), 
filtered., rashed and air-dried, melted at 3140 - 3160c., t with 
preheating of the block to 311 
0 C. (Literature: 3140 - 316 
o2l 
. 318 
o22 
31 9o23 s 315 
0- 316 o52 "Without pro-heating, the crystals 
discoloured slightly during the earlier stages of heating, and melted 
somewhat lower. It gave the n. m. r. and infra-red spectra mentioned 
earlier. Elemental analysis: carbon, 62.14/clo hy drogen, 4.16/,,,. 
(Calculated., 62.50/5,4.19/o. ) Uolecular weight found by vapour pressure 
os . mometry in chloroform was 517. (Calculated, 576). In S. p. c. at 
I. C. I. Fibres., using m-cresol at 105 0 C. as solvent, it gave a peak 
identical to that found for trimer obtained by extraction from polymer. 
In terms of simplicity, speed and absolute yield, this new method 
of preparation has quite distinct advantages over that of I. Teraskentis 
and Zahn52* It also compares favourably with the later procedures 
of Zahn and Rcpin 
55, 
and Hamb and Trent 
53 
Undoubtedly, it is 
capable of refinement, and could be operated on a larger scale without 
difficulty. 
4.5 EMPRIRA. TION Or, GLYCOL-MIMIRTATED LINOAR OL3: GOI,., T"RS 
These viere obtained during an attempt to prepare bis(bydroxyethyl) 
terephtha, ate by the transesterification of climethyl terephthalate with 
ethylene Slyc: o, 
73: 
CHs-OOC- C6144. COO. CH +2 140. c'ijL-cm,. oii --. ) i4o. cH w 3 t-C vCOC. C6H.. Coo. CH. 2. cus-0$4 + 
14 o. (cii,,. C14,,,.. ooC. C6 144. Coo). C14,1. Ciij . 
0)4 
n 
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151 t; m. (0-75 mole) dimothyl terophthalato (roorystallinad from 
methanol, m. 137-00 - 137-5o)., 112 gn. (1-71 mole) ethylene plyool 
(distilled off sodiu; i under nitroSen73, b. 1940) and 0.25 (; z. wilci= 
acetate catalyst, wore put into a 500 ml. flask, : Pitted wl th a 
nitrocen bleed and equi,? pod with a still-head and condonsor for talzzo- 
off. Heating was applied, by mo=s of tho vapourz oP boiling Clycol; 
the mixture completely liquified over thirty minutes, and evolution of 
tlie methanol commenced. qie r eaction vras complete -. 4thin 3 hours, by 
which time some 60 mi. of methanol had collected in the receiving 
vessel. While still molten, tho contents of tho flask ware turned 
out into P. Pyrex ovaporatinr, dish'. to facilitate later hwnalin, -, 
The colt solidified to a sUcLZr, white lumpj weight 212. 
laoitillý; over the bro,, -, d rant,, c of 75 
0-r,. p. c. anal 1300- rave the 
tracina shown in Flgure 4.28; tho very largo and broai pioak,, upon 
which tha chain peaks sit, was duo to otlVlcno glycol. 7ha lump vras 
-h" 
troken up and cxtraotod vIth 600 ml. hotwa"Ler; on eoolin4 tho 
solution., about 18 gm. of crystalline solid waro o1btained. 711ds was 
roci-Intal. lized from acetone to Civo bis(hydror, ýotliyl) tore ; )h thal ato. 
(ji Cm. of whita platolets; identified by solubilitty behaviour and by 
0 o74,75 4. moltilip, point-, 103 . comparad to literaturo valuc3 of 109 
j: avc a sin5lo peak in C. p. c. (Figuro 4.29). Tho inzolublo rozitluo 
formed the mixtura or glycol-t, ýrmlnatcd short chmins raforrod "o in M1 
-3otion. f. 4,0 nt of' earlier 3 It wa., nho7m by "'Op. 04, t conni. nainlj t1itj ei r. 
(Ficure 4.30). 
Bis(fiydroxyothyl) torephthalate was obt-mined in much 'AC1i. -, r SLAd 
if a five-fold oxco3s or ot1wIcne Clyool woro tined in tho pro,,,,, aration. #60 14 
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CWMR. J. 
MMUCTIOIN OF CYCLIG OLIGOMRS FRO. "Ll 
POLY ). 
Tyel(mol 5.1 ITITROV,; ý* 1 
Uth -fe--. v exce-otions W the previous studies of the low molecular 
weight fraction of poly(ethylene terephthala-'Le) put reliance upon the 
extraction of the polymer, as normally handled, by fairly volatile 
solvents. 
The method of. Ross., Coburn., Leach and Robinson'9 was to extract 
20 
film with trichloroethylene; Giuffria modified this only in tl-le 
additional use of chloroform and xylene as solvents. In both cases, 
trimer (by weight, ca. 15-, and 1.3%, of the film) was the only cyclic 
oligomer found in the extracts. 
Goodman and Nesbitt 
21 
extracted fibre and chip with xylene and 
with 1,4-dioxane to obtain extracts comprising 1.3 - 1-7; 5' of the 
polymer, and containing cyclic tetramer and pentamer as well as trimyer., 
Theyfouar, a as typical these wei--ht percentages of individual rings: 
Trimer Tetramcr Pantamer 
1 . 4,5 0 ele 0.0311,0 
Extraction with dioxane was also the method selected by Zahn and Kusch 
22 
they were able to isolate from their extracts cyclics from trimer to 
hexamer. 
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23 Peebles b aý,, ain used Vle. ne and dioxane, but .. 
Huffman and Ablett 
by designing their extraction apparatus so that nearly boiling solvent 
came in contact with the fibre or finely-powdered chip they could 
obtain extracts in the range 2.0 - 3.85, containing substantial 
amounts of the higher oligomers. 
The trend to emerge from these successive studies is that the 
yields of cyclic oligomers, especially those above trimer, increase 
with the severity of the extraction conditions. Incomplete 
extraction would offer an immediate explanation of the rapidity Ath 
which the concentrations found for these species decline with increasing 
ring size, in comparison with both theoretical prediction (see 
C-ýapter 7. ) and the experimental results from other systems. It was 
therefore proper to pay special attention to the method. of extraction 
to be 'used. 
FuchS76 has examined the efficiency Ath VUch crystalline 
polymers are extracted by volatile solvents. He argued that occlusion 
in the cx7stalline regions would render part of the soluble mate-rial 
inaccessible to solvents of low, or only moderate, power. In the 
instances of polypropylene and polyetl%ylene, he showed that, in order 
W to remove all tie material, it was necessary to entirely dissolve the 
polymer in hot solvent and then reprecipitate the high-moleoular weight 
part by cooling. Part of the soluble fraction would remain in the 
supernatcLit liquid; the rest could be e2tracted from the pre-ý. ipitated 
polymer with cold solvent. The method he adopted in extending, these 
studies to PEET may well, have lead to degradation, or re-e_quilibrationP' 
of the-polymer, and so given him spuriously high levels of extractable 
material; but his results nevertheless stron" , ly suggested t"15-h-alE ", P 
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that complete extraction of the cyclic oligomers from PET could only 
be ensured by dissolving the whole sample, rather than by just 
extracting the fibre or chip with volatile solvent. 
The principal obstacle to the aevelopment of such a technique 
lay in the experimentally inconvenient characteristics of the co=on 
solvents for PET, which are mostly involatile, and often dissolve 
the polymer only at elevated temperatures; several are too noxious 
to be suitable for regular use. "The complex morphology of, the polymer 
exacerbates this difficulty, since an effective solvent'for one. sample 
may well fail to dissolve another. Thus., FEET fibres will often 
dissolve in warm dimethylformamide, and, coolinG, or addition to 
dieth, irl other, will lead to precipitation of the high molecular weight 
chains and 
_their 
separation from the oligomerio fraction; but many other 
samples wM not dissolve in hot DMF. M-cresol at 150 0- 200 0 proved 
a generally effective solvent, and the polymer could be precipitated- 
as a fibrous mass by. addition of ether to the' warm solutioh; but removal 
of the cresol from the filtered solution needed excessively high 
temperatures, under vacuum. Trifluoroacetic acid is a powerful solvents 
and volatile; but noxious'. and also costly. 
The usefulness of 1-methylnaphthalene in the removal of low 
molecular,, weir, ht material from PST has been pointed out by Siggel and 
Kleine77. For this purpose, it is far from ideal, for several reasons: 
firstly, it becomes effectDre as a solvent for PET only at about 200 
0 C; 
seconaly., it is high-boiling (2430C); thirdly, it is slightly unstable, 
chemicallY, and tends to darken upon exposure to light or heat, especially 
in the presence of. air. However, it proved possible to devise procedures 
whereby quite satisfactory results could be obtained by its use; and 
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so., in the absence of a bel-Aer alternative., this was',, the s olvent 
employed in these studies. 
5.2 EXTRACTION PROCED M 
Extraction of the cyclic oligomers: ý, fromj. BT was achieved in this 
way: 15 - 20 gm. FST, (4s chips. ' 'or fibre, out- irito-sfi6itle"ngths) were 
put into a 250 ml. 3-neokea flask with about 100 ml. 1-methylnaphthalene 
(distilled under vacuu6 throur,,, h a 15'"Vigreux column, with rejection 
of a large first fraction). The flask was-provided with a centrally 
placed Teflon stirrer reaching right to the bottom: on one side-arm, 
there was an inlet for nitrogen; on the other, a condenser, through 
which a thermometer passed to enter the body of the flask. The 
nitro,., -en lead was constructed of -wide -b ore, - tub inz-: ) -; -bent zo -that -vrhen-----, - 
the stirrer was running it still dipped int6-the-moving, liquid, and yet 
was avoided by the rotating blades. position of the thermometer 
along the condenser was determined by the same considerations. A plug, 
of tissue at the top of the condenser reduced the emission of solvent 
fumes into the air. -(-Figure 5-1) 
The mixture was stirred steadily ove ,ra fe'w'; "'minutes., while a 
vigorous stream of nitrogen swept out all-air. The stirring rate was 
then very much increased, and strong heating was applied by means of 
an electrical mantle. Notes word made_, of'tho temperature at timed 
intervals so that thq procedure could be closely reproduced later. 
Typically, the temperature would be taken to 200 0- 210 0 over 8- 10 
"' "! 4" 
-_ 
minutes,, by when the mixture would have turned cloudy and the polymcr 
Vrould be sufficiently softened to begin to disýeri;. "After a further 
ft 
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lu rn ITI 
0 
C) 
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re m 
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c2 
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5- 10 minutes, the MT would have disappeared., toleave a turbid., 
viscous liquid, in which the greater part of thepolymer was dissolved., 
while the rezidue was completely dispersed as swollen droplets. The 
mixture would be white., unless the initial sample itself was 
aiscoloured. 
The stirring would be stopped., and the heating replaced by 
cooling by means of an air-blower; within 5 minutes, the temperature 
would have dropped to 170 0, and the FEET would reappear throughout the 
entire volume of the solution. The nitroGen flow wasturned off., and 
the apparatus left for some hours to cool properly. 
The details of the temperature cycle naturally varied somewhat 
from sample to sample. Fibre disappeared after a few minutes at 195 
0 
but some high molecular weight chips needed up to 15 minutes at 215 
0 
for complete dispersion. The stirring rate, also, was important; 
generally it was preferred to maintain it as high as possible, to 
discourage the chips from forming clumps,, or adhering to the sides of 
the. flask. 
"When throughly cooled,. the contents of the flask were turned out 
into a weighed beaker. The texture of the reprecipitated polymer at 
this stage depended markedly on its molecular weight. Normal SaMPles 
(say., Un about 15000) were spongey, and easily worked to a cream with 
chloroform. At higher molecular weights, the gel became tough, and 
exhibited rubber-like properties; one s=-ple had to be pulped in a 
mortar and pestle before it could be processed further. At molecular 
weights below normal,, the polymer became rather stic1q, and difficult 
to handle and to filter; vhile for extensively degraded samples 
(ff. perhaps 5000) the product was a fine powder. 
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Whatever the character of the polymer, the mixture was now stirred 
with chloroform (300 ml. ). stood for at least an hour, and then filtered. 
The polymer vias then returned to the beaker, and re-extracted with more 
chloroform; this v,, a3 repeated at least until it was free from 
1-methylnaphthU-ene (5 -6 times) and often beyond this, until no-ý traces 
of solid was left upon evaporation of the chlortform. The combined 
extracts were transferred to a weighed flask and totary evaporated at 
30 - 500C to remove the chloroform as thoroughly as possible; then the 
1-methylnaphthalene was evaporated at less than 5 mm., using the shoft- 
path distillation apparatus shown in Figure 5.2. During the initial 
stages, the removal of residual chloroform could lead to bumping, and 
so the heating waz gentle, and the still was set up for reflux of the 
condensate on the probe; aftervards it was carefully rotated into the 
position in which it is shown. The evaporation could be taken to 
perfect dryness, without at any time exceeding a tem. -, perature of 50 
0 C. 
Using a conventional vacuum distillation set-up, this proved quite 
impossible 
the flask containing the dried extract was now roweighed, ana the 
solid was then completely transferred to an evaporating dish., using 
chloroform to wash out the flask. When this solvent had evaporatedo 
the extract., rather light and fluffy, and only just off white for a 
polymer not initially discoloured, was mixed to a uniform powder. The 
high molecular weight part was air-dried, and then put under vacuim until 
quite dryl then it was weighed as a check. If it had been frequently Q) .9 
broken up during the drying process it would be a very fine powder. 
In part, the efficiency of the evaporation depended upon the poor 
quality of 1-methylnaphthalene as a solvent for the cyclic oligomer3 of PET. 111-cresol., a good solvent, could not be removed with cojkDarable ease. 
4 
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EXEIACTS FROM CO'" 5.3 117MRCIAL SAMPL-13 
Initial extraction3 of cyclic oligomers were carried out on 
po=ercial polyner samples The results of the GapeCe analyzes of 
five extracts obtained by the procedure described above are givcn in 
Table 5.1 below. 
i7ciuht . 
5, f? x-mer for these polymers: I 
HI H2 H3 (I H3(2) i 14 
3 1.15 0.32 1.27 1.25 0.33 
4. 0.29 0.10 0.12 0.19 0.12 
5 0.21+ 0.06 0.29 0.27 0.07 
6 0-19 0.05 0.14 o. 18 o. o6 
7 0.14 O. U+- 0.18 0.16 O. C4 
a 0-10 0-04 0.13 0.11 0.01+ 
9 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.07 0.02 
>9 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 
TOTAL 2.24 o. 66 2.22 2.27 0.73 
Table 5.1 
Polymers HI and H3 had been prepared in the melt and had, I 
15000. Althouph the total weight % of e=tractables was similar in both 
cases, g. p. c. analysis revealed that the extracts had rather different 
------- --- ------------------------- 
Thanks-are extended to, I. C. I. Fibres., Harrogate, for the provision 
of these samples. 
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distributions. That for HI conformed more closely to expectation 
with a monotonic decrease in the amounts of the rings as they Grew 
bi, -,, -, cr. Me extracts from H3 showed anonalous distributions, with 
markedly less tetramer than pentamer. (Figure 5-3). ýFoi " týe 
4t-ract (1),, also, there is af. parently a little less hexamer than e 
h6ptaraer. (Figure 5.4). Probably this is an ý as -wc t `6ý` the - hon- 
equilibrium nature of those samples., for which the relative 
proportions of cyclic oligomers will be determined by a variety of 
poorly-understood kinetic factors. The agreement bet-ween the two 
-independent extracts is excellent except for the tetramer, and, to a 
le'sser extent.. ýthe hexamcr; and modification of these values for 
first extracts ("Extracts All) by introdUotion of the results for the 
so 
, 
cond extracts ("Extracts B11). as described in the succeeding S, ýction., 
1ýncould well improve the correspondence further. 
The Polyme'rs H2 and 114 had also been prepared in the melt, but 
had then been hold for some hours at a temperature somewhat below the 
-meltin, o, -point. Vacre is no reason to doubt that the initial melt 
polymers had cyclýc populations much like those for HI and H3; Yet 
'tlie-concentrations, in the final products are dramatically loTrer. 
Interestingly, apart from the trimer and tetramer, the actual 
distributions resemble that at bulk equilibrium (see Chapter 6, 
Se I ction 2), but with absolute amounts low. -r by a factor of about seven; 
tlýe factors are lower for the., --two smaller Hings. (See Figure 6-5). 
Reemembering that MM'-is ýa highly crvstalline polymer, end that the 
de'Cree of crystallisation is advanced by ann6alih'ýý 6t hi her temperatures 
, 
it may be supposed that the effect of tomperin, -_r; n was the elimi'ation 
of, ý cYclics from crystalline reGions, where the polymer chains are 
:« 
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highly extended, and the partial attainment of a ring-chain equilibrium 
in the residual amorphous regions 
*. 7-iis could account for the 
observation of Goodman and Nesbitt, that extracted I"bT could be heated 
for many hoUrs in the solid state without re-, enoration of cyclic 
species., as well as that of 'Fleebles., Huffman and Ablett, that the 
cYclic content of drawn fibre was significantly lower than that of 
undravm. 
5.4 M-73EXAlUITATION OF THE EXTPUCTIOIT MIROCEDTME, 
It was essential to establish the reliability of the extraotion 
procedure,, and particularlyin two important respectd: firstly., how 
compl6tely the cyclic oligomers were removed,,,, and seconaly, to what 
extent the dissolution at 'aigh temperatures had led to generation of 
extra cyclics, by shift'of-the ring-chain equilibrium, with dilution. In- 
these respects., crucial information derived from subjection of 
extracted polymer samples to a repetition of the extraction processo 
, 
'U-hen 'the sample of commercial polymer H3 from the extraction (1) 
in the"preceding Section was re-extractea., taking care to reproduce the 
original conditions., especially of 'temperature.. the "Extract B" 
obtained comprised only 0-35% of the polymer, in comparison to 2.22% 
for the "Extract All. B 'gas rather discoloured; but n. m. r. examination 
immediately showed the impurities to be at insignificant levels. 
Analysis by g. p. c. of this extract gave the tracing shown in Figure 5-5. 
Compared to Extract A (Figure 5.4. ). the distribution has shifted , 
dramaticIlly towards the higher rings. Qualitative examination alone 
'VexY similar observations have recently been made by J. 11. Andrews'4, in the case of po)rraide - 6. 
c 
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suggests that re-equilibration during extraction ca-not have been 
extensive, and also that for the lower cyclics, at least, extraction 
had been efficient; but it is Papsiblblto proceed to put these 
observations upon a semi-quantitative basis, by anticipating information 
from tha equilibrium studies described in the next Chapter. 
In a situation such as that hypothesised for the extraction 
mixture, where rings are being generated from chains without 
significant ýack-reaction, it may be initially supposed that the 
distribution of species would resemble that at equilibrium, except 
insofar as the relative amount of each ring would be increased in 
proportion to its symmetry number. (Chapter 1). The assumption in 
this scheme is that the intrinsic susceptibility of each repeat unit 
to reaction bacic from ring to chain does not vary, with rinC size. In 
the limit of large rings, this assumption holds., and., Gaussian chain 
statistics being applicable, there would be approach to the prediction 
of Kuhn30., that the mole fraction of any x-meric ring will decrease 
-3 according to x7. T"Lie weight fraction-of each cyclic in this 
"idnatic" distribution may be found by multiplying the corresponding 
equilibrium fraotion by x and then normalising the new distribution. 
This being done, the equilibrium values in the second column of 
Table 5.2 are replaced by the non-equilibrium values in the sixth. It 
will be noticed that the proportions of higher cyclics have been 
increased at the expense of the lower, the "fulcrum" of this movement 
lying between the tetramer and pentamer. The data alsplayed in the 
intervening columns are for experimental samples whose distributions 
cover the ran,, 7e between the two theoretical extremes. The column 
headed I is for an extract from the polymer H3, talken at an early 
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stage,, when less reZard was paid to the pbssibility of re-cg: uilibration. 0 
7-. at marked II is for the melt FET(XII), that will figure : Lr- the next 
Chapter as a partially equilibrated sample. Vie column III is for 
FEET(X), an intermediate in the process of equilibration in dilute 
solution. Broadlyv these exerimental data support the reasoning 
underlying the'predicted kinetic distribution, Mis latter is expressed 
as amounts relative to trimer in the last column of Table 5.2. 
Weight fraction of x-meric cyclics! 
m Equil I li III Kinetic Kinetic 
3 0.416 0.404 0-371 0.322 0.290 1 
4 0-174 0.157 0-150 0.144 0.162 0.56 
5 0.102 0.110 0.126 0.149 0.118 0.41 
6 0.089 0.099 0.121 0.124 0.124 o. 43 
7 0-073 0.033 0-087 0.105 0.119 0.41 
8 o. o. -)6 0.006 0.077 0.074 0.104 0.36 
9 0.040 0.075 0.048 0.044 0.084 0.29 
Tabl e 5.2 
The maximum extent of re-e'quilibration- during extraction can now 
be calculated. by assuming that all the trimer in the second extract 
has been generated, and using these factors to find the amounts of the 
higher cyclics that would be produced concomitantly. The results 
for the extract B from polymer H3. discussed above, are shown in 
Table 5.3. Subtraction of the maximum amount generated leaves for 
each ring the minimum amount genuinely extracted in B. which must be at 
once added to that found in A. 
- 
i7t. % 17t. 
in. ;I 
3 1.27 0.057 
4 0.12 0.063 
5 0.29 0.049 
6 0.14 0.040 
7 0.18 0-036 
8 0.13 0.040 
9 0.06 0.023 
llax. fl Llin. ro To tal Error, 
d extr Id 10 
0-057 - 1.27 0.06 
0., 032 0.031 0-15 0-03 
0.023 0.026 0.32 0.02 
0.024 o. o% 0.16 0.02 
0.023 0.013 0.19 0.02 
0.021 0.019 0.15 0.02 
0.017 0.004 0.07 0.02 
Table 5.3 
It will be apparent that the maximum amount generated in the 
second extraction represents part of the uncertainty in the total weight 
percentage of each ilng. At one extreme, the full calculated quantity 
vias indeed generated; in wbich case it was also generated in the first 
extraction,, and should be subtracted from the total. At the other 
extreme, no rings at all were generated, in either extraction: the 
calculated amount should be added to the total. Accordingly, in the 
last column 6f T4ble 5.3. the weight percentages predicted'as the 
maximum possibly generated are treated as errors in the total percentages. 
The errors are not great, even for the largest rings, although 
this was a typical, rather than unusually favourable, case: in another 
instance., the Xxtract B was so small, and weighted so heavily in 
favour of the higher cyclics, that it made neGligible contributions to 
the concentrations, below that of octamcr. 
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Tine quantitctive trcatment, of course, is fairly crude. 
Probably it will over-estimate the degree of re-qquilibration, since Lj 
the powdered polymer from the fix-st extraction dissolves more rapidly 
durin3 the secohd, and so spends longer actually in solution. Again 0 .4 
the principles upon which the "kinetic" distribution has been 
derived undotfotedly present an over-simplified picture. Use of the 
equilibrium distribution instead gives much the same results; but 
regard has been paid to the absence of a back-reaction for the sake 
of rigour in the argirment. W- 
It is appropriate to now attemnt to msess the magnitude of the 
errors accumulated during e: ctraction and, analysis. The random errors 
associated with extraction, and with division of the area of the 
g. p. c. tracing, combine to an uncertainty of rather less than ieZ for 
the trimer., rising to about double that for the nonamer-(Rrovided the 
latter has been fully extracted). The further., systematic, 
unreliability of the response factors means that the greatest precision 
with which concentrations could ever be determined would be -ocrhaps 
15/1Z3 for trimer, 25c, 'o" for nonamer. But, further, it might be nocessary 
in some cases to talm into account possible contamination of the 
extract vrith extraneous material., especially linear olil,. romers. The 
error from this source falls most heavily upon the higher cyclic: S, 
poorly resolved and themselves representing only a small part of the 
extract. 'Me relative uncertainty for a ring such as octa-mor could 
well exceed 50% in these circumstances. 
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5.5 GUt-IPARISO""' Or' ', MMODS 
Vac concentration3 foimd for the cyclics above tetrarrier in the 
pical melt polymerised samples HI and 1.13 are mu-. h liiýShccr t, -ian the tir, 
values cited by Goodgan and Nesbit-t (Section 5.1). For the polymer 111, 
the proportion of te-tramer, also, is ab, ýut three times th-- literature 
Y- 
value. Without doubt, in part these discrepancies arose from 
limitations in the methods available to the earlier workern for the 
p_nalysis of the extracts; however, it ms also possible to lcmdnstrate 
by direct comparison t%at the dioxane extraction method is not 
efficient for the higher cyolics. 
had previously bcen- In a qualitative cl-monstrationg fibre whinh I 
exhaustively extracted with-dioxane , to give rather less than 
2jcý, 
soluble material, was re-extracted by the new met%, od. It was possible 
to obt-ain a further 0.61 (± 0.15),, 'o'. The dioxane extract -rms 
=perfectly soluble, even in hot sym-tetra I chloroethane. t. ýe- '-art that p 
dissolved in a little of this solvent, warm., and was not 
re-procipitated by dilution witli chloroform, gave the g. p. c. tracing 
in riGure 5.6; by which it vras shown to be about half cyclic trimer, 
1 ess than a qua-ter higher rin, - , z,, and for the rest., material of 
higher molecular -;, eight. (Chains., of molecular weir', ht up to several 
thou6and). The further extract, vfhioh was more soluble, , gave 
the 
tracing in Figure 5-7. It, contained-very, little trimer., but the 
usual range of higher rings; there was only alracd of high molecular 
weight chain. 
No only can, _ 
it be concluded from these results that the dioxane 
extraction was incomplete, but'also that during it, the extract had been 
------------ 
Thaziks are due to Dr. K. Robinson, of the Research Departmentp 
I. C. I. Fibres., Harrogatýe., for carrying out the aioxane extractions. 
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spoiled. Clearly, the chain part had not truly. been extracted from 
the fibre,,. since species of much lo-ser : molecular weight had been 
imperfectly removed; it could only have derived from polymerisation 
of cyclics in the reflux vessel of the extraction apparatus. It is 
also noteworthy, in this context, that the extracts of Huffman. 
Peebles and Ablett 
23, 
obtained using rather more severe conditions, 
contained up to 5,07% of components that were insoluble, and remained 
at the ori,, -in in thin layer chroiaatograp1hy. 
In riaking, a quantitative comparison, Vae following course was 
taken: part of a batch of PET fibre was first extracted with dioxane, 
and then re-extracted, as ahove, while another part was extracted 
directly according to the new procedure. Ideally., -the'llast extract 
should represent the sum of tile first tylo. How close-a correspondence 
was found may be seen from Table 5.4. (In which the amounts of rings 
are given as weight percentages of the fibre). 
Dioxanee Further Direct X J- ex, ract extract extract 
3 1.29 0.05 1.34 1.11 
4 0.07 0.26 0.33 0.36 
5 0.05 0.12 0.17 0.20 
6 0.02 0.11 0.13 o. 16 
7 - 0.11 0.11 0.14 
.8 0.10 0.10 0.10 
.9 0.08 0.08 0.09 
>9 - 0.15 0.15 0.14 
TOTAL 1.46 1.00 2.46 2.33 
0 
Table 5.4 
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The a, ý-reement-is good; even for the trimer values the 
discrepancy is hardly greater than the error estimated in Section 5.4. 
In fact., the uncertainty associated with the sum for the trimer is 
: qomewhat larger than this since it was n--cessar7 to apply a correction 
for heavy contamination of the dioxane extract with additives to the 
fibre In this instance., the dioxane extract was soluble., and did 
not contain detectable levels of chain species, perhaps because the 
duration of the extraction was rather shorter than before. (About ten 
hours). 
In su=ary., the evidence presented in this Section fully supports 
that in the last, that the newly devised method of extraction is 
efficient and accurate. It also riakes clear the inapplicability of 
the standard techniques of extraction with volatile solvent to the 
determination of the concentrations of the higher cyclics, adequate 
though such methods may be for study of the trimer content. 
The cyclic oligomers were purified by precipitation from chloroform 
with diethyl ether; the precipitate represented 44L, 6 of the extract. 
N. m. r. estimation of the small amounts of cyclics left in solution 
with the additives enabled this to be corrected to 1+7(f5)% of the 
extract; that is., 1.46(. t 0.25)% of the fibre. N. m. r. estimation 
, for the original extract 3ave 50 (-+ 1051. 
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cEA, pm 
EQUILIBlUM! CYCLIC C07CE-7MATIOTTS IN 
_- 
POLYýB=77B M'-SPIMHALAM, ). 
6.1 INTIRODUCTIOIT 
An important aspect of the studies of Goodman and ITesbitt2l was 
-ion of the interconvertibility of the cyclic ethylene their demonstrat 
terephthalates and the polymer. Heating the cyclic trimer, tetramer 
or pentamer to 275 
0- 31000 with catalysts brought about their 
conversion to poly(ethylene terephthalate); the trimer also partially 
reverted to polymer when boiled with a catalyst in 2-mothylnaphthalene. 
Equally, melting exhaustively extracted R'77 lead to regeneration of 
the cyclics. Heating in the solid state, however, did not have this 
effect. 
Peebles, Huffman and Ablett 
23 
carried out some similar experiments, 
designed to establish the precise mechanism whereby the ring's are 
regenerated. The rate of their reappearance upon brief melting of 
extracted chip seemed to decrease with increase in the molecular weight 
of the polymer, suggesting that they formed by attack of active end- 
groups upon units further down the chain, rather than by the 
elimination of central units following on ester interchange reactions 
within, or between, chains. 
From these observations it is clear that the origin of the cyclic 
oligomers in FST lies in a reversible interchange with the polymer, and 
that, under the correct conditions., it should be possible to establish 
ring-chain equillibria within PET systems. Experimental difficulties 
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were encountered, however, in actually doing so. In essence the rate 
of cyclic generation was not hi&la enough in comparison to the rate 
of degradation at the temperatures involved. The instability of the 
most efficient catalyst to prolonged heating further sloved the 
approach to equilibrium. On the other hand, equilibration was 
simplified by the ready availability in the polymer H2, described in 
Section 5-3j of a starting material of both high molecular weight, and 
low initial cyclic content. 
6.2 EQUILIBRATION rT TIM !! "PLT AT 
iiOOC. 
To prepare equilibrates IFFET H2 by mixed vrith about 0.5, 
weib-ht antimony trioxide, was sealed in ampoules under'less than 5 mm., 
and heated for periods of 1.12.1 24 and 36 hours at temperatures in the 
range 270 
0- 275 0 C. At the lower end of the temperature ranGe, the 
chips were soft and glistening, but viere rather slow to coalesce; at 11 v 
the upper end, coalescence was quite rapid. The samples steadily 
became discoloured- for the three heated lo' P ngest., a dark stain 
(antimony) developed at the bottom of the ampoule. 
After the proscribed periods,, 
_the 
ampoules ware removed from the 
heater. -wrapped in cloths., and left to cool. They were then first 
opened at the top, to admit air Pand afterwards broken altogether 
to release the mass of M. The polymer was off white,, or brownish, 
in colour, dependin,. ) upon the duration of heat: Lng; for the dark-or 
samples there was a slight acrid smell. Other than for the I hour run, 
the polymer was rather brittle, and the mass could be broken up in a 
mortar and pestle, and then parts taken and crushed further. 
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tracted, accordin,,,,, to 1, portion of each equilibrate was ext bho 
procedure detailed in the last Chapter, and the extracts analysed by 
i;, p, c,., as described in Section 4.3. For the Is 12 and 36 hour runs 
(dosi, gnated ros. )ectively M-T(M)s F. "ST(XIV) and FST(XV)-) botli 
extracts A and extracts B were taken, to givo_, the results tab ula ted 
below, and also plotted in Figure 6.1. For completeness the aataý 
for-the startin- material H-2 are also given- 
". 7eight percc-. tages of X-11-110ric -ýcyclio: 
H2, sta-rtiris FET(XII) FST(XIV) M T(XV) 
material (Heated (Heated (Heated 
i hr. ) U hrs) 36 hrs) 
3 0.32 0.74 1.39 1.32 
4 0.10 0.31 0-57 0.56 
5 O. rN6 0.26 O. Y+ 0.38 
6 0.05 0.25 0.29 0.32 
7 0.04 0.18 0.22 0.26 
8 0.04 0.17 0.19 0.22 
9 0,02 0.12 0.11 m6 
Table 6.1 
Figure 6.2 illustrates the effect of the contributions from 
extract B., for. the case of FET(XV). 
For the 2ý hour run (designated 13L"T(XVII) an-C . extract A, only, 
was taken. Analysis gave results lying intermediate to those f6r, thC.,. `t. ', _ 
extracts A from F3T(XIV) and InT (XV): 
1.5 
QC 
Starting malerial (H2) 
() Aftei"" I hr. Ot 543K 
'I. O 
I 
At ter, 12 hr. at, 543K 
0 After 36hr. at 543K 
0 
9. 
0 
87ý- 
4J 
o. 5 
4567 
x, no. of units 
1.5 
1.0 
L 
E 
I 
l% 741 0 
0.5 
67 
x. no. of units 
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Pht %, 3 of -, t_mp 'r. from A. Wei, 
PET(' XIV) LT XVII) PET(XV) ICIle 
(Heated 
,, 
a(ted (Heated 
12 hrs) 21+ hrs) 36 hrs) 
3 1.39 1.33 1.32 
4- 0.53 0.51 0.52 
5 0.27 0.29 0.32 
6 0.23 0.24 0.28 
7 0.18 0.20 0.23 
8 0.13 0.15 0.18 
9 0.07 0.11 0.13 
Table 6.2 
7he alfferences bet7een the values for the tl=ee ruxis do not 
exceed the mi-Amum experimental errors cited in the previous Chanter 
(Section 5.4), even takirg into account that the unreliability of the 
response factors has no relevance to the comparison. However, the 
uncertainties in some of the ring concentrations may be regarded as 
greater than would be optimal., since the evidence of infra-red 
spectroscopy suggested that there could be significant amounts Of 
linear species in the extracts. (The spectrum of the extract A from 
'(, X crepancies PET V) has been discussed in Section 4.2). The small dis I 
between the runs are less consistent with continued equilibration than 
with the appearance of small quantities of chain in the extracts; for 
they occur not idth the lower., but vrith the higher, cyclics, which 
should come to equilibrium more rapidly (see Section 5.4). and which 
are more susceptible to the analytical errors arising from contamination 
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with linear species.. - In the gl. p. c. the resolution was about normal 
for the extract from (XIV), (Figure 6-3) perhaps a little poorer for 
that from (xv) (Fi&ure 6.4): although the least'squares fit (Chapter 4) U$ 
to the latt--r tracing is quite adequate, which would not be the case 
for an extract containin'g substantial =ounts, of chains. But if 
the differences between the runs were entireiý due to increaýse in the 
levels of chains, it would not imply that the extract from MT(XIV) 
ýignificantly contaminated: rather, the reverse. For these small was S 
increases resulted from heating for a further 24 hours polymer, that 
was already partially degraded; whereas in the preparation of 17-, T(XIV). v 
the heating was for only 12 hours, and the polymer was initially of 
high. molecular weiCht. 
Hence, while these findings, taken altogether, are, of course, 
-in full accord with the expectation of a progressive rise in the cyclic 
6oncentrations from the very low initial levels to those of rin3-chain 
e. quilibrium, it may not be wise to give-preference to any particular 
one of the last three runs. 
These results must now be expressed an moles/cIM3 . maL*. ng_U3e Of 
24 3x 
a vaiu,., e' for. the melt density of 1.22 kg. /dm I and the factors p. 
introduced to convert molarities to molar cyclisation equilibrium 
constants, 1ý.. (Chapter 1. ) 
For the starting material, H2. and the intermediate sample 
EST(=)., Flory's fractional extent of reaction, p. was tuaken as 
unity. For the other equilibrates.. it vras calculated from the 
equation :p-.: , where x. was the 
(nwriber) avera, c number of 
I 
). 
0 xn n 
, ethylene 
terephthalate units for the chains in the equilibrate. ThAs 
definition of 5F n. and so of 
p. represents a departure from the more 
I 
w 
cc 
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exact formalism of FlorY32 for type U polycondensations, whcroby =n 
would be the averaze number of units of both kinds (viz., acid, and 
glycol, residues) in the chains. However, the present usage is 
consistent with the employment of a factor px2x being the number of 
repeat units in the ring; and it may be shovm, in any case, that in 
this context the two schenes are effectively equivalent. 
Me required values of 7 were calculated from number average n 
molecular weights, determined by g. p. c. in m-crosol at 105 
0 G... and by 
viscom--try in o-chlorophenol In the former case, reliance was 
placed upon a g. p. c. calibration based on studies of EST samples with . U- 
distributions found by other means; in the latter, use was made of 
the relations of Tlard78, and of Ravens and Ward79, connecting the 
number average molecular weight of a PET sample with its intrinsic 
viscosity in o-chlorophenol at 25 OC: 
The relation of Ward: [9] x .., x 10-4 - 
0.83 
Mn 
The relation of Ravens and Ward: -2 3.0 x 10-4 
74nO-"7 
The two equations , 7, ive results only very slightly different. 
Derived initially for commercial melt polymers., they were found to hold 
equally-well for the same samples after partial hydrolysis; it is 
assumed here that the samples under discussion had distributions of 
chain lengths sufficiently similar to those of the original polymers 
to render the equations applicable. Further, it is necessary to assume 
tnat the relations hold equally for those of the present samples that 
fall rather below the range of molecular weight over which the 
equations were established. 
----------------------------------- 
ThanICS are due to members of tho Research Department at I. C. 1- Fibres for carrying out these determinations. 
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The data for the three eTzilibrates are tabulated below. The 
viscometry result presented was evaluated using, the scoond of the equations. 
Equilibrate Floby g. p. c. -. %by viscometr7 xp 
F rn M(Xiv) 7980 7200 40 0.975 
FST(XV) 4650 29 o. 96o 
FEIT(XVT-I) 3765 -2o 0.950 
Table 6.3 
The equilibrated polymers as such m-re insufficiently 
soluble for the molecular weight determinations to be made directly on 
the-. Instead, tho , reasuremments were made on the chain fractions from 
the extracted portions. This was disadvanta, -, eous, sinýýe undoubtedly 
the extraction process would bring about some further degradation. It 
is most improbable that the molecular weigats of the chains actually in 
the equilibrates were as low as values listed, not least becauseip 
assuming that Flory's most probable distributioh of chain lengths 
32 
holds, the calculated concentrations of linear oligomers are so high that 
they would utterly swamp the cyclic species. (For P--0.95., ap-,, roxiinately 
109% of the sample will be Ghains smaller than decamer; for p----0.93, 
approximately erc; for p---0.99., 0.5%). Nevertheless,, for the purposes Of 
caloulation the experimental values of p will be adopted: the mar- tude 
of the possible error involved All be discussed T)resently. 
Lhe concentrations of the rings in the starting polymer H2 and the 
three melt equilibrates, previously given as weight percentaSes in 
Table 6.1 . are expressed in terms of (molarit-y/px) in Table 6.4. The 
same data are Plotted logarithmically in Firurc 6.5. 
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(Molarity of x-mer px x 10 
2 for: 
112, starting FST(XII) PET(XIV) 1"4T(XV) 
material (", Teated , (Heated 
(Heated 
1hr. ) 12 hrs')' ' 36 hrs) ' 
0.619 1.57 3.17 3.16 
4 o. "i 6 o. 49 1.00 1.05 
5 0.07 0.33 0.49 0.59 
6 0.06 0.26 
_, -0.36' 
7 0.04 m6 0.24 0.31 
8 0.03 0.14 0.19, 0.24 
9 0.02 0.08 0.10 o. 16 
Table 6.4, 
The agreement between the values in the, last two columns is 
'e, -,. eUent for trimer and tetramer: and even beyond these the 
discrepancies are still quite within the minimum error limits. The 
additional uncertainty in these results from the introduction of the 
factor pX varies with the magnitude of the correction. For MT(XV)2 
the ef ýect of this term is to raise the values by about 12j"!, ' for 
trimer., 36c/Z for nonamer. (See Figure 6.6). mtodification'of the 
figure for p to 0.98 (a doubling in molecular weight) leads instead 
to corrections of 6LI; 'o' and Hence, the error brought in wit# the 
function px is most unlikely to be greater than 10/0'j for X=3,20p", 
for x=9. Bearing in mind the possible presence of small proportions 
of chain molecules in the extracts., the reliability of the results 
found from any single run cannot be better than about 2(y%, for trimer, 
4 
4CP/"o' for nonamer. 
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Since it was not possible to definitely attribute the entire 
differences between the three runs -M: T(XIV),, 
PBT(XV) and FBET(XVII) 
to continued equilibration, rather than to slight contamination with 
linear species, it will be taken that the equilibrium constants, IIxp 
are beat represented by averages over the first-two of these runs. 
tý!: -Le accepted values, and also the corresponding weight percentages of 
ring, calculated for a high molecular weight polymer (p=i), are given 
in the final Table 6.5. 
Molar cyclisation Equilibri= wci, ýht 
equiýll emstantp K peroentages, p 
02 (,,, oles/dm3,, -. 1 
3 3.17 1-50 
4 1-03 0.65 
5 0.54 0.42 
6 0.40 0.38 
7 0.23 0.31 
8 0.21 0.26 
9 0.13 0.18 
Table 6.5 
The concordance between the two-complete sets of results, T 
supported by those from FEET(XVII)., permits the conclusion that it is 
improbable that the errors in the final average molar cyclisation 
equilibrium constants exceed iZ for trimer, rising to 40jo for the 
nonarpro 
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6.3 F,,, ) IJIT,: [BrA-, I OTT r7c* UM MELT 
: [nitially, the tem. perature solec. -ted for the equilibration of 
PET was 300 
0 C. The degradation suffered by the polymer at such a high 
temperature, however, was so severe that., as already described, the 
main series of experiments was conducted, instead at 2700C. The 
results to be presented here, therefore, are to be ra,, Zarded as no more 
than ancillary to those of the previous Section. 
-ivo equilibrates viere prepared., in the maimer described earlier. 
The first (FOT(VII)) vras 'icated for 7 hours, tile second (FET(XVI)) for 
15 hourS2 at 300(+5)OC- The resultant polymer masses, bro-, mcd, 
I 
malodorous,, and brittle., -Iýiere broken up and subjected to extraction 
according to the normal procedure. 
For PET(VII), a badly di3coloured extract A, comprisints, 3.61"o, Of 
the MT . was obtained. 
In infra-red spectroscopy, it gave carboV1 
absorptions more intense than those for the extract from r3T(, VV)- 
(r, igurcs 4.15 and 4.13, respectively). In g. p. c. the resolution Wa-s 
perceptibly poorer th,,, -n was normal at that tilre. Analysis by , PP-c-q 
assuming the sample completely ftee from linear conj- I, amin, ants, -ave the 
weight, pcroentages of rings in the second colwmn of Table 6.6. To 
convert these results to those in the thira c o1wran., they were e". ressed 
as molarities, again assuming a melt density of 1.22 kgm. 
/, IM3,2nj 
U 
corrected for px, wýiere p was foirad from U. p. c. to be 0.9+3. (-1', n = 
33-80 
for the chain fraction). The accepted cquilibrium constants for the 
bulk at 2700 are listed alongside; the comparison is also made in 
Figure 6.7. 
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I 17ei,,,, ht c'Ps of 
x (, Molarijý; /p 9 X". t Accepto 
x 
x-meric ringz a LO 300 C-P 2 at 
270 C. 
2 after 7 hrs at 10 10 0 
, 
300 
3 1.24 3.14 3.17 
4 0', C: 9 1.19 1.03 
5 0.4-0 o. 6s 0.54 
6 0.37 0.55 0.4.0 
7 0.27 0.36 0.28 
8 0.21 0.27 0.21 
9 0.15 0.19 0.13 
Table 6.6 
the correspondence is excelle - ntfor I the trimer$ and grood 
SS for -the tetralner, the values for thr, higher rings show Y te aL, 
-, discre'pancics. Without doubt,, the results for these'species in 
the 
case of the 300 
0C equilibrate are spuriously high, sim-bly beca, )se no 
account has been taken of tI, 1-- presence of chains in the rr,: tract. 
lievertheles3 the diver-, ences do not exceed the error limits 
e'stimated 
at the end of t'qc last Section. 
No reliable results were obtained from 11BET(XVI). Several extracts 
For all were -en; their weights varied erratically (3-8 - 8-151- 
the extracts., the carbo: Wl absorptions in infra-red spectroscopy were 
intense (Figure 4.14), and the peaks in 3. p. c. were much less well- 
resolved than usual (Figure 4.20). The polymer was clearly badly degraded, 
and the exLracts heavily contaminated with chain species. It is possible 
that the irreproducibility in the extract weights resulted from local 
variations in the concentrations within the malt of substances, catalytic 
for the ýIegradativo processes. 
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6.4 F'o" RATIOTT V SOLWLJOTT AT 220'0 C. 
ý 
OILTB 
., )tinf,, 
to establish a ring- T, he diffictUties encountered in attem, 
ch,, -. in equilibrium in -solutions of MT were even Cycatcr than those 
for the case of the melt. The ran. ]e of possible solvents is limited: 
phenols, cresols., acids, alcohols, e3ters, amines and amides are 
i 
evidently unsuitable. High-boilino" aromatic hydrocarbons (, e. e, the 
motlýylnaphthalenes) and ethers (e. g. diphenyl other) represent the 
alternatives. Unfortunately., the solubility of high molecular weight 
MT in these solvents is rather limited, and so the absolute rates at 
which cyclics are Generated will be low, even though there should be 
little change in the concentrations t1lat must finally be produced. 
The first two c=, eriments were carried out using 1-mothylnaphthalene 
as solvent and antimony trioxide as catalyst. Filw H2, dried for 
several hours at 60 0 under vacuum, was vreighea into ampoules Ath 
freshly distilled 1-methylnaphluhalene to make mixtures, 101"o by 17eirjlt. 
catalyst was added. as about 0.2ýo of the total weight. The ampoules 
were evacuaýted and scaled; while there was no necessity to frce_"o the 
contents prior to sealing, care was taken that they were no longer 
dagassing Ath any vigour. 
Tae ampoules were put into the heater at 250(15)OG and left for 
24 hours (PST(V)) and 96 hours (MT(VI)). Tbey were occasionally 
shaken,, with due precautions, to ensure complete dissolution and 
thorough mixinZ. Antimony appeared as a Tey solid over the course of 
the heatin5. 
The fixed periods havin,, - elapsed, the ampoules were taken from 
the heater and left to cool. As the solutions cooled, they deposited 
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PET,, in a powdery form, and also a yellow semi-solid. The ampoules 
being op--ned, their contents were filtered; the brown filtrates vicre 
evaporated doTm at once, using the ohort-path distillation appatratu3 
described in the previous Chapter. 7,1he solid mattdr was rcl)catealy 
extracted with chloroform, and the residual povider air-dried. The 
extracts from the solids -were combined in each case with those obtained 
by evaporation of the 1-methylnaphthalene solutions, and evaporated 
to dryness. 
Tic total extract from PCT(V), the 24 hour 'run, was 2.2/Iby 
weight of the solution; from PET(VI), 3-V5. 'From the spectroscopic 
and other prope3rties of the extracts it was perfectly clear that they 
were 'truly mixtures of ethylene terephthalate cyclics. However, at 
equilibrium in the nelt, the cyclic fraction exceeds 3.21/ý by weight of 
the sanple; if allowance is made for the difference in density between 
the melt and the solution (see belov) it is preaic-ted that the total 
concentration of cycljc3 in solution should be about 4-5/1ý by weight. 
Evidentlyt equilibrium had not been reached even after 96 houn at 
250OC- 
New experiments were therefore conducted., but usjn5 zinc acetate 
as catalyst. Although rather less efficient than tantimony triOxidc, 
and also apparently more prone to encourage the degradation of the 
polymer 
73 
p it was more stable and did not seem to decompose 
in anY MY 
upon prolonged heatinS. 
Two 10,1G' mixtures of FET 112 and 1-methy1naphthalene, with 0.5'j', ' 
zinc acetate added,, were heated to 250 
0 in sealed ampoule: 3 wider 
vacuum. The first (MT(X)) was removed from the heater after 7 hours, 
the other (FET(XVIII)) after 96 hours. Treated as above, they gave 
Adl 
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ex. tracts vicighing I. VP and 3-7. `5 of the solutions, respectively. Both 0 
extraots gave carboxyl and hydro. Vl absorptions more intense than the 
cyclics from the previous solution equilibrates, although less so 
than those from the melts equilibrated at 270 
0, For tho extr, -. ct from 
PBT(XVIII) it was possible to deteot glycol end-group3 in the n. m. r, 
(Figure 4.4); from the intensity-of the peaks, it may be estimated 
thatp if these were the only ena-Croups, the n=ber average degree 
of polymerisation of the extract would be about fifteen. In g. p. c., 
the extract from MT(X) gave peaks of normal definition, but that 
from FET(XVIII) gave a tracimý in which there is evidence of 
significant contamination by linear oligomers. (Figure 6.8). However, 
no regard was paid to this for the purposes of quantitative ranaysis. 
By weighing aliquots the 0 removed with pro-lietited pipettes, 
density of a IVio PET solution just at its boiling point 4 2430) 
IC, 
3 
was detormined as 0.86(f Op3) nVdM . The molarities of the rin,,,, s 
in 
the starting solution and the two equilibrates., calculated using this 
density, are given In the table below. For the startin3 solution and 
for 174T(X), the extent of reaction p YrIll be tW. cen as unity; for the 
chain fraction of POT(XVIII), a value of 0.935 was found 
viscometrically. The results for PET(XVIII), modified by the factor 
pX., are tabulatod; for comparison, the accepted melt molar cYclisatiOn 
equilibrium constants are also listed. The r, =-e comparisons are Made 
grapi-acally in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. 
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Molarities x 10 
2 
for: ' Holarlty/p x F. Olt Kx 
Starting IIET. (X) FET(X=) x 10 for , valu 23 
x solution 
(heated (heated ENIT(XVIII) x 10 
7 hr3) 96 hrs) 
3 o. o6 0.69 2.55 3.12 3.17 
4 0.01' 0.23 0.60, 0.79 1.03 
5 0.01 0.19 0.31 0.43 0.54 
6 0.13 0.25- 0.37 0.40 
7 0.10 o. 16 0.25 0.28 
8 o. o6 0.10 o. 16 0.21 
9 0.03 0.06 0.12 0.13 
Table 6.7 
The a-reement betucen the values in the last two columns is quite 0 
adequate: the departures of the solution values from those of the melt 
never exceed the error limits for the latter. But it is necessary to 
view this close correspondence with some caution., both becauoc of the 
presence of chain in the extract from FET(XVIII) and because of the 
uncertainties associated with the large corrections necessary for so 
lort ap factor These supposed constants for solution equilibrium 
cannot be regarded as carrying the same weight as those for the melt. 
and the agreement found cannot justify the firm conclusion that the 
rin3-c-hain equilibrium in 1-methylnaphthalene solutions of MT replicates 
that in the melt; but certainly it gives a cooa indication that this 
is the case. 
----------------------------------- 
It should be noied that., the chains as a whole beinG so dilute in 
solution, there will be a Great reduction in the extent to which a 
cyclic extract will be contaminated -. ri+wh chains as a result of a low value pf p. 
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6.5 E QT', TILIB'ltk=ON-T2, (X, ' PMTGS rT SOLMON AT 220*C 
The final equilibration study to be described Mas an attctiptý , 
tq 
establish rinG--chain equilibrium starting from rings, ratlier than 0 
chains. 
gm. ethylene torephthalate cyclics, acc=ulated from a numler 
of solution re-equilibration e. -c. perinonts, were scalea in an ampoule 
under vacum with 45 gm. 1-met-hy1naphthalene and 0.12 gm. zinc, acetate. 
The ampoule was heated at 250(: t 5)o for 96 hours, and then removed from 
the heater and left to cool. Me contents., which cooled to --Ivo a 
powdery doposit and a semi-solid, icrc treated in the same way as the 
other solution equilibrates. 
The soluble extract comprised 5-. 755to by wei-, -ht of the solutiont 
1; h the powder The extract was badly co. n, -' aminated, in Part U 
.I impuritiez in the ori-, ginal cyclic mixture; it consisted mainly of 
- trimer (3-4/"cý) vith smaller amou. -its of higher speciess not ncccssarilY 
ai-i cyclic. (Figure 6.11). Zia initial trimer concentration was 5.4/"ýý, 
higher rings ma: d-, i- up the residue of tile mi-, cture. 0 
The powder was poly(ctliylene terephthalate) of rather low 
molecular -inight. (F-Ir, =1 1200p 
The 
-process 
of equilibra-luibn clearly incomP'ldte, -.., vmd the 
degree of polymerisation of the chain part was, in any case, too low 
to permit reliable treatmentlof the higher rings. While furnishing no 
neiv'inform, ation upon the equilibrium concentrations oý the cyclics in 
solution, however, this e, xperiýcnht did'scrve --as- a confirmation thnýt all 
the species discerned in the P. p. c. analysis of the low molecular weight 
extracts from the poly(ethylene terephthalate) were convertible to the 
pol, -mer. 
c 
*0 
4. 
#V 
12 
cic 
IFIGURE 
6.1 
-I 
Higher species 
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CTMI57"MM 
TTIBORIWICAL CO7. lTCT7-TM,, -TIOTTS OF 
CYCLIC 
I:, ý 
-POLY 
ýETI-lYTILM"TE T6"'. M' YjTTALAT 
7.1 ITMODTTCTIOIT 
In the preceding Chapter., an account was given of the 
measurement of the e quilibrium concentrations of the cyclic oligomers 
(trimer to nonamer) in Poly(ethylene terephthalate) melts and solutions. 
Here., the concern will be to use the Jacobson-Stoolmayer theory 
(Chanter 1) in attempts to reconcile -the experimental molar cYclisatiOn 
equilibrium constants vrith the current vievis on the conformational 
properties of poly(ethylene terepht'lialate) chains. 
No rotational isomeric state models of PET chains have been usea 
as bases for the calcula 
by Williams and Flory87 
24 
by Walker and Senlyen 
out notonly ass=ing the 
tions. Tie first was that initially proposed 
the second, the later revision of this model 
For both models, calculations were carried 
2x 
Gaussian relation between 17 (0) and 
(r 
x 
but also by the systematic Generation of the conformations defined by 
the RISM (Section 1-3). In addition., a further modification to the 
models will be suggested, and given brief discussion. 
There vrill be no discussion of the necessary computational 
techniclues in this Chaptcr: it is more cOnveni6nt that these are dealt 
with separately, in the Appendices B ana C. 
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7.2 "Ll-M, ""MODEM OF "PILT)TAIMISAND FTJOIRY 
The model prop6sed-by Williams and Flory87s33 (henceforth the 
111-F model) may best be described by faference to Figure 7.1. in which 
id sketched the ethylene terephthalate repeat unit. There are six 
a 
bonds,, of which one is a "virtual bond" of length Ir 5.74 A), 
connecting the carbon atoms of-thc carbonyl groups of each 
terephthaloyl residue, and the others are bonds of normal chemical type. 
In all polyesters, and polyamides, the nartial double-bond 
" il "0 P-N- character of the ester'., or 0 am: Lde,, bonds ensures 
that they 
are permanently planar trans. This is a conclusion supported by 
extensive evidence from crystallography, electron diffraction of gases, 
and spectroscopy, Tho mathematical treatment of the chains is greatlY . 
simplified by this structural, peculiarity, for it implies that there 
is no interdependence of theýrotational states of the bonds on either 
, 'a side; a chain may be considered as a seqtience of independent se,,,, mcntso 
Depending on the type of polyester or polyamide., each segment may 
span an entire repeat unit, or just the residue of one of the two 
monomers. For PET, there 
I 
is 
-, 
an alternation of the independent 
segments consisting of terephthaloyl virtual bonds, and those 
consisting of the triads of bonds'., comprising the, glycol parts. 
Electron aelocalisati6nrec. quirements restrict the torephthaloyl 
virtual bonds to two rotational states, cis and trans: 'there is 
z,, 
evidence from the analy-sis of the dipole moments of dialkyl tereph- 
thalates that the states are about equally probable. The bonas in 
the triads are each assigned three symmetrically disposed states, at 
bond rotational angles + of 00., and -'* 1200. 
00 
In 
m 
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... ewý dumm m 
%x 3r X v*4 
Ul 
Ul 
w >o >o >O >o 
(D (D (D 
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mýn 
77- 0000 
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%n loo lop Ln 
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Six statistical weiGht matrices, express the probabilities for 
occupanGy of the rotational states of each bona, having reý,,, ard to the 
states of the bonds immediately adjacent. (The subscript to each 
matrix is that of the bond to be rotated, which is determined by the 
convention that the i'th bond is. that connectinu atoms (i-1) and 
i in'the unit). 
U 
22 
E3 
017 (1), 
I- (Yi( CrA 
(YX w cr,, 
To briefly e. xplain this formulation: 
I U, is a single I element of unity, because the bond I is trans, =1 
inaepe . iia ently of the state of the preceding bond. (Which will be the 
bond 6 in th e adjoining unit. ) 
3a row of two elements, because tho virtual bond 2 has 
tylo statesS while I- has only a single state. weights the cis state 
relative to the trans. 
- lo8 - 
U is a column of two elements, both unity, because bond 3 must 
again be transl irrespective of which state bond 2 may occupy. 
U is a row of three elements, in which %expresses the 
probability of bond 4 adopting a gauche state, relative to that for 
it to remain trans. 
U is a three-by-three matrix. The nine elements give the ý5 
probability of the bond 5 being in any of its, three states, for each 
of the three states of the preceding bond 4. 
U is analogous to U 1ý6 -; -5 
The statistical weight parameters are given values basec up n 10 
knowledge of the energy of the conformation: which may be estimated, 
if necessary, from the atomic interactions-present. 
As noted abovet the cis and trans states of the terephthaloYl 
virtual bond have roughly equal probability: so ), takes a value of 
unity at normal temperatures* 
cv, is given a value of 0-5 at 303K, since it is found that the 
carbonyl and methylene groups three bonds apart come into Some steric 
conflict when bonds 4 or 6 are put gauche (bond 5 being trans, in the 
latter case). 
a,, is given a value of 1-5 at 303K, on the assumption that 
it 
resembles the. same parameter for similar bonds in poly(oxyethylene)o 
ý 
wqq is set at 0.1; but this is a more or less arbitrary figure, 
designed merely to acknowledge that assignment of an adjacent pair of 
bonds in the triad to the conformations g+g- or g-g+ results in a 
severe steric overlap (between a carbonyl group, and the ester oxygen 
four bonds distant). 
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The mean-square dimensions of a PET chain may now be calculated 
by the method3 of Flory and Jernigan, 
37, 
a-ripropriately modificd to take 
account of the independence of adjacent segments. The mean-squaro 
separation of the ends of a chain comprising x complete unit3 of the 
kind shown in Figure 7.1 is given by the equation (IV-70 in reference 
33): 
0 
11 0000 
where (:, 
A) 
represents the serial product of x-7matrices of the 
type: 
S 
00 
E3 
' () )- (2) I.. 'k 
Here,. J is a c'olumn filled with five elements of unitYp r- is the ; ý: 3 
(3 x 3) identity matrix,, and the symbol 0 denotes the operation of 
taking the "direct". or "Kroneekerl., product of the tvo matrices;, 2 arc 
null matrices. z is the partition function for the k'th unit 
in the chain, the unit being made up of 
ý bonds; in the case of FOT,, 
6,, and: 
z 
-22 35- 
Y- 
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is itself the serial product of the matrices associated 
vvith the 
ý bonds in the k1th unit: 
Zic 
21 
Each of these matrices is formed in this way: 
= 
u 11 TIJ (. el2)V 
11 Zil R 
u 
(5) 
in ever7 matrix, 
11 
,Z 
11 is the pseudo-diac-onal 0 m,, 
trix containing, 
in diagonal arrar- the -D i 
(3 x 3) "transformation matrices". 21.., for 
the i1th bond in its successive '-) I rotational states. 
For instance) 
fbr bond 3 in any M unit, 11 T11 -mill be: 
(trans) 
Z3(c: Ls) 
while'for bonds of tYi)e 5, with three states: 
IIII 
T_ (trans) 
T_ (gauphe+) 
T, 
) 
(gauche-) 
the elements in the pseucb-diagonal matricos otherwise being -acro. 
----------------------------------- 
Save only the matrixfe6 Jr, the last unit of the chain, for which TE 
must replace U throuShoutýý3. 
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The fundamental mathematical treatment of the dimenAoris of 
chain molecules requires that a system of co-ordinatos be attached to 
. 1. each bond in the chaino the function of a transformation maurix T 0 -1 
is to rcdefine a vector expressed in the frame of reference associated 
vri. th bond (i+1). in terms of that associated vii, th bondý i. If the - 
claments of the Oxi ) colu-. m X represent the T; y, and z components of 
the vector in the (i4l)'th co-ordinate system, and the elements of 
the colu=, vt likeviise express it3 components In the itth syztemt then: 
vt T. v 
AccordinS, to the convention to be used I'icre (see Appendix C: ), T. will 
be formulated thus: 
_ 
T. 
Cos 
sinG coo 4 
sin 0 sin4 
sinO ; 
(7) -cos cos sin+ 
-cos O; sin+ -cosý 
where 0; is the supple, ent of the angle, between the bonds i and. i+l, 
and is the, rotational angle of bond i. 
The. column vector-e that figures in the matrix (equation 
above) represe. ats the bond i expressed as a vector in its own 
co-ordinate system, and is, 
0 
' >, 18) 
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where -( is the length of the bond i. The transpose of this is the row: 
_eT =I -( 0 ol 
which also appears in the matrix fGi. 
The'original matricesýQi are (5v x 5v in order; for PET, 
therefore, the product f4 
(6)* 
is (5-ol x 5v6), i. e. 1(5 x 15). The effect of 
post-multiplication ofe(6) 
* by the reducing matrix shown in equation (2) 
is to compress the rows from 15 elements each, to 5; with the result that 
the order of the final matrix Gk 
(6) 
All be only (5x5). 
Williams and Flory evaluated <r2) by means of these equations, using 
the structural data shown in Figure 7*19 and the statistical weights 
assigned above: they arrived at a value of 0.93 R2 (gm. molecular 
weight)-' for the ratio 
<r 2) /M, at the asymptote of very long 
chains. (M being the molecular weight of the chain with mean-square 
end-to-end separation of <r 
2ý 
.) 
Now, this prediction takes into account only the interactions 
between atoms in the chain, separated by no more than a few bonds: but, 
in solution, "long-range" interactionsl between groups sequentially 
distant in the chain, may "perturb" its dimensions32,330 SpecificallY9 
it may be shown that the prohibition of self-intersections in a real 
polymer chain will result in an increase in its mean-square end-to-end 
distance in solution; as willl also, the occurrence of enthalpically 
favourable interactions between the solvent and the polymer segments. 
On the other hand, if the polymer-solvent interactions are sufficiently 
unfavourableg the chain expansion arising from the first-named effect 
may in fact be entirely cancelled out; then so-called 118- conditions" 
obtainj under which the actual polymer chains behave as though 
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'Imperturbed" by lonZ; -range offoctsNP33. 
Since present experimental techniques for the determination 
of the dimensions of polymers rely, in the main, upon examination of 
dilute solutions, care must be taken that theoretical predictions 
are compared only with results found under, or corrected to, 
a- conditions. In the present case, experimental results adjusted 
for these effects are available. From the results of Lanka, discussed 
by Krigbaum Williams and Plory could deduce a value of 1.05 for 
( 2ý Al under unperturbed conditions; w. 1 ile "Wallach 
89 
. also has r 11 P 
given a figure of 0.95 (in the units used above). 
7he agreement betTeen experiment and thooretioal prediction 
vinEcates the Williams-11ory rotational isomeric state modely at least 
insofar as concerns treatment of the average dimensions Of FET 
chains. It becomes of interest., therefore., to ascertain whether it 
is also capable of accounting for the concentrations of cyclic 
species in the melts. 
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7.3 CYCLIC CONCTTDATIOTTS T-MMICM-D 73Y TUR 7r-. F- MODEM 
This Section m. %v i=ediately be sub-divided: 
(a) Calculations assuminZ Gaussian chain statistic3 
It All be recalled that., provid-Lng the chains conform to a 
Gaussian distribution of density of end-to-end vectors, the density in 
the close vicinity of the end serving as origin will be given by: 
77X(2) = 
(3/2 7r <r2ý) 
3/2 
(10) 
I for an x-meric chain. (Chapter 1. ) Also., the molar(yolisation 
equilibrium constant for the x-meric ring, Kx, is: 
K 
x 7X(OV "A 'YRx 
(11) 
where 11 is Avogadro Is Nurmber and 0'.. is the symmetry number of the A .9 
ringý which will equal 2x for PET oligomers. (Equation (6) in 
Chapter 1. ) 
The average dimensions ý r2) were calculated according to the 
'ff-F model for each of the chains from timer to decamer, and also for 
occasional higher members of the series, as far as the chain Ath 
577 units. The structural data used were those of Williams and Flor7; 
the statistical weiahts were those cited earlier., but corrected from 
303K to 570Kp whereby they became: ý=1, cr,, = 0.69, o, 7 =1 . 24, 
and w,, = 0.29. (%-vhile it is true that the experimental results to 
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be referred to were obtained at 543K. the small difference in 
temperature vrill not significantly affect the validity of the 
comparison, and certainly will not call into any question the broad 
conclusions arrived at). 
The actual calculations viere carried out, not by the equations 
I 
I)j 
of Williams and Flory, given above, but instead by the analogous 
expressions of i1alker and Semlyen 
2)+ 
. to be discussed in the next 
Section. These latter expressions resulted from a substantial 
elaboration of the'V-F model, in the course of which many more 
statistical weig 
_,, 
ht parameters were introduced. To render the later 
equations equivalent to the earlier, it is necessary merely to set 
these new parameters to unity; which, indeed, is the value they have 
by implication, in the 'Y-F model. This procedure had the practical 
advantar, e that the same computer programmme could be used to perform the 
calculations for both models. (The programme it3elf is described in 
Appendix 
In Table 7-1 the seven experimental equilibrium constants are 
compared with the predicAtions of the TW-F model at 570K: ICX is a., aain 
expressed in nole,, /dm3. The same results are presented graphically in 
Figure 7.2. where also the theoretical line has been extended to greater 
ring sizes. 
K X1 
2 
found 
3.17 
1.03 
54 
6 0-40 
7 0.28 
8 0.21 
9 0.13 
116 
Xx X1 021 
predicted 
0.99 
0.44 
0.21+ 
OA5 
0.10 
0.07 
0.05 
Table, 7.1 
It will be noted that the predicted values are invariably lower 
than those found., and by factors of up to three. With the smallest 
two or three rings, discrepanci. es of this maznitude are not surprising; 
for the corresponding. chains are-unlikely to be long,, enough to conform 
to Gaussian statistics, and it is also probable that the-, chain termini 
approach each other at non-random angles. (Chapter 1). _'Hoiiever, 
such'arguments might not initially be thought to apply for rinZ)s larger 
than., say, the pentamer or hexamer. (The laýter possessing 36 bonds, 
and a molecular weight of over a thousand. ) Yet., if the rema-ining part 
__`o]r ýthe experimental curve is to even converge with the theoretical 
line it is necessary that the concentrations of the higher rings were 
systematically over-estimated by 20 - 30% of their present, values; 
which is just within the maximum experimental error associated with any 
single one of the concentrations. To brinS the experimental Points into 
actual agreement with theory would require tliit they be subJect to 
x, no-of units 
IFIGU RE 7.21 
3456789 10 
ý1.5 
-20C 
x 
0 
0 
-3.0 
-3-5 
0 Bulk equilibrium at 543K 
0 Gaussian calculation 0 
0 Direct calculation (dw 3A) 
nA 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 09 1 .01.1 
log 
x 
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errors several times greater than those estimated in Chapter 6. The 
eepartures of experiment from theory are so lar5e, that it is quite 
improbable that they are attributable to deficiencies in the former. 
On the other hand, unless the experimentally found chain 
dimensions are badly in error., it is likely that with increasing ring 
size, the concentrations must eventually come close to the Gaussian 
line shown. This will be so, almost irrespective of the model 
actually used to interpret the dimensions: for any other model to 
give the same results at 303K. but radically different values at 
570K. would require a peculiar, and rather improbable, combination of 
temperature effects. If, indeed, the present trend of the higher rin, -, 
concentrations is one of divergence from the theoretical line, this 
must be compensated later by an accalerated convergence. It ZaYVIC11 
be that certain obscure influences particubtly favour formation of 
rings in the size 1AanGe investigated: but they cannot continue to have 
that effect for all ring sizes. 
The conclusions to be drawao therefore, are that the Measured 
concentrations cannot be properly predicted on the basis of Gaussian 
statistics for the chains., Unless their average dimensions are, 9 in 
fa--t. much lower than would be expected from the experimental values; 
and that the amounts of cyclics are being elevated by unIMOM factors. 
These factors may simply be cotmected with a failure of the Gaussian 
relation, or may involve non-random radial or angular distributions of 
the density of end-to-end vectors; but, whatever their precise nature, 
the inference must be drawn that they have a specificity that cannot be 
adequately accounted for in the statistical approach implicit in the 
Gaussian distribution. 
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(b) Caloula'ions-gen--rat: Ln,,,, the chain confon-ations I. -- 
This is a relatively recent procedure, designed to enable 
1117, (0) to be four-a without recourse to the Gaussian relation. it has 
alread, y boon applied to the cyclic trimer of PBET, by 7ý"alker and Scuilycn 
24 
1 
here, these calculations were repeated, and extended to the tetramer. 
The conformations of the chains were cgenerated by means of the 
computer prograrime described in Appendi. -, C, run on an Elliot 4130 
model computer. -In effect, 
this meant that the computer was instructed 
to systematically set up separate sequences of numbers, with one such 
sequence for each conformation, and Trith the nu-abers in any sequence 
representing the rotational an3les of the successive bonds in the 
,, c of, 
these anales toZethor with other input data, chain. From lmowledg 0j 
it was possible to calculate for each conformation in turn both "Who 
end-to-end distance, alla the statistical weight. 
Since it was desired to jrobe the distribution of aensit-j of 
end-to-e. nd vectors only in circumstances of close approach of the 
chain ends, it was not necessax-j to 'generate all the conformations. For 
long chains, considerable savings in computational time resulted from 
desi, "ning the programme to quickly recognise conformations Vith ends 
widely separated, since the associated calculations could then be 
curtailed. The conformational partition function, Z, is required in 
finding 7v_(2) by the equation 
V1)c(O) zil. z (12) 
zx being the total weight of the confornations with ends approaching 
'to within a distance d. It may be found from the sum of the individual 
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weights2 if the vehole distribution is treated; but if the distribution 
is trunGatcd in the manner described, then it must Instead be found by 
multiplication of the U-matrices. 'For instance, for the PIT trimer, 
Z rill be given by: 
27 
.j=Z unit z unit z terainal 
where z is the partition function for a comp unit 
lete unitt given above 
(equation (3)) and z is the corresponding function for the 'terminal 
incomplete terminal unit,, given by: 
tzuuU. uu terminal : -- ;: 1 -: '-2 -ý'-3 -; 4- -ý5 
RI ecourse may be had to other devices to speed the calculations. 
A zero element in any 2-Liatrix will give no wei,, -, ht at all to certain 
conformations, and these may be at once rejected. (This did not, 
however., find application in the case of ethylene terdphthalate chains). 
Furthermore, most of the conformations have symmetrical mates. Those 
in which all the bonds are either trans or cis are planar, and each is 
unique; but each of the others has a mirror image, in the plane of the 
non-degenerate conformations. For instance., chains in the 
conformations: 
tt g+ t g- t g+ and tt g- t g+ 
A i ill have the same end-to-ona distance and the same statistical weiGht, 
When the calculations have been done for one members of a symnetrical 
pair, it is only necessary to double the weight to account for the 
other. 
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For the trimeric chain with the saxic nu, iber of bonds as the 
cyclic, i. e., that c. omprising t1hree complete units of the type shoym 
in Figure 7.1, the RISY defines 52,488 conformations; for the chain 
with the same number of atorns -1- -t with the first bond omitt-d., .91. 
e.., tha 
there are half as many. In both cases, it is feasible to renerate 
every conformation. (The computer run'time v, "as'7 minutes for the 
first case. ) The conformational partition functions and the mean- 
square dimensions of the chains were found to agree exactly with those 
calculated by matrix methods. 
Results of these calculations are su=, arised in Tables 7.2 and I 
0 
7.3, where the numbers of conformations with ends closer than d A, and 
the K3 values found by using the sums of their weights as z, -, 
are 
listed for d=I-5. 
y, found using 'lumber with ends d032 
within d A. 10 
10 
2 78 0.489 
3 264 0.436 
4 636 0.715 
5 1252 o. 665 
Table 7.2 : i8-bonied chain 
No consideration will be given to the cyclic dimer here. It hans 
already been shown that on the model of Williams and FlorJ, the 
ends of the dimeric chain never a-pproach to within 7 
24. 
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Number with 
0 ends 
K. 3 found using 
cl within dA ZC1 
'IX 
10 
2 
1 2 0.023 
2 38 0.469 
3 120 0.405 
4 253 0.353 
5 538 0.646 
Tanle 7.3 : 17-bondecl chain 
These results are in full accord vrith Vao3c found by l7alker and 
Semlyen. 
There is a certain dependence of the calculated Ir, 3 values upon 
the radius of the sphere within which the ends have to meet, d. In 
these circumstances., it can become difficult to jud,, -e which value is 
the more correct. The number of conformations in the model with their 
ends approaching very closely may be too small to accurately reprosent 
the real probability of the chain adopting a cyclic configuration; 
conversely, it is always possible that discordant results from the 
smaller sphe-res faithfully reflect actual anomalies in the distribution. 
Attempts to overcome a supposed sampling error by using a sphere large. 
enough for many conformations to contribute to z. may in fact lead to 
the marking of such anomalies, and to the acceptance of false 
equilibrium constants. 
In the present instances., the values for any chain sh= a 
reasonable consistency, excluding those for d=1; furthcr, the results 
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are similar for either chain. It Trill be taken, therefore, that the 
results with d= 31 represent fairly well. the cyclisation constant 
for a trimeric chain conforming to the model of". 7illiams and Flory. 
The value for the 18-bond trimeric chain is plotted in Figure 7.2. 
'From this; it is evident that, at least for this species, agreement 
with experiment is not improved, but considerably Yvorsened, by 
removal of the Gaussian assumption. 
For the tetrameric chain with 24 bonds., there are 2., 834--, 352 
-tions in theW-F model: far too many to be fully generated. conformn 
Discovery and treatment of the 24,882 confor.,. iations with ends within 
0 
5A, however, required relatively little computational effort. (A run 
time of 25 minutes). The results for this chain are presented in 
Table 7-4-- 
Number Trith ends X found using 
x 10 
2 within dA zdJ' 
218 0.188 
2 1,920 o. 163 
3 6.9208 0.175 
4 13j, 708 0.166 
5 24,882 0.178 
Table 7.4 : 24-bonaea chain. 
The chain with 23 bonds was dealt with siiailarly; the results 
are su=-narised in Table 7.5. 
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Number with ends X found using 
d 0 2 
within dA Zd-' X 10 
1 118 0.179 
2 942 0.156 
3 3.090 0.167 
4 6., 902 0.167 
5 13,570 0.210 
Table 7.5 : 23-bonded chain. 
The values show a striking, consistency. Nonetheless, they again 
stand in much poorer agreement with e=, eriment, than does the point 
calculated assuming a Gaussian distribution. (Figure 7.2). 
There are two conclusions from the results presented in this 
Section. The first is, that it is improbable that any of the measured 
cyclic concentrations are explicable on the basis of Gaussian behaviour 
of the corresponding open chains. To obtain aý, -reemant on this 
I require the chains to be so highly-coiled in the melt, ass=ption woulc 
'that it would almost inevitably follow t`iat their averaTc dimensions 
at lower temperatures would be very much less than is found experimentally. 
The second conclusion is., that even if no reliance is put uppn 
the validity of a Gaussian distribution, simple application of the model 
of Williams and Flory will not account for the concentrations of the 
cyclic trimer and tetramer. There may be a number of rcasons why 
this is the case. Some arc connected with the model itselfy and in 
particular with the statistical weights it adopts. For the tetramer, 
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there are many conformations with ends in juxtaposition, and consistent 
values are obtained for the equilibrium constants. Presumably,, the 
real distribution of end-to-end distances. is satisfactorily 
represented, at least as far as concerns numbers of conformations; part 
of the depression of the calculated cyclic concentration may arise from 
the association of unrealistically adverse weights with these 
highly-coiled conformations. However, it is true that, even giving 
every chain conformation equal weight., the calculated constants are 
raised no further than to the Williams-Flory Gaussian line (in 
Figure 7.2). Clearly, therefore, important factors are involved, other 
than those immediatel-T connected with the rotational isomeric state 
model adopted. 
7.4 TfM '12,0MCM OF `, 'VAL MIR AITD S-PTIMYETT 
The published account of this model -will not be reproduced in 
full detail. It depends on treating the bonds not in patks, but in 
triads. The specific usefulness of this approach is that every 
conformation of the cOmPlete glycol residue (bonds 4 5. and 6) raay then 
be assigned an individual statistical weight, directly related to 
its total energy. 
In the model, each bond has a U-matri-x in which the ro,,, 73 are 
indexed by the combined rotational state of the preceding -hio bonds, 
and the3. columns by the combined state of the immediately preceding, 
bond lory are , -and 
the bond itself. The matrices of Williams and r 
-t I 
hereby expanded: the largeit, U is now (9 x 9). 
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Matrices 
ý, 
are set up for each bond*: 
ýi 
11 (LT 0 -J) 
11 T 
_0 
E3) 0 -e 
0u 
(15) 
where the symbols retain their earlier meaning, except that 0 
11 T 
has been expanded to conform correctly. "The order of these matrices 
varies with that of U: the largest is (45 x 45). 
Serial products of these matrices are taken for the repeat 
unit: 
(6) 
= 
123 4- 56 (16) 
and for the terainal unit: 
12 IQ )Q. 
These products are (15 x 45); they are reduced to (15 x 15) 
and also by post-multiplication with the correct (45 x 15) matrix 
normalised., by division with the appropriate partition function- For 
the repeat unit: 
----------------------------------- 
including a In the more reoent notation of Flox-J. 
33, 
such a matrix 
nu; l sub-matrix in the upper right-hand corner., would be represented 
as rather than 
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Also Z U, U, U, U, 
r(6) -e 
10000 
3E000 
o* o* 0* IT 
where J is now (9 xI) column matrix filled ivith iolements of unity., and 
I- 0* representa a 
(9 x 3) null, matrix. 
is formed analogously. 
The final equation is: 
r 
2) 
C(5) 21 10... 01 (G 0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
"1 
0 
0 
(19) 
"2 . where is the mean-square bond-len, -th. 
The structural data of Williams and Flory were retained.. but the 
bonds 4 and 6 were given different gauche rotational angles, at 
+ 950: this was a modification based on inf6rnation on the states in 
94 
ethyl formate The parameters and w, were given their original 
values: a, was assigned values of 0.73 at 303K, and 0.85 at 570K. 
(18) 
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Cip became one of four . )arameters 
wI `-- ý J4 , introducing the effect 
of interactions arising from rotations about pairs of bonds, and nine 
parameters 9 dealt with the interactions specific to each 
triad conformation: the values assigned were derived by a close 
examination of the energies of t. he relvant interactio,,, is. 
IThen the data are appropriately modified, tho model. reduce3 to 
that of williams and Flox7, and their results are exactly reproduced. 
Furthermore, for the tri=cr, the partition function and rrican square end- 
to-end distance calculated by these matrix methods agroco recisely 
with those found by direct - , eneration of all the conformations according 
to the now cLIa. Týie validity of the L-, atri--'-. algebra in the model may 
therefore be regarded as established. 
Howevar. 9 the model 
* 
does not correctly predict the dimensions of 
FOOT chains at normal temperatu-ýes, giving an c,, syq; otal value of 0.56 
for the ration ýr 
2 
as OpPosed to the experimental values of 1.05 
a--. d 0.95, and the value of 0.93 calculated from the W-F model. (The 
02 1 units being, A (9m. molecular weight)- kO s , as earlier). whatever result 
are obtained for the calculations of cyclic concentrations, therefore, 
there will be some doubt about the fundamental realism of the model. 
The reaoons for this failure may be as follows. T-t emerges 
from a numerical examination thatIthe highly-coiled conformations of 
the triads of bonds forming the glycol residues are weighted much 
more heavily in the new model than the old, for many of the parameters 
Q and 6 are favourable to their adoption by the chain. 'Indoubtl, adly, 
the evaluation of these parameters was carried out correctly, and they 
Here, attention will be rest#cted to the statistical weight scheme derived by 77 lk :p and Semlyn" accordin,,,.,, to the methods of Scott 
and Scheraga 5 95nd will exclude that found by the methocas of Brant and F1 ry9 .. 
. 
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represent an improvement on the equivalent (explicit and implicit) 
values in the `, T-F model. The , -, 
ara: nct--r 0, . however, was not adjusted. 
Vow,, there are grounds to question the figure Given for it in the W-F 
II model; for it was derived by. comparison Y74-th the case of poly(w7. e thylene ),, 
which is recognised to have anomalous features. The characteristics 
of ostensibly similar bonds in the polyester and the polyether may well 
be quite different. Furthermore, while for poly(oVethylene) 
crystallo-raphic evidence supports the conclusion that the 7auahe 
states have lower energy than the trans, for FLN the evidence is to the 
contrary. Crystallographic 
90 
. and also spectroscopic58 P studies SU'7'gest 
that the preferred conformation of the glycol residue in Fl, -, T is that 
vrith the bonds all-trans. 
For this to be 
unity. Calculations 
v, ould then give (r2 
modifications to the 
recognised in the "; T-F model, a,, -ý, jould be less than 
37 
shovr that, other parameters constant, the model 
/M 2! 1.2. Through the intro auction of 
statistical weight formalism. the new model 
if the all- requires that a' should be no greater than 0.5 at 303Ks 7 
be 
trans conformation of the glycol residue Is toXenergetically favoured 
2 he central bond over that with t (5) gauche. The ratio r /M is 
then calculated to be 0.82, in better agreement with experiment than 
followed from continued acceptance of 0, as 1.5. Accordinc-Ay, it 
appears that, by correctim, - this parameter., the experimentally founa 
chain dimensions can be reconciled with the d; atistical weights 
provided-by detailed analysis of each triad confo. -mation. 
In the following Section. the applicabilit-j of the model of Walker 
-and Semlyen to the prediction of cyclic concentration shall be 
investigated, for both the original and the revised values of the 
'parameter 
0,9 
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7.5 CYCLIC CMCTfM=O'\TS PIEDI'7r--, D BY VIE W-S MODEL 
(a) Calculations assilmin,,, 
', 
raussian ch-An statistics 
The procedure for thes, ý calculations exactly parallelled that 
for the Williams-Flory model: the mean-square separations 
ýX. 
ý2) for 
'the chains viere obtained by equation (19) above, and introduced into 
the equations (10) and (11). The results are presented below, in 
in which the units of the eq U Table 7.6,9 iuilibrium constant are a7ain 
3 
moles/dm. 
KX io 
2XX 
10 
2 
found. predicted. 
3 3-17 1.43 
4 1-03 0.67 
0.54 0-37 
6 0.40 0.23 
7 0.28 m6 
0.21 0.11 
9 0.13 0.08 
Table 7.6 
These results again correspond to a temperature of 57OX, and to the 
statistical weights found byJalker and Semlyen using the methods of 
91 Scott and Scheraga _'95 The equilibrium constants are also plotted 
in Figure 7.3. 
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While the agreement is -still poor., it is marlIcedly better than for 
the equivalent results from the model of Williams and Flory. From 
what has been rermarked before, however., it will be apparent that this 
improve-ient is gained only at the expense of agreement with the chain 
dimensions at 303K. 
if the parameter o is given the value of 0.69 (i. e. 0.50 
corrected to the higher temperature), instead of the value of 1.21+ used 
above. f then 
these results appear: 
Kx 10 K- x 10 
2 
f ound predicted 
3 3*17 1.10 
4 1.03 0.50 
5 0.54 0.27 
6 0.40 0.17 
7 0.28 0.11 
8 0.21 0.08 
9 0.13 o. o6 
Table 7.7 
The correspondence bet,,, veen theory and experiment is now poorer-, 0 
in fact., reference to Table 7.1 shows that the calculated constants 
are very close to those found by the W-F model. This accords vith 
eXPectation', insofar as it has alread- been noted that with 119 
modified in this way, the new model yields a predi, -, tion of the chain 
dimensions at 303Ks similar to that from the model of Williams nnd 
Flory. The conclusion is upheld, that it is improbable that any of 
no. of uni ts F IGURE 7.3 
11 
5 7 89 10 
-2. C 
x 
0 
0- 1. 
1 11. 
-3.0 
ow3.5 
Bulk equilibrium at 5ý31( 
Original model 
0 Gaussian calcillction 0 
.9 Direct cclculatiot% (d=3A) 
C3 Gaussian cal'culato*on With cf7 a 0.6 90 
0 Direct calculation (d=3A) 
OA 
Of*-Ir - 0.5,0.6 
0.7 0.8 09 1.0 1.1 
log x 
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the measured concentrations of rings in the melt can ever be reconciled 
with -Uie experimentally found chain dimenzions, merely by assuming 
Gaussian behaviour of the linear species. 
(b) Calculations --eneratinp. the chain conformations 
These were again largely parallel to those for theli'l-F model; 0 
but two points must be remarked. 
Firstly., the statistical weight formalism of Walker and Semlyen 
differs from that in, general use. As an example of this,, it has been 
intimated already that the probability that a bond of type 5 is in 
one of the gauche states (both adjacent bonds being trans) is no longer 
s=ply &q. Since the computer programme used was designed to deal 
with the standard formalism, it was necessary to re-interprot the 71-S 
parameters. Care is required in this translation; but that it Was made 
correctly is evinced by the agreement of the results with those of the 
matrix methods. 
Secondly., since the gauche states for bonds 4 and 6 are now at 
+95 
0f the number distribution of end-to-end distances will obviOuslY 
differ from those for the 17-1 model. 
The results for the 18-bonded and 17-bonded trimer ohains, for 
the data cited by WalIcer and Semlyen,, are given in Tables 7-8 and 7.9. 
Number with ends X3 found using 
d 
with d A. zd -' X10 
2 
1 23 4.34 
2 152 3.59 
3 452 2.64 
4 988 2.50 
5 1776 2.22 
7-mle 7.8 18-bonded chain 
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I, 'j=ber vrith ends 
d 
wi thin dA 
K3 found using 
2 
zdx 10 
142.43 
2 58 2.44 
3 186 2.06 
4 4o6 1.99 
5 762 1.95 
Table 7.90- 17-boncled chain 
, 
The results show a reason-able constancy, both for an individual 
chain, and for the pair; the exception to this is the value with d=1 
for the 18-bonded chain. Furthermore, they agree well with the measured 
concentration. (Figure 7.3, where the result for d=3 from Table 7.8 is 
plotted). However, it has to be acknowledged immediately that this agree- 
ment is largely artificial., and stems from the use in the model of 
am statistical weights unduly favourable to cyclisatio, 'Men the par eter I 
01ý is reduced to 0.69 (at 570K) the calculated equilibrium constants 
are lower., although still representing an improvement over those found 
by the W-F model: 
Number with ends 
d 
within dR 
14 
2 58 
3 186 
X3 found using 
z IF x 10 
2 
V 
1.48 
1.50 
1.29 
Table 7.10 : 17-bonded chain. 
The last value is also plotted-in Figure 7.3. 
Before proceeding to further discussion of these results, the outcome 
of the calculations for the tetramer chains-will be revealed. (The values 
are those for the original statistical weip ,, 
hts of Walker and Semlycn). 
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Number with ends found using 'C 
a 0 
4 2 
vrithin cl A zdx 10 
1 0 
2 58 0.023 
3 424 0.041 
4 2276 0.088 
5 8294 0.155 
Table 7.11 : 24-bonded chain 
Number with ends 
d 
within dý 
10 
2 38 
3 400 
Iý+ found using 
Zd 
3' x 10 
2 
0.021 
o. o66 
Table 7.12 : 23-bonded chain 
There is a surprising lack, of consisten--y'in the values; but they 
are all extremely lo-ai, The remar%able circumstance has arisen, also, Of 
" chain possessing nearly three million defined conformationsg without 
" single one bringing the ends to within I 0 
R. 
The results of the direct generation method for both models may 
now be revieviced. Since the statistical weights of the confornations are 
probably unreliable, attentio. -n will be focussed on t. "Icir distribution by 
number across the different categories of end-to-end distance. There 
are certain prominent features. Firstly, for the IT-F model 'he ends of 
the trimeric chains never properly meet: the 17-bonded chain has only 
two conformationswith ends within Iý of each other, the 18-bonded chain 
has none. For the tetramer, ha.,; ever., the conformations are smoothly 
distributed in number., right to the least end-to-ond se7aration. 
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This situatidn is reversed for the model of 'Tallcer and Sen. 1yan. 
For the trimcr, t1he number distribution is smooth up to the loviest 
distance category for the 17-bonded chain, and for the 18-bonded there 
is actually an increase in the density of conformations as the distance 
decreases; but for the tetramer., the ends fall to encounter each other. 
Since attention is being restricted to numbers of confor. -ations, 
and no regard is being paid to their statistical weights, the difference 
between the models reduces to -Vqat in the gauche rotational angrles 
: assigned to the bonds 4 and 6 in each unit. Allocation of angles of 
00 rather than 1 120 might be expected to lead to more rapid coiling 95 
of the chain. If this is so., then the observed distributions may be 
rationalisc-d in this way: 
For the trimer, the chain ends do not meet for the rotational 
states of Ylilliams and Flory, but just meet for those of Walker and 
Semiyen. Diagramatically: 
Williams-Flory 0 "Talker -Semlyon 
For the tetramer., the chain ends just, meet for the rotational states 
of ýIillians and FIox7, but for t1iose of '7, alker -and Semlyon, 'highly-coiled 
., confornations 
correspond to self -intersection of the chain and projection 
of the termini away from each othcr. 
0 7) 
Williams-Flory Walker-Semlyen 
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If this is an accurate representation,, then it is apparent that 
the ring concentrations will be much affected by the non-random man-ner 
in which the ends koproach each other; but, irrespective of whether 
this precise interpretation is valid, the sensitivity of the results 
to, changes in the details of the calculations affords a clear 
demonstration, that the factors responsible for the elevation of t'-. 0 
ring concentrations are hi-, hly specific, and do not readily land 
the; Pselves to statistical treatment. 
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CHAP 'LMI 8. 
11 1- 'R rKIN, !S CYCLIC OLIG(T, 17M r-, T ALIMATIC POLYB'37,,. E 91 
8.1 rNMOD UCTIOTT 
.*I Althou, -h the investigations by Stoll and Rouve of he 
cyclisation behaviour of aliphatic hydro. Vl-acids have been succeeded 
byýmany studies of intramolecular condensation in aliphatic polyester 
systems, all except one must be excluded from consideration: for the 
80p81982 
othcrs J concerned the effect of intramoleoular linkages upon 
the rgelling of systems with polyftuictional reactants, while 
the 
polymers to be dealt ivith here are derived from bifunctional reactants. 9 
only., and vill be free from brancl-hes. 
The single research of relevance is that which --as undertaken by 
Jacobson, Beolmann. and Stool=, --yer tAest the theoretical predictions to 
29 
of Jacobson and stockmayer heated high molecular vreight 
poly(decamethylene adipate) in chlorobenzene solution with an ester- 
, exchange catalyst,, and followed the conversion from chains to rings 
by noting the fall in intrinsic viscosity. "ine f raction of the polymer 
that was consumed during-the reneration of the cyclics at their final, 
-"equilibrium,, concentratioms could 
be related to the conformational 
reth of properties of the polymer chains, and in particular the len, 
their "effective lin'rs". It was clearly not possible, however, to 
-directly determL-, c the equilibrium concentrations of 
individual rings 
by-this method. 
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The paucity of inforMation on the cyclic concentrations in 
aliphatic polyesters undoubtedly reflects a certain lack of interest 
in the polymers as a class: for, unli'llce -ooly(ethylene terephthalate)., 
they have found only limited practical application. Indeed, general 
methods are available for their preparation; but only in a few cases 
have the relationships permitting the viscometric determination of 
molecular weights been established, and there is relatively little 
guidance upon methods for their analysis. Again, there is a dearth of 
experimental informnation on the conformations of their chains. - 
On the other hand, they present one advantage: that the lomir 
cyclics may be readily obtained by Carother's 
2,3 
method of pyrolytic 
cyclic depolymerisation, and in many cases can also be partially 
characterised on the basis of his published data. 
The studies to be described here viere of two alipiatic- 
polyesters: poly(decamethylene adipate) (henceforth PDA),, and 
poly(ethylene succinate)(P033). The first., of course., has a repeat unit 
of-eighteen bonds: 
-0- (C H2)1 O-O-C- 
(C Hdlý-C- 
00 
the second, one of eight bonds: 
-0-CH 2-CH2-0-C-C"2 -CH 2-C- 
00 
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The polymers were --lade by direct esterification of the diol and the 
diacid. From each of the prepared samples, týiere was obtained a, low 
molecular weight fraction with the properties of a mixture of the 
cyclic oligomers of the polymer; and, further, it was found possible 
to resolve these m. ý-xtures into individual rings by means of gel 
permeation chro. -Aatography. (As has been described in Chapter 3). 
Unfortunately, however, attempts to prepare samples in which a proper 
ring-chain equilibrium had been attained met vrith little success. 
The original aims have therefore only been, incOMDletely realised. 
8.2 MOPIOTUT70111 OF kLlll; -UTIC POLY"63TEM 
Preparation of the-polyesters was carried-out by the direct 
83 
esterification method of Zavaglia, Mosher and Billmeyer . In their 
procedure, the reaction is driven close to completion by use -of 
tetraisopnpyl titanate as polyesterification catalyst, ooupled. with 
vigorous agitation of the melt under vacuum. 
The apparatus used is, shovm, in Figure 8.1. The polymerisation 
vessel was a 700 Ml- flanged flask, since this made it possible to 
use, - large-stirrers as-, 7611 as'faGilitating the removal of the final 
product. It fitted convenientlýr into the shortened 2000 ml. beaker 
that served as a ('silicone). Oil bath. Me lid of the flask carried 
four Cround-glass sockets. placed centrally permitted the 
insertion of the stiiTer. fitted into a "Tru-Bore" guide,, lightly 
lubricated with silicone oil and scaled with nercury. Another carried 
a nitrogen bleed, long enough to dip into the melt; while a third was 
provided with a takc-off head leading to a collecting trap, and also 
0 
FI GURE 8.1 
CILI; ý 
ubc 
Sl i trer-heater 
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to a vacuum connection. The last vas available for the addition of 
cataly3t to the mixture. 
7me flask and its lie. were dried in the oven, and cooled in a 
desiccator; then purified diol and diacid were weighed in. For the 
preparation of poly(decam-et. hylene adipate), exactly equimolar 
quantities were useed; but for the poly(ethylene succinate, -, 5/'o extra 
ethylene glycol was added, to allow for that lost during the early 
stages of the reaction. The total charge was 250 - 280 gm.. 
The contents of the flask were rapidly stirred under nitro--en, 0 
and heated steadily, until completely liquid. (1200 - 1600, after 
about an hour). I ml. of the catalyst (tupplied by Pfaltý and Bauer, 
and aistillea before 
., 
on, the mlt whereup 
would commence. The 
1750., and maintaiifted 
use under vacuum) was then added dropwise; 
ffould bubble vigorously, and distillation of water 
temperature was raised over an hour to 170 
0- 
there for about 15 hrs.: over this period, most 
of the water to be produced in the polyesterification disl4illed into 
the trap. The flask was nowtaken to 190 0 200 0 and held there for 
6 10 hrs., by when a little more water would have been evolved. 
The heating was now lowered, and the temperature allowed to 
drop to 1650. The receiving trap was emptied, and the nitrogen 
bleed replaced by a stopper. Vacuum was carefully applied, and then 
the-trap was cooled in liquid rdtrogen. The melt was vigorously 
agitated at 165 0, under 0.3 mm., for some 6- 10 hrs. DurinS this timep 
a very little condensate would collect in the trap: when preparing 
FDA, this would also be water, but for FES it would in part be 
ethylene glycol (since this w, -;. s present in slight stoichiometric 
excess). 
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The heating ana stirring were discontinued, and the coolant was 
removed from nxound the trap. The flask was discomneGted from vacuum , 
back-filled with nitroý; en, and left to cool. 
To remove the 1,, olymer from Vie Mask, and convert it from a lump 
to a manageable form, it was dissolved out, and precipitated from 
solution. 
PDA dissolved q,, )ite readily in about 2000 ml. chlonform at room 
temperatw: e; the solution-ms passed throuGh a sintered glass filter, 
concentrated to 750 ml. by rotary evaporationt 3000 and poured with 
very rapid mechanical stirrin, -,, into an ice-cold mixture of diethyl 
0 
e ther (4400 ml and pq troleun e t-lier (40 600 boiling ran,, ýe 1100 ml. 
). 
The crea-my )rodu--t was f urther stirred in an, ice-bath, f or 10 nins.. q 
and left ovemight at 00,, Me polymer was then filtered off, using a 
large Buchner fu-mel, washed v. -Ith an littie -petroleum cthor, sucked 
drY., 
and afterwards dried under Mcuum with Progressive inarease of 
temperature, up to 4.00. The materLal IbIL-at remained in solution 
during the pre-cipiluation was concentrated into a weighed flask and 
evaporated to dryness. 
MS -7jas treated similarly, save that it was necessarj' to Ilse 
chloroform, or., in one, ortse, sym-te trac _hloroe than e$ to dissolve 
it- 
Of particular importance in this preparation is Iffective a.,,, 7itation 
aer First attem. iolt. of the poly, -r)ts to reprodu-e the published 
-results on a larger scale were unsuc. aessful, simply because there Tras 
3. nadequate'lo-ovision for tho ar., -itation. --n onersuch case, U for F-! So it 
waz n-, cesspax-j to resort to bubblin-, nitro, -, en Virou. c el tatI Z-, h th 'a 
65 0 
___for 
24 hours, to achieve a reasonably hiE; h molecular weight; 
indeed, the mi: cture of oligomors used in testing the -ýel nerraeaiklion 
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chromato, -raph (Iha-? ter 3) derived from this nolyner samnle. Once the 
apparatus had been modified to -)er! -, iit rro-ý, Cr stirrinC 'iovievor, this 
difficulty wao overcome, and the results were satisfactory. 
High purity of the starting materials is also important, since tj ý. > 
if high molecular weights are to be attained, there must be a close 
equivalence of the amounts of the two reagents in the initial mixture. 
(Except in the instances of Dolymers delrived from the relatively 
volatile ethylene 71yeol). "Me reactants used Tiere were purified by 
these means: 
. 
hyjcne glycol: the Glycol, of S. L. TR. grade, was shaken with 
one-tenth its volume of toluene in a seý)arating funnel. The lowOr 
layer. ' of ý?, lycol saturated with toluene, was run off into a flask 
containing a trace of anhydrous sodium carbonate. It vj"-s distilled at 
atmospheric pressure to remove first a toluenc-water azootrope, then 
any remaiml_ng hydrocarbon; than it -,. az distilled under vacuum, using 
a grease-free ap-aratus without a bleed., and an oil-pu=p. A small 
first fraction ras rej--oted; the main fraction (b. about 60 
0 at 0.5 mM. ) 
was collected, and redistilled in the same vr-, y. 
Succinic acid: this was doubly-recrystallised from hot distilled 
0 
. 7ater; the solutions were aPProximately 25; "ý in acid at 70 
final pr - oddot was dried under vacuum at 70 0. it renresented 705 of 
the startiný, i material and melted at 183-75 0- 184.250. (Literatureo4: 1820). 
1 Deow-, iethylene glycol: as obtained from Koch-Light, Ltd.., this 
reagent, gas contaminated with traces of an unpleasantly smellizig, 
Yellowish, oil, which could not be removed by normal recrystanlisation 
procedure., nor by treatment with active carbon. However, it was found 
that' sl - 01.7'Gooling of a hot solution in acetone would give lar,, e 
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crystals that were of imnroved purity. 111, i-. - col was therefore 31Y 
recrystallis--d th--, ýee times in this way. The final solid., 605 of the 
U .9- 
74-50 was odouriess, and ý, -, )ave a starting material M-72.50 
colourless solution in acetone. (Li toratur, OE4 meltiný-, Point: 71.5 
0). 
Adj2ic-acid: thc tacid -aas recrystallised twice from water, -. rLth 
cooling in ic--. The product, dried -at 600 under va--uu: ft,, represented 
0 84 0). 88ý4,2 yield, and melted at 152 1530 (Literatum : 153 
The molecular weiguhts of the prepared polymers were estimated 
visoometrio-ally. For PDA., the solvent used was chlorobenz--ne, and 
the intrinsic viscosity was related to the weight average molecular 
85 
vicight by the equation of Flory and 3ticimey 
r. 295 + 0.655 lo,, * 10 
For PES, the solvent was chloroform: there is no cxaot rolation of the 
above kind available but Cliana-, Zava, -lia and -2111meyer 
86 
ve 
established equations for other aliphatic polyesters, =-d it was 
- possible to obtain approximate results from these. 
Me intrinsic viscosity of the PDA sample was f ound to be 
0.385 (-! * 0.010) di. /gm., corres-ponding to a weight avera! 7e degree of 
11 polymerisation of 95(± 5). (Figure 8.2). The intrinsic visl-05itY Of 
a sample of FES prepared by the described method was 0.1A (, t 0.02) 
(Figure 6-3). From -tables of [7] ana weight average molecular 0 
vicight given by Chang et al.., it may be estimated that the polymer 
had a weight average degree of polymerization of 100 - 170. These Q 
values compared rathor unfavourably with those given by Zavaglia, 
Mosher and Billmeyer83 for many of their polymers; neverthelcss, --they were 
high enough to permit the polyesters to be used in the subsequent studies. 
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8.3 n, OPERTIES OF 71M SOLIMLEM 11MIDIMM, 
It was noted in the last Section that there Trere small amounts 
of material left in solution aftcr the precipitation of the prepared 
polymers, and that these soluble residues were carefully preserved. 
I Vituting, There was one such residue from the preparation of PDA, cons' 
of the polymer, and two fror; those of PES, comprising 3.31c"o, and 
2.4,11. In this Section, their properties will be review-ed. 
(a) Physical properties 
k was a white solid, soft, and sli, The residue from FD, ghtly 
sticky.. eien after complete removal of the solvents; it had a 
'definite odo 
i 
ur. One of the F. "ZS residues, that obtained from the 
-preparation where passage of nitrogen was necessary to force up the 
nolecular weight, wa. s brownish and initially syrupy, but later setting 
to a waxy, and rather adhesive The second was only slightly mass. 
green-yellow, and was at first a viscid liquid., but set overnight to 
a firm lump; it', was, however, only semi-solid. All the residues were 
'freely soluble in chloroform, and soluble to lesser extents in other 
solvents, buf, 6týin diethyl or Petroleum ethers. In 
(b) Elemental'analysis 
The analysis for the residue from FDA is compared below with that 
expected for an empirical formula of C16 H 28 04 
hydro,,,,, en oxygen, by difference carbon jo 
FOTXITD 66.98 9.93 23-09 
ED 9.92 CALCULAM, 67-57 22-51 
Table 8.1 
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Vuclear ma!,, netic resonance sr)ectrosc2a 
In Figiýres 8.4.8.5 and 8.6 the proton resonance spectra of 
respectively the residue from PDA, high moleci. ilar weight PDA. and the 
J 
cyclic monomer of PDA are shown; the preparation of the last material 
is described in Section 8.4. Assignments for the bands are given on 
the second spectrum. Me three spectra are closely similar: the only 
T 
d ifferences being in slight extraneous absorptions between the main 
, 
bands, for the monomer, and in the superposition of weak absorptions 
on the band centred at 5.95, in the trace for the soluble msidue. 
I In Figures8.7 and 
8.8 there are presented the spectra for a 
soluble residue from FES and the cyclic dimer of REM, obtained as 
dI etailed in Section 8.4. They are identical, a: ad both conform 'We the 
e xpectation of, tiio equally intense absoptions., at the Ir values for 
mthylene groups adjacent to an ester link: age Or 5-7) and to a 
-carbonyl group 7-3). 
d) Infra-red absor2tion spe_ctroscopy 
In Figgures 8.9., 8.10 and-8.110 there are presented the spectra 
-.. of., 
respectively, high molecular weight FDA- the soluble rcsidue from 
FDA, and th4 cyclic'monomer of PDA. The spectrum of the polymer was 
obtained from a potassium bromide discA- that of the residue, from a 
paste; that of the monomer f In m liquid'film. 
The three spectra are very similar, below 6500 nm.: changes in 
"the breadth and complexity of the carbonyl stretching,, band at 5900 nm. 
might be due to the different sampling techniTies used., None of the 
spe ctra show strong hydroxyl or carbcg7l absorptions in this region. 
Ab, o7e 6500 nm... there are mark-ed variations in the band intensities. 
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Some of these disparities may be due to Cenuine chemical differences: 
for instance, the iveaIc bands at 9250 and 9600 nm. may arise from 
traces ofprimary alcohol groups, and those at around 10000 and 11000nm. 
from carboxyls65. Such arguments do not, howeverý apply to the broad 
bazds at 8000 nm. and 8600 nm. (probably attributable to C11 2 vra,,, 3'-ng 
modes 
65). 
Those absorptions appear in the spectrum of adipic acid., 
but not all in that of decamethylene glycol. Their striking grovith 
(from m6nomer, to residue. 9 to polymer) is ve. -i probably the result 
of conformational differences in the adipia acid residue, analogous to 
those already discussed for the ethylene glycol residues in the 
ethylene terephthalates (Chapter 4). The band at 7100 nm.., which nay 
be assigned to a CH2-C---O deformation mode 
65, 
also appears only in the 
spectrum of the aoidp and'is shorXing similar effects. Most of the 
other bands., toop are subject to parallel increases; but they cannot 
be so readily attributed to one residue, rather than the otMx. 
The spectra shovM in Figures 8.12,8.13 and 
8.14 are-those for 
hig, h molecular weight PES, a soluble residue, and 
the cyclic dimer. The 
residue was examined as a paste, thc'other compounds as 
discs. in all 
three caSe3 there are only very slight hydrxxýl or earboxyl absorptions. 
Once again., tl,., k-re are differences between the spectra above 
6500 rM... 
Possibly attributable 'to conformational factors. 
The too solublexesidues showed different 
decrees of absaption 
the 2700 - 3800 rm. region- The first rel: 3idu'-- mentioned 
in (a) above 
gave rather intense oarboxyl absOrPtiOns 
(Figure 8.1'5) while the 
second showed much lower intensities 
(Figure 8.16). For comparison, the 
3POctrum of the cyclic dimer is presented ovor 
the same region. (Figure 
8*17). The t-wo rosidues behaved similarly 
in other respects, however. 
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(e) Ga_s-liquid chromatograj: )hy 
Injeetion of solutions OP-t'116 VDA resi due onto a 41 column 
paclced with Silanized Embacel carrying a 21ro coating of OV-17, v-dth the 
temperature programmed to start -at 80 
0 and increase at 4 deg. /min., 
00 
resulted in the emergence of two peaks., at 200 and 330 , With a 
hig'ner progr=ing rate, or usin, - methyl silicone Cum coatings, the 
peaks c,, aerC; ed later. 
The residues from PZS were not themselves analysed by g. l. c.; 
but in the follo-vdng Section, references will be made to the use of 
this method to detect the co-ziponents of a similar sample. 
Gel permeation chromatograpýy 
The analysis of two of the mixtures has been described fully in 
Chapter 3: they couldýbe resolved completely into their component 
species. 7he final tracings obtainea are reproduced in Figure 8.18 and 
8.19. The chromatogram for the second of th-i P. 03 residues, which was 
not discussed earlier, is given in '. Pi, -, -ure 
8.20. 
n-, r injco-luion of the pure subs"kbances the peaks clutin5, last, Id .9 
other than the solvent impurity pqaýcs., could be identified as the cyclic 
monomer., for the, -PDA rezidu. --, and the dimer, for the residues from 
MS. 
_ 
As noted before (Suction 3.6. and also Section 4-2), straight-line 
calibration ourvez-ar'6 obtained if it is assumed that the other peaks 
extend the series of oligomers. (Except for the slight curvature at 
the ends, shovm also by the calibration for the FEET oligbmers. ) 
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I 
It must be acknowledged t'-. at the evidence available, to su-. -iport 
the view that the residues consisted of mixtures of th-- cyclic 
0 .9 
is less complete than that for the extracts from oli-omers 
poly(ethylene terephthalate), presented in Chaptor 4. Nevertheless, 
it was strong enough to act as a basis for further investigations. 
Knowino the veight fractions of their polymers comprised by 
the residues, and assuming- each species to be equally re3ponsive, it 
is now possible to calculate the weight percentage of each cyclic in 
the original melts. Purthcr., taldng the densities of the melts to be 
, for the 0-94(-: 
ý0-03) K-3m/dM 
3. for the FDA, and 1.06(±0.02) k, ý, -m/dm3. 
MISS (see Section 8.5 below), these values may be converted to 
molarities. The results are given in Tables 8.2 and 8.3. an4 the 
molarities are also plotted logaritli-nicaolly in Figures 8.21 and 
8.22. 
It must immediately be emphasised, however, that these concentrations 
are not necessarily those at equilibrium between the rings and the 
chains; not only because of too slow a generation of cyclics during 
the polymerisation, but also becaiise of steblimation of the lower 
members in the vacuum stage. rýurther, the concentrations themselves 
and es-olccially those of the higher ran, -e, may be in error through 
incomplete extraction from the polymer. 
- 14.8 - 
Amount of x-meric cyclic: 
x "'Teight 5 Molaxity, xlo 
2 
1 0.44 1.47 
2 0.36- o. 61 
3 0.28 0.31 
4 0.17 0.14 
5 o. o6 0.04 
Table 8.2 
FIRST PESIDUB 
Amount of x-meria cyclic: 
Weight % Y 
2 
Yolarity.. xIO 
2 1.21+ 4.57 
3 0.88 2.16 
4 0.53 0.98 
5 0.35 0.52 
6 0.20 0.25 
7 0.12 0.13 
SECOM IE SIDTIE 
Amount of x-merio cyclic: 
Weight 
. 
5,; 'Molarity,, xIO 
2 
0-73 2.69 
0-72 1-76 
0. ý6 o. 86 
0.30 0.45 
00-10 0.13 
0.05 0.05 
Table 8.3 
Apart fr6m the values for the dimer, nrobably affoctea by 
sublimation losses., the results for the -two PE3 residues are quite close 
to each oth? r; this may indicate thaV. they we in fact not very distant 
from the equilibrium case. 
,, x, no. of monomer 
units 
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The cyclic dimer of FZ3, and the cyclic monomer of PDA, both 
referred to previously, were obtained by pyrolyAS Of the polymers by 
2,, 3 the method of Carothers The reaction was carried out in the 
large-scale molecular still represented in-Figure 8.23. 
20 - 30 Sm. polymer, mixed with 2.5/1ý-ýnagnesium chloride 
hexabydrate, to act as catalyst,, viere put in ",. he still., and it was 
set up a3 shown. The apparatus was evacuated to below 0.05 mm.., 
and slow heating was appli&d; care, was^necessar7 to prevent the 
polymer from bubbling up onto the-pooled probe. The temperature -a-as 
raised over 8- 12 hours to 270 
0. and held there for"30 - 40 hours, 
during which period stic'V., yellovr sublimate collected on the probe. 
The heating vras discontinued, and'the still allowed to cool; then the 
vacuum lead was closed off. and air re-ddmitted. The sublimate was 
removed from the probe., and the charred mass in the still was dissolved 
out by heating with strong nitric acid. 
The sublimates were treated as folio-, 7s: 
For noly(ethylene succinate) 
The sublimate, comprising 60,5o of the polymer, gave two peaks 
I 
during g. l. c. under the conditions mentioned in (e) in Section 8-3: 
0 the first emergdd at 210 '1 
the second at 3200,, it was made up as a 
solution in, chlonCorm, and washed several times with water, to remove 
any traces of catalyst: residual moisture was removed as azeotrope by 
rotary evaporation at room temperature. To decolourise the solution, 
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it was stood overnight with active carbon; but this was not found to 
be effective. The solution -. ras filtered, and rotary evaporated at 
30 0, almost to dryness; when methanol was added, and the remaining 
chloroform taken off as azeotrope. After sufficient concentration, 
the solution was cooled, first on the bench., then in ice; large, 
well-formed crystals appeared, were filtered off, washed with a little 
ice-cold methanol, and air-dried. abe mothar-liquors were concentrated 
further., but gave only a yellow syrup which would not cr7stallise 
unless left to stand for some weeks. 
The solid deposited from solution gave only the first peak in 
0 and melted at 127 ,A further reorvstallisation from methanol 
gave attractive white plates, melting at 129.0 0- 129-50 (Carothers' 
melting point for the cyclic dimer of ITS: 1300). It was pure by g. l. c. 0 
and g. p. c. Eleýriental analysis cave: carbon, 50-10ý,,, hydrogen 5.455ý- (Calculated: 50.001% and 5,561%) The molecular weight was 266 (t 15)0 
(Calculated: 288). The solid gave the infra-ýred and n. m. r. s-, iectra 
discussed in Section 8-3. Yield vras about 201-4o of the starting polymer. 
The yellow syrup gave the second peak in the g. l. c. (probably 
that of the cyclic trimer), but many other smaller peaks as wall. It 
was not examined further. 
For poIZ(decamelLylene aaiT)ate) 
A- 
A, ain, the sublimate, 505 of the polymer, was dissolved in 
chloroform and washed k. he , and the solution then evaporated dosn. T 
zemi-solid material was dissolved in warm methanol, and the solution 
was concentrated: on cooling, a small amount of white solid appeared. 
This was filtered off; its properties su, rrgested that it vas low 
- 151 - 
molecular weight polymer. The solution would not immediately 
crystallise upon further concentration, and so was evaporated to 
dryness: on brief standing it turned to a fairly fluid se6-solia. it 
was left overnight, and then filtered. The white solid left in the 
filter (about an eighth of the mixture) was thoroughly washed Vrith 
methanol., and air-dried. From its infra-red spectrum and melting 
point it was identified as v. decamethylene glycol. The yellow 
filtrate, 35P' of the polymer, Tras formulated as a cyclic decamethylene 
adipate on the basis of its spectroscopic properties (see Section 8.3); 
the supponition that it was t1he monomer is supported by the findinqZ 
of Carothers 
2,3 
on the favoured sizes of the rings formed by his 
method. It was shown by g. p. c. to be pure, except for a small amount 
of a low molecular weight material (probably decamethylene glycol) 
and also of =. other substance, probably cyclic dimer. (Figure 8.24). 
8.5 EQUILIBRATION OF ALIPITTATIC POLYESTERS 
For both of the aliphatic polyesters under discussion; attempts 
were made to prepare samples in which proper ring-chain eq'uilibria had 
been set up: but none were successful. 
(a) Qly(decametýylcne adipate) 
The polymer, mixed with 0.5% P-toluene sulphonic acid catalyst, was, 
sealed in ampoules under vacuum. The ampoules wero 1heated at 130 
0: one 
for 4.8 hours, a second for 96 hours., a third for 120 hours. At the 
end of the set periods., the ampoules were removed from the heater: the 
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level of the melt in each vras at once mae:,, cd. The ampoules vere left 
to cool, and were then opened, and weighed. The polymer lump in 
each was dissolved out with chloroform over I-2 dayso the resulting 
solutions havinG concentrations of around ior'o; they were poured into 
three times the volum-- of ice-cold diethyl other, stood at 00 overnight, 
and then f iltered. "Me solid polymer was redissolved, and precipitated 
aggain. - this wa-s repeated twice more. The filtrates from the four 
precipitations were combined, and evaporated do= to give low molecular 0 
weight extracts from each sample. The weights of the polymer were 
found by differe=c., by weighing the empty ampoules; the density of 
the melts was determined by weiShinG the molume of water at room 
temperature needed to tIll the ampoules tuo their marks. (it was 
0.94 (; ý 0.03) K, -, ri/dm 
3). 
The extracts comprised 3.2/1'o.. 3.4,0, ýo' and 4-7/5 of the polymers for 
the 4-8j, 96 and 120 hour runs, respectively. Examination by g-P-c- 
however, o at once revealed that they contained only very small =OuntB 
of the cyclics observed in the residue from the polymer preparation3 
and seemed to cOnsist largely of chain species. The tracing for the 
, _extract 
from the M hour run is r, 'iven in Figure 8.25; those for the 
other extracts were similar. 
(b) poly(ethy ene succinate) 
The procedure used in trying to equilibrate the polymer in the melt 
I 
was closely similar to that described above. 7vo samples, heated for 
48 ana 96 hours, gave extracts of 3.755- T-ld 3.29ýle4,: b- - weight. Tne ý,,.: p. c. 
, 
tracirik-s for the extracts afýe7glven in -'ar 
For Piý' es 8.26 and 8.27. 
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this polymer, substantial proportions of the cyclies were formed; 
assuminS. that is, that the main peakz are indeed those of the rings. 
The distributions of species axe curious: even allowing for apparent 
elevation of the anotmts of the higher rin, -, s through the simultaneous 
elution of short chains they are greator than would be exnected I 1ý -P 
relative to the lower cyclios (trimer, tatramer., etc. ). Changes had 
clearly tualken place between the t-,.; o runs,, and so neither can be regarded 
having reached eauil: lbrium; the results are therefore quite 
inconclusive. 
Me density of t. 'ic melts, had been deter-, nined as 1.06(-±0.02) 
3 din 
A nurruiber of eXporiments vere per-Ir'01-med to brin- this polymer to 
,., ring-chain equilibrium in sym-toetrachloroethane solutioh, at 130 
0 
, Theze not with no 6. reater success than those for the ri elts: many of 
extracts' cont, ned considerable amounts of h in , he Ca and , ave ,,. poco 
tracings resembling those for PDA 111cated in the bulk, discussed above; 
others gave distributions like those of the soluble residues dealt r6th 
the earlier Soction, but invariably show-ing contamination with 
citrancous matorials'. 
_ 
The concentrations of the r--*nZs f ounl for each 
sample are subject to such larCe uncertainties,, and diow such a lack 
of consistency, that they do not nerit detailed presentation: but it 
Trill be noted thaty on the whole, the amounts of the rings were less 
than tho3e for the soluble residues. (111though the concentrations of 
the hiu-her rings could certainly a-ýpear Creater, if the extract -ý', as 
contaminated with linear sn-ccies). These observations are compatible 
with the view *what all the samples h, La incompletely equilibratea. 
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These findiný,, s are in complete contradiction to those of 
Jacobson, Becl=an and Stoolmayer 
18 
on the evilibration of PDA, 
succezsfully carried out at the sa. --il-. temperature, and usinr, the sat., 10 
catalyst; tl, -ey found that, even though workin. - Ath solutions, 
equilibrium Tras attained vrithin far shcrter poriods th. -m those amnloyed 
here, and furthermore state that the process was readily reversible. 
it is 7onsible that the particular batch of catalyst used "Icro was 
fault-j;, or jierh, -. ý)s there rieve differences in the polymier itself, and 
00 jin tj, especially in the end-groups it carried, ari: fron 'e 
totraisopropyl titanate as polyesterification catalyst, rathcr than 
the p-toluene sulphonic acid upon which the earlier workers relied. 
Ax; ain., all the previous studies were of chlorobenzene solutions; it 
is at least conceivable that the bond interdhan5e rates are higher in 
e this solvent. Even laving regard to all such considerations, howev rs 
the reasons for this persistent failure of the aliphatic polyesters 
to" properly equilVcrate remain unclear. 
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CIIAP Z'sR 9 
-. 
ROTATIONAL ISO*'. IERTC STAT: ", ' 110DEL OF POLYPHOSPHATE 
cF, kr-, Ts rT soDiTr,,, i RHOSPHAM ýýTLTS 
9.1 DITRODUCTION 
ýv I 
If sodium dihýydrogen phosphate,, ITallPO4, is heated f or many hours 
at just below 1000X, and the molten mass is then rapidly chilled 
bet-acen metal plates, there results a glass-like product of empirical 
96,97,98 formula NaPO Y Imown as "Graham's Salt" . Similar products, 
but with a range of composition., can be obtained by the use of such 
mixtures as those of sodium carbonate and phosphoric acid, or sodium 
oxide and phosphoru3 Pentoxide97. In both cases.. many investigations 
99-102 
have shovm the glasses to consist of polyphosphate chains of repeat 
unit, 
0 
-P 
0 
ITaP 
together with small amounts of cyclic "metaphosphates", q 
(TTaPO 3)xf x>/3. 
For Graham's Salt,, the chains, are terminated -alth - OH and -H groups., 
derived from the residual traces of water, and the number average 
degree of polymerisation often exceeds a hundred. In glasses 'Where 
the mole ratio phosphorus : sodium is less than unity, the chains arc 
shorter, and are terminated with - OTTa and - 1, Ta ; while in those where 
- 156 - 
the ratio in greater than unitr,, the chains possess occasional 
branches: 
0 
U 
-P- 0- 
0 
. 97 and the matorial is a cross-linked matrix 
Yeasured concentrations of the trimeric to hcptameric metaphosphatoo 
27., 28 in polyphosphate Classes have been reported . Also., an attempt has 
been made to account for the experimentally determined unperturbed 
dimensions of polyphosphate cha3. ns'03,1()I+ by a rotational Isomeric 
105 
, ented here were undertaken with state model Me calculations nre., 
the purpose of rccmoiling the 7-known, ring concentrations with the 
structural and conformational charactoristico, o. " the polyphosphato 
chains. For this to be possible., it ms first necessary to modify 
the rotational isomeric state model to pay regard to (amongst other 
things) the d-Affercnccs between the chemical environment in the phosphate 
melt., and that in r-ldch the dimensions had been determined. This 
revision of the model is presented in this Chapter. In the suocceding 
Chapter, the application of the adjusted model to the calculation of 
tho me-ýaphosphatc concentrations YrIll be described. 
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9.2 M, 3 11 1 .,,. ODE*, 
r, OF S'2', ',: LYMT A7D FLORY 
Strauss tind his co-vToriterz103,104 have e:: am =*ed the chain dimensions 
of linear polyphosphates in aqueous solution. The-cations disrociate 
from the phospha"te units, and in pure water lonS-ranGe electrostatic 
repulsions between the units cmuse the chain to adopt highly extended 
conformations. In the prosen6eof the correct concentrations of 
su portin3 electrolyte, however, the long-ranGe interactions mxj be P 
eliminated, so that 'the dimensions of the chains come under the 
exclusive control of-local conformational factor3. Such 0- conditions 
were selected for the measurement of the characteristic ratios, 
<r 2 >/ , n-t 
2 
of several polyphosphates (! rherc r2 
)is the mean square end-to-end 
distance of a chain of n bonds, cach of len3th-e. talten in the lirdt 
of 1-. i, h raolecular weight). The ratio was f ound to be 6.6 for .,,, odi= 
polyphosphate in 0.415 K sodium -bromide at 
295,11C, and 7.1 and 7.2 for 
two lithium polyphosphatos in 1.80 H -1: Lt'. Ili= bromide at the same 
temperature. 
The rotational isomerid'state model of Semlyen and Flory 
105 
was 
intended to give a theoretical interpretation to these results. In the 
model, account is'ýtajcen of the effect upon chain conformation of both 
steric and electrostatic factors. 
It is assumed that the polyclectrolyte is fully dissociated, and 
that the presence of the counter-ions in no way affects the 
conformations. A set-, , ment of the chain may then be represented simply 
as in FIZure 9.1. The atoms c, -. ri-, r different partial electronic char, (-es, 
10ý 
given by Pauling 0 as 4D. 9 for a phosplaoris, -0.3 for a skeletal 
oxy, c-en., and -0.8 for a rendant oxygen. Prom X-ray crys tall o3rlip' h ic 
., \ (),., * \j 
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studies., the following data are available: 
The sicele tal bo. nd length, Z, is 1.62 
0* 
lihe bond angle supplement at oxygen, Of, is 50 
0 The bond angle supplement at phosphoru3. G 11, is 78.5 
The len, ý; th of a bond connecting a pendant oxygen to its 
phosphorus., -R P 2is 
I . 1"S 
The an, 31c, between t-ao such bonds is 1210. 
Each bond is attributed three rouational su tates: trans (at 
0 
rotation anple =0) and gauche + (at t 1200). There are some reasons 
for believing that the intrinzsic rotational potentials for this chain 
are so lox that V hey hardly r7aefinc discrete physical states; the 
intention in assigning three states to each bond is that they should 
serve as a mathematical representati t on 6f the real continuum of 
rotational angles. 
There will be t-70 (3 x . 3) statistical weight matrices, one for 
-each type of bond in the chain. For phosphorus-o-, Wgen bonds (such 
as i in Fi,, -ure 9.1): 
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-imation of the The ele-ments, of these matrices were ovaluated by est 
total energy associated vith the conformation. The steric contributions 
were found by conventional semi-enpirical methods, taking the Van der 
Tfaals radius of phosphorus to be 1.80 
R. and tha t of ovgen to be 
1.50 R- Electrostatic energies were calculated accoraiw3 to 
Coulomb's Law; since most of the interactions considered were bet-mean 
atoms separated by only 3-6R, it was assumed that the correct 
local dielectric constant would be clo3or to tile square of the 
refractive inaex of the polyphosphate glass, than to the bulk 
constant for water. 
It was found that rotation of any one bond in an all-trans 
sec-, ment to a Sauche state neither nrecipitated steric conflicts nor 
greatly modified the electrostatic energy: d was accordingly assigned 
a value of unity. Simultaneous rotation of two bonds such as i-1 and 
-to opposite gauche states was found to result in an intolerable 
overlap (> I 
ý) 
of one of the pairs of oxygen atoms separatea by six 
bonds., for all possible rotations about the bonds or, either side 
and i+1 ), and so steric factors alone ýiemanded that the parameter 
0 be zero. For simultaneous rotations of the same bonds into gauche 
states of the same sign, the increase in electrostatic energy was 
- found. to be sufficiently great to warrant settiný,, a to zero also. 
larly., for rotations about bond-pairs such as i and i+1. the S*Mi 
increa, sesin energy were so large that 6 would have to be close to 
zero,, and could not exceed 0.1 at 298K. The matrices therefore 
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ut 0 0 TJ" 
0 0 
0.1 0 
0 0.1 
These matrices are employed in the calculations of the 
37 
charactoristic ratio by the methods of Flory c-nd Jernigan The 
ratio is given by the equation: 
00.. (1) 
lyhere 
T 
E3 (13 eR 0 
0 (: 3-'3 0 '3) 113 0 
(2) 
0 Z3 
T 
U1 T' 0 
Gt 0 Us '"d U, 0 
0 0 Ut 
and C. " is formulated analoigrously to GI: the symbols here have the same 
meanings as in Chapte r 7. 
These equations ., 
in conjuncti on Trith the structural data listed 
earlier, cnd the abov e U-matrices., were found to give a value for the 
character istic ratio of 7-0, in good agreement wit'n experimental findings. 
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'ATTOIT OF T'--f, MODEL Or' AND FLORY 9.3 I-TODIFIC 
There are several reasons for undertaking a re-examination of 
the rotational isomeric state model, prior to attemptina to calculate 
the rinz concentrations. Firstly, statistical Treights of acceptable 
accuracy for prediction of the chain- dimensions may require refinement 
for rationalisation of the equilibrium cyclisation constants. Aý; ain, 
there are differences between the polarity of the melt and that of the 
medium in which the chain dimensions wore originally measured, and 
the magnitude of certain electrostatic interactions may differ accordingly. 0 
Finallyp the possibility arises of incomnlete dissociation of the 
cations in the melt. 
There eraerges.. indeed, another question., but one which cannot be 
considered in detail. The argument has been put forward 
32 that the 
conformational properties of chains in undiluted polymers resemble 
, 
those under G -conditions., inasmuch as they are unaffected by both the 
Iresence of other molecules, and the long-range interactions betieen 
sequbntially remote parts of the same chain; in fact., the effect Of 
the one is precisely cancelled'by the other For poly(dimethyls3loxane)p 
at leastq this has been shoym true34 : but this does not establish its 
universal validity, It is found tlirý, t many of the Coulombic interactions 
in polyphosphate chains involve very considerable energies, and it 
cannot be certain in these circumstances that there is sufficient 
_"ihermal disorderir. g in the melt to -prevent co-operative disposition of 
neighbouring chains in lovi-cnergy configuratibns. Intermolecular ordering of 
this sortwould be expected to stPostantially modify the confor-ational 
behaviour of the chains. In the absence of further information, hovmver, 
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it shall be assumed that the confornation of any chain is effectively 
independent of that of its neighbours. 
In a detailed examination of the interactions in an, r , 
iven c. aain 
sectioh,, interatomic distances may be calculated by expressim- 
atomic positions in terms of vectors in co-ordinato systems attached 
to consecutive skeletal bonds, and interrelated b-, - the transformation 
matrices discussed in Chapter 7. Accordi-i., to the conventions adopted U 
here (Appendix C), a skeletal atom has components represented by: 
0 
0 
in the co-ordinate system of the preceding bond (which is of length 
To be invariant upon bond rotation., the positions of the pendant 
o-, cygens must be defined in the frame of reference attached to the 
suc-ceedinabond, when they are represented by: 
? r- 0" ) Cos Cos p2 
Cos sin p2 
+ sin 
2 
where the sign to be given to the z-component depends not only upon whioh 
of a, 'pair 
of pendant oxygens is concerned, but also upon the position 
of " 
the parent phospharus atom in the. chain. 
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To estimate the energy of different confornations, systematic 
account was taken of all the electrostatic intoractions between the 
atoms in an eight-bond chain sogment. (Such as that in Figureg. 1). 
The ener3y associated vrith a palk* of atoms i and J. carrying partial 
electronic charges qJ-_ and qj, and separated by a distance of r, j 
X. 
9 
was found by the Coulombic equatio. n: 
ý 
liqj r ij Qjj 1389 c 
where Qj 3. s ex. pressed in kJ/mole. 
As an immediate modification of the model of Semlyen and Flox"J, 
the statistical weight parameters were re-evaluated at 10001K. assuming 
the atoms to retain the partial charges cited by Pauling 
1o6, 
and 
using a dielectric co. -Istant, E, of 5. (The dielectric constants of 
; sodium polyphosph6te glasses having been found to lie in the rnSe 0- 
4- 697. ) The results are presented in Table 9.1, below. 
Segment Dosirea ABI Parameter 
confoirý-tion parameter -kJ/inole at 1000K 
tttg+tttt 4.34 0.596 
tttg-ig+ttt 10.91 0.272 
tttg+g-ttt 15-17 0.164 
ttg+g+tttt 33-46 0.018 
Table 9.1 
In this Table, the terminal bonds of the segment are represented as 
nations are technically undefined. The trans -h their confor. even thou, 
tation is the difference between its energy 
, quantity 
4D for each conforn 
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and that of the all-trans conformation. 'The ttg+g-tt'kjt conformation 
is not inclu. -led in the Table, for the severity of the si=-bond 
4. 
steric interaction is such that the 1,, arameter 0 must be close to zero 
even at elevatod teamperat-jre5. 
Tith these parameters., the statistical weight matrices become: 
I o. 6o 0.60 1 0.60 o. 6o 
Ut 1 0.03 0.00 Tyl 1 0.45 0.27 
1 0.00 0.03 1 0.27 0.45 
If it is desired, to investigatc, the effects of v=--iation in the 
dielectric constant, E. then it might be halved to 2.5, when the 
parameters must be squared: 
1 0.36 0.36 1 0.36 0.36 
Ut 1 0.01 0.00 1 0.20 0.07 
1 0.00 0.01 1 0.07 0.201 
or, E might be doubled, when the original parameters ý,, ust be raised to 
the pover of oil-c-half. 
1 0.77 0.77 1 0.77 0.77 
I VO I U- 0. bb Q.! ýl 
1 0.00 OA7 1 0.51 o. 68 
-ianges in tho calculat, 6d equilibrium const, ants resulting from 
Ihese variations All receive discussion in the ne. -It Chapter. 
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In I-lie use of Paulin-'s partial clnv7cs., it I= 3o been 41 - 
assumed tuhat the polyphosphate chain may be rcCardod as fully U 
dissociated in the melt. 'T'he c nse at the opposite ex-tremie to this 
miGht be considered to be a chain In which each pair of pendant ox7ý'-ens 
hi, s a cation in close association. Then., the partial charac on each 
of them would be reduced, in effect, to -0-3: it shall be considered 
that the charges on the othcr atoms are unaltered. It is found then 
that the differences in electrostitic ener,, Mr from one confoi, ý: iation to 
another becomes slilht, and the chain may be thought of as possessing 
free rotation about each of its bords, with tho sole exce-ption that no 
bond pa--*, r about a phosplaurus atom can occupy gauche statcs o-. rL' opposite 
sign. The correspondiný -I. -A- -ices are: L> 
TY 
These natrices., too, will be employed in calculction of the cyclic 
concentrations. 
9,14 7, ri Lurt, -u7' 7107 Or- TIE, ROTATTMAL ISO'ý, mEPZC SZIM, 
In ile last Sectio. -I., the'ý statistica. 1 -eights were lerived on tha 
consistent asstription th, --. tt atton'tion mg-ht -oronerly be rostric 1; ed to 
just an eight-bond seý, -ment of the c, .J- . lain; 
thisras an assumption that 
oriCinated in the work of Sen-1yen and Flor7. Here, t-ac first concern 
will be to investigate the lt,! itations of the rocedure. A brief 0 TD 
discussion of the 7, eneral applicability of the fwndamental bond-pair 
approach to the polyphosphate chain will then follow. 
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As part of a study of the first question, the parameter a' was 
evaluated for the central bonds in oth-miise all-trans 
(oxy-en-terninated) 
U 
-allcin, - the temperature tas 100OX. chaLn scG, -, Ients of differim-, len,,, 
ths, 4V 
and E as 5. The results =c summarised in Table 9.2. 
Number of bonds Calculated 
in se3ment value of cy 
6 0.69 
8 o. 6o 
10 0.15 
12 0.15 
Table 9.2 
Glearly., the value of & accepted could depend upon the choice 
of segment to be examined. Perhn: ps just as significantly, Viere e, -, Ierge 
"end-effects"$ in that the value to be associated with a bond tends to 
vary systeriatically with its position within the segment: 
Number of bonds 4rp for bond number: 
in segment 23456 
8 1.81 o. z6 Mo - 
10 1.72 0.10 0.60 0.15 
12 1.60 0.05 0.66 0.04 0.15 
Table 9.3 
These end-effects may be eliminated, by rotating bonds within 
sufficiently long segments while restricting attention to interactions .9U 
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boWeen atoms separated by no more than a S-pecified number of ch=ical 
bonds. Different values of ol., again, arise: 
Permitted ran,, -, e of 
10 12 14 16 
interaction (in bonds) 
Calculated 
value of Cr 
0.32 0.11 0.04 0.03 0.02 o. o6 
Tablc 9.4 
Interactions betiveen atoms separated by 14 or 16 bonds are almost 
ecrt, ainly"lon.,, -r, --. n, -,, ell: by w1lich is meant, in effect, that in the 
undiluted polymer, they may not be distinguis. 'acd from the great mans 
of internoleculvx interactions, simply because they chance to be 
between sequentially remote parts of the same chain; while under 10 - 
conditions they are counteracted by polymer-solvent interactions., In 
neither casey should they be to: _: en into account in determining the 
chain conformation. If the atoms are only 6 bonds apart, on the other 
hand, their interaction will probably be "short-range", insofar as its 
effect will persist under all conditions, and must always be taicen into 
account. Tile uncertainty in the dividing line between the two sorts 
of interaction must inevitably imply that the previous selection of 
particular values of. the statistical iveight parameters must be somaythat 
arbitrary. 
It may bc- remarked that this difficulty does not seem to arise 
in the instances of chains for which t'le conformational properties are 
dominated by steric interactions, since then most of the corfornations 
that precipitate interactions of intermediate range are In any case 
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forbidden by short-range factors33. T-ndeed, the uncertainties ror 
the polyphospInate chain mi. -, ht be e". - Por ., ectca 
to bo less in solution,, 
there the absolute magnitude of the medium-rangc electrostatio 
interactions rrill be diminished, through the progressive increase in 
dielectric constant accompanying the intrus/ion of solvent molecules 
between the more distant auoms. For the sodium phosphate melt., 
however, no such mechanism can be relied up 
., on 
for 4'he simplification 
of the analysis. 
In vievr of the foregoing,, it is somewhat surprising that the 
bond-pair approximation wopears to hold quite well for polyphosphate 
chains. Information on this become available from studies to be 
described in the next Chapter, whereby the conformations of short 
phosphate chains were systematically generated., and each was attributed 
a statistical wei-, ht determined by a direct calculation of the total 
electrostatic energy. 
T-Then an eight-bonded segment was examined in t1his way, it was 
found that the total v; ei,, -ht of the conformations with the second bond 
in the chain t rans was 31.3, whereas the to tal for tho so wi th bond 2 
in a specified gauche state was 51.9. From this., it may be dedftccd 
that Cr for this bond has an average over all chain conformations of 
1.66. 'That this aGrees so well with the value found by just- rotatin,, M, 
the same bond in an all-trans segment (1.81, from Table 9-3) indicates 
that the conformation of this bond depends little upon those of bonds 
not immediately adjacent. The equivalent result for a ten-bonded 
segment vras 1.59., compared to the 1.72 found earlier. 
Average values of cr may also be derived for bonds nearer the 
middle of chain sections. For instance, fibures of 0.08 and 0.19 were 
fourid for bonds 5 and 6 in a twelve-bonded se, 3ment, in cr,, tiparison to 
0*04 and 0-15 calculated , 7hcn the rest of the chain vra. -, re--ained trans. 6 
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Finally, a comparison may be nade, for the ý7cncration of all the 
confoniations of an ei, ý-ht-bonded segment, between the overall results 
obtained by direct calculation of the wei,,; ht of each complete chain 
confon. -, ation, and those predicted by the bond-pair approach. For the 
bond-pair model, tile statistical wciý; ht parameters for any bond ý: ave 
regard to its positi. on-in the segment; and since in the direct 
analysis, about 157, ý of the confornations were rejected, on the grounds 
of steric hindrances that went undetected in the bond-pair approach, 
the results in the fourth column of Table 9.5 have been proportionately 
correctcd for these losses, 
Separation of 
Total statistical ; -,,, eight 
the chain conformations vrith 
their 
ends, in 
that range of separation 
Bond-pair Direct 
model. analysis 
for the 
ends in 
for: 
Direct analysis, 
correc Ued. 
0 -1 0.002 0.000 0.000 
1 -2 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 -3 1.767 o. 6og 0.739 
3- 4 0.729 0.322 0.391 
4 -5 3.477 0.375 o. 455 
5- 6 11-070 7.71+3 9.392 
6- 7 18.109 17-194 20.856 
7- 8 35-517 29-363 35.617 
8- 9 6o. 552 52-707 63-931+ 
9- 10 32.602 26-756 32.455 
0- 60 163.825 135.069 162.083 
Table 9.5 
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tional partition function is closely Thus, the overall confoýmat 
replicated by the bond-pair model, cmd the distribution of end-to-ond 
0 
distances is accurately described for separations grcater than 5 As 
although less well for those below that figure. 'Exanination of the 
weights ascribed to individual conformations by the two models 
reveals that the agreement 13 usually good; save for those conformations 
of very low weight, for which major discrepancies may ariso. 
To sumraarise the results presented in this Section., it appears 
that the conformations of polyphosphate chains in sodiur; phosphate 
melts may be. adequatcly described in terms of a bond-Pair approach,, 
but at the same time the values of the relevant parameters must be 
re,, arded as beink- s-, jbject to some uncertainty. 
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CHAYTI, 7, --n, 1 
7, kr7, S 1 -7" M%ITJOTTs Or TT C ()T T(; EýT r 11 ', 7?. -, -4 HOSM 
ITT SOD11Pl R-10SPITAM, 
10,1 SXFV, 'Rl, lI. PnjTAL 
The concentrations of the trimeric to hexameric metaphosphates 
in Graham's Salt have been measured by 'JeCullough.. Van 7azer and 
Griffiths 
27, 
and Thilo and SchIlke 
2,13 
have extended the measurements 
to heptamer, both for Graham's Salt , and for a glass with a mole ratio 
phosphorus : sodium of 0. % The results are given in Table 10.1 
b cl OW. 
Value of 
x in 
(NaPO 
3)x 
Grah=ls Salt, 
prepared by 
heating, ITaH 2 PO 4 
at 973K f or 
I-f'. days (27) 
t, j"Of rlýc 
3-9 0.280 
2.5 0.135 
0-75 0.032 
0.5 0.018 
Graham's Salt, 
prepared by 
heatino TTaH 2 PO 
at 10731C f or 
I day (28) 
Jý W t7 5, 
4.3 0.308 
2.6 0.11+0 
0-8 0-035 
1-0 0.036 
0.5 0.015 
. riass with 
r=0.8 
(28) 
3 
6 
7 
Table 10.1 
We/o xx 
2.4 0.238 
1.2 0.102 
0.5 0.037 
0.35 0.025 
0.13 0.009 
There can be little doubt that these weight percentages represent 
those at equilibrium between the cyclic metaphosphates and the 
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phosphate chains: 
0 
P- 0 -, )y 
19 le 
0 (9 00 ITa lia 
The interconvertibi I ity of the rin, -7,: s and the chains in the melt in 
readily confirmed by the observation that at melt temperatures 
suffioiently lor, to permit the trimetaphosphalf; e to orystallise out, the 
entire sample may be converted to t. he cyclic; wherefore, it is necessary 
to rapidly quench the melt if a vitreous product is to be obtained 
101. 
The constants describing the equilibria are 7, iven by the formula: 
Iýc 
I 
(NaPO 
3)--Cl /P 
x 
where p is the fractional extent of reaction; the relevant reaction 
in this case is the formation of a bond between (just) one of the oxygens 
of a PO 3 structural unit and the phosphorus of another such unitp 
resulting in the extension of the ch ýJ ain. For high molecular weight 
Graham's Saltp p may be taken as unity, for rings of up to moderate 
size; for glasses where r, the mole ratio phosphorus : 'sodiums is less 
than unity, it may be shown that p is correct2,7 given by the expression: 
Or - 1)/2r, For the purposes of converting weight percentages to 
concentrations,, a value of 2.2 kgm. / c1m3 may be I'jaken for the melt 
density. 97,, 107. The resultinG molar cyclisation equilibrium oonstants, 
in units of moles/dm3, are presented in Table 10.1 alongside the 
,- waight ", rcentages 
from which they were deducea. 
The differences between the concentrations fotmd for the two 
samples of G 'raham's Salt probably stem from the liiAtations of the paper 
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chromatography employed in their determination. Mean values rrill be 
taken for the trimer, tetramer and pentamer, while for the Inexamer, 
reliance shall be put upon the more recent result of Thilo and SohHlke: 
these values will appear in subsequent plots. The equilibrium 
constants for the third glass do not accord particularly with the 
others, and they shall be given no further attention. 
10.2 COTTCPT, IIrrTO. T]: OTTS CALCTJL-AMD FOR TIM DISSOCIATED CHAIN 
In this Section, there will be a description of calculations of 
the metaphosphate concentrations according to the model for the fully 
dissociated polyphosphate chain, that is., the chain where Vie pendant 
ox-jgcns carry partial electronic charges of -0.8, and the statistical 
weight matrices are: 
ul = 
1 0.60 o. 60. ) 1 0.60 ý) 0. 
OY- 
0.03 0.00 1 0.45 0.27 
0.00 0.03 1 0.27 0.45 
and also these matrices, with the elements modified to take'account of 
variation in the dielectric constantE , used in their derivation. 
Following the pattern of analogous studies presented in Chaptcr 
there will be a sub-dividion accord 
. 
ing to the. method used to finaw, (o), 
the density of end-to-end vectors under circumstances of close approach 
of the chain ends. 
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(a) ralculations assuming a c-aussian relation: on cc as-ain: 'It is 
knoTm thaty for long chains, the density of end-t, -)-end vectors, 77 X(D 
is given in the region of r. +O by the equation: 
3/2 rr <r 
2 3/2 
Also., from the Jacobson-Stoc'. 1cmayor theory, the molar cyclisation 
equilibrium constant 
"is' 
- "given by: 
XX (2) 0 
A is the symmetry number of 
the where IT is Avogadro Is Number and C-R 
X-meric ring (equal to 2x for the metaphosphates). 
The procedure for these calculations in no way differed from 
those described in Chapter 7: for a succession of chains, the mean- 
2) 
square end-to-end separation r was found, by means of the equations 
cited in the last Chapter., then the values were substituted into 
equations (1) and (2) above. 
The results for the structural data listed in the p'rovious Chapterg 
tor, other with the statistical weight matrices d" ture crived for a tempera 
of JOOOK and a dielectric constant of 5, are compared in Table 10.2 with 
the experimental findings: the siame values are plotted logiarithmically 
in Figure 10.1. 
Calculated 3 
xp moles/dm 
3 0.4-77 
4 o. 16i 
5 0.074- 
6 0.041 
7 0.025 
Experimentaý 
Kýx$ moles/dm 
0.294 
0.138 
0-034- 
0.036 
0.015 
Table 10.2 
FIGURE 10.1 
1 
x, no. of monomer units 
56789 10 is 
1.0 
.2 
2.0 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
log x 
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Broadly spnakdmg, ý the calculated concentrations are about 5Crl'4,, 
too high; however, even this limited aCreenent must be ro,, araea as 
fortuitous. It would not be expected that Gaussian behaviour would 
be shown by chains as short as those corresponding, to the cyclics with 
measured concentrations; and, indeed, the results to be presented below 
tend to conform that thair distributions are quite radically non-Gau3sian, 
especially in the region of low end-to-end separation. On the other 
hand, it is of interest to note that there is a rough similarity 
between the trend of the experimentc1curve and that of the theoretical 
line, which suggests that it is possible that at increased ring sizes 
they will come into a genuine coincidence. 
(b) Calculationsp ratiný,,, the chain conformations: the methods used ,,., ene 
here rvere Pre-AsalY like those for corresponding calculations in 
Chapter 7: zd' the sum of the statistical weights of the conformations 
with their ends within d2 of each other, was introduced into the 
equation: 
'a (2) d3 71 (3) 
where Z. the confornAtional partition function, was found either as the 
sum of the individual statistical weights, or from the matrix mothods 
outlined earlier. In one pre6tical respect, however, the present 
calculations differed ft-om those in the former Chapter: for the presence 
of zero elements-, in one of the U-matrices meant that many confonmations 
could automatically be rejected. This device could be used to even 
greater advantage at long chain lengths, when it was found permissible 
to replace the element of 0.03 in U1 with a zero. Indeed, treatment of 
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the decamer, nominally possessing 129,140,163 conformations, m-s 
possible only beca-ise it could be shown that this substitution had 
negligible effect on 1he rezults for the octamer and nonamer. 
The overall results of these calculations, employing the statistical 
weights cited above, -are summarised in the Table below. 
Value of x in Total number of Xx, in moles/dm3 x 102 
the chain conformations calculated for d= 
-(-O-PO2-)-x for the chain 
d 3-R 4,9 5X 
3 27 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.28 
4 243 0.00 0.00 0.73 1.34 
5 2YI87 0.02 0.155 0.47 0.85 
6 19,683 0.67 0.86 0.86 0.62 
7 177,147 1.34 0.9% - - 
8 1,594., 323 0.92 0.80 
9 14,348,907 0.54 0.59 
10 129,140,163 0.54 0.53 
Table 10.3 
In the succeeding eight Tables, more detailed results for each chain 
are presented; these comprise in each case the distribution (by number) 
of the conformations over the distance categories, together with the 
equilibrium constants found assuming values of the radius d varying 
from i UP to 5 R. 
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Number with ends X3 'found usinf- 
cl witadcl x 10 
2 
10 
20 
320.00 
460.15 
5 10 0.28 
Table 10A, : trimeric chain I 
Nut-mber with ends 1ý found using 
witHn-dR z cl., x. 
10 2 
2 10 0.00 
3 22 0.00 
4 42 0.73 
5 74 1.34 
Table 10.5 -- tetrameric chain 
ITUmber with ends Y`5 found using 
d 
within d&2 "do x 10 
0 
2 38 0.02 
3 156 0.55 
4 
-34-2 
0.47 
5 554 0.85 
Table 10.6 : Pentamoric chain 
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Number Ath ends Y, 6 found usin3 
d 
within d zd., x 10 
1 40 0.72 
2 370 0,67 
3 976 o. 86 
4 2p228 0.86 
5 4,196 0.62 
Table 10.7' : -hexameric chain 
Number mith ends Iý found using 
vri thin d z Cp x 
10 2 
254 3.14 
2 2,342 1.34 
3 7,566 0.92 
Table 10.8 : heptameric chain 
Number 
d Ivithi 
1 312 
2 2,462 
3 7,798 
with ends 
= 
ndR 
(28*) 
(230*) 
(77 0* ) 
Y%8 found using 
x12 "at 
1.43 (1.46*) 
0.92 (0.92*) 
0.80 (0.010*) 
Table 10.9 : octwrieric oliaLri 
----------------------------------- 
TheSe values wore calculated with q set equal to zero in Ul 
mre enummted. E.. For these chains only conformations wit non-zero weight m uh 
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Number with ends 
a 
ivithin dý 
1 10644 (W) 
2 14,712 (900*) 
3 469638 (2,1,84*) 
T, q found using 
z d' x 10 
2 
0.32 (0.30*) 
0.54 (0-54*) 
0.59 (0-59*) 
Table 10.10: nonara-, ýric chain 
Nubber with ends 
d 
within d2 
1 490 
2 3,866 
12,520 * 
1".. 10 f ound 2 
using 
"d) 
X 10 
0.52 
0.54 
0.53 * 
Table 10.11 .- deoameric chain 
In the aiscussion of tho Jacob son-3 tool=ayer theory in Chapter I 
it was -made clear that its appjjOr, -, Ljon - esume3 that the distribution 
of end-to-end vectors in the Vicinity of the chain end acting as origin 
in-unifo=, both radiýýlly and angularly. U Insight L-ito the radial 
distributi: on may readily be 7 , air, Od from in. 3-pection of these Tables. 
For t. %o triraer and ttrarier., the threc-state, model defines no 
aýions with the chain 'ends approachin, - to w* Acceptable conform I-thin 3 
R. 
9 
and the distributions even outside this ran; - ,c show variabilit77. No 
values vill. be cited for the equilibrium conntan-!,, s of these ringS. The 
----------------------- 
These values w6ie valculated with c( set equal to !,, era in UI 
ii For these chaiws only conform. ations with non-zero U Wei ; It were enumerated. 
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case of the pentamer j3 similar., although somewhat im-, -Droved; t,, ac 
9 
value for a test sphere of radius 3 A. will be accepted, but only as 
a tentative result. For the other chains., serious non-uniformity of 
th-- radial distributions is restricted to the sphere with d=IR, 
and the constants calculated for d=3R May Justifiably be selected 
for the zak"e_of consistency with the pentamer. 
7-ne accepted results are plotted in Figure 10.1, so that they 
may be compared with both the experimental points, and the Gaussian 
line (for the identical- statistical weight scheme). From this 
diagram,, it may be seen that, Yfaile agreement beWeen the known 
experimental concentratt', ions and those predicted by theory is not 
improved by removing the assumption of a Gaussian distribution, at 
least it appears that, at slightly higgher ring sizes, there would be 
good agreement; it would be of considerable interest to determine the 
concentrations of such metaphosphates. Further, it Is irztruclvivc to 
note that, even for the doc-amer, with very many defined conformations 
with ends approaching closely, and a fairly smooth radial aistribut-ionp, 
the result does not -coincide with that fou,: id by the Gaussian equation. 
the plot It would seem that, as far as concerns cyclisationg 
, he polyphosphates cannot 
be regarded as confo. ýmin- to Gaussian 
statistics until, perha7ýs, the 20-meric chain. 
Direct 'quantitative analysis of the anTular distribution is not 
yet possible: but information may be obtained indircatly, from a 
careful re-examination of the, radial, distributions. For it is found 
that"the fluctuations in t-he density of ena-tta-endý -vectors in thd reCion 
of zero separation, -- 6f 
the chain enas are far from random. 7AS is 
made more clear if the calculated constants tabulated above are instead 
0.04 
0.03 
Ir. 
.Z 
N 
0.01 
O. oc 
I 
234 
0 
Radius of sphere, d, in A. 
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plotted out, as in Figure 10.2; when it may readily be recoý7nisea that 
there are systematic oscillations in the density. 
ITow, the kopea-rance of these trends has rather subtle 
implications. Consider, firstly'; the instance of the hexameric chain 0 .9 
for which the radial distribution is reasonably uniform. To pro!,, ress 
to the heptamer, it is merely necessar7 to extend the chain by two bonds, 
in each of the conformations. But if there were both radial and 
an, gular unifo=ity of tho density for the hexamer, it would bo 
extremely improbable that addition of the t7o bonds could generate the 
radically non-uniform density distribution found for the heptamer. 
the failure of the The same arguments must apply to the other cha-in3: 
radial distributions to show a steady and monotonic approach to a 
perfect uniformity with increasiný; chain length, is totally incompatible 
with random orientation of the chain tormini. In short, the systematic 
re-appearance of radial non-uniformity as the chain length increases 
does not merely suggest that the angular distributions, als6, are 
perceptibly non-ra-ndom., but furnishes an unassailable proof that this 
the case. 
It is not., of course, possible to give quanti-ttivo expression to 
these findings. Indeed,, it might be questioned whether the observed 
-,, oscillations in calculated density are a feature of the real chains, 
or whether they xise as an artifice of a three-state model. In the 
case of polymethylone chains, for'which similar sorts of effects have 
107 
recently been noted this is less open to doubt: since for this 
-, polymer., the attribution of three states to each bond is intendod to 
'he phjsical realit reflect LP ; y, whcaas pronounced intrinsic enerry 
to bond rotationAabsent in the polyphosphates, and the three 
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states assigned to each bona are meant merely to represent the continuum 
of rotational angles, (Chapter 9). But the evidence of non-random 
approach of the termini in no way contradicts the qualiIative expectation 
for such short chains., and it cannot be doubted that such factors 
significantly affect the concentrations of, at the least, the smaller 
of the rings de,,? ýlt with. 
In view of these uncertainties., coupled vrith those relating to 
the fundamental bases of the rotational isomeric state modelp which 
were, discussed in the preceding Chapter there could be little point 
in pursuing in detail the dependence of the calculated results upon 
the nagnitude of the melt dielectric constant. 6 . It shall be 
remarked, however, that if use is made of the revised U-matrices set 
up earlier, it is found that a change in e of a foactor of two in 
either sense modifies the calculated concentrations by appro. --cimately 
theýsame factor, in the same sense. 
10-3 C-011=21MIKETS CAI'rULAPJ. -", D FOR 'ME ASSOCIATED CmN 
The testintS Of this variation of the rotational isomeric state 
model requires little description,, for it folloimd e; tactly the same 
scheme as that in the last Section. It will be recalled t'Aat the 
statistical weight matrices become: 
Us Ut 10 
"1 0 1J I if 
FIGURE 10.3 
1 
xg no of monomer unils 
5 6 7 89 10 
0 Experimental 
* Direct calculation 
0 Gaussian calculation 
1.0 
x 
3e 
cn 
-. 
2.0 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
log x 
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The results of the calculations with these matrices are presented T 
Graphically in Figure 10-3. It may be seen from this plot that the 
points found by direct generation of all the chain conformations 
stand in quite good agreement with experiment, even thou-h no account U 
has been taken of non-random angular distributions of the density 
of end-to-end vectors, which would be erto _, 
acted to elevate the 
concentrations of such small rings. Vurthermore these points are 
coming smoothly, and quite rapidly, to the line predicted on the 
basis of the C, aussian relation, which itself is overestimating the 
cyclic concentrations by factors of about three. In su: n, it is 
apparent that the statistical weights derived for this modification of 
the model are altogether too favourable for cyclisation. 
1C). 4- CAMULATIONS INDEFFT "' 0? TI-M BOITD-PALII Ap"ýý, rioXI; 'ýATION 
-li , 
D'EU -- 
The final Section of this Chapter is concerned with certain 
calculations, already referred to; those in which no reliance was placed 
on the bond--iair approximation. (Mat is., the koprox-ination that, 
the rotational state of a bond in a chain is indepe,, -tdent of the states 
of the other bonds, beyond its nearest neighbours. ) Instead, the 
statistical r, eilght of each complete chain conformaltion was detenuined 
from its totual enerýjy. A,, -jart from the uncertainty ir the applicability 
of the bond-pair approach itself, there were two other considerations 
suZgesting that the new method mi,,, ýht be fruitful. 'The firs'; was that 
it would obviate the use of lonz: --chain statisticalweights, possibly :1 
inappropriate for shorter chains. Secondly, it would facilitate the 
I 
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assig, nment of many sluate3 to each bond rotated, and uould thoreby 
-ho conf ormations present opnortunities for inproved descriptions of IV 
of the smaller rings. 
Development of the computational techniques required for this 
approach presented no great difficulty: some details 0-f- the p p-r xz,, =as 
employed are to be found in Appendix 0. It was pozalble to 7enerate 
conformations, and e,., -amine them for both electrostatic and steric 
interactions, at about a thousand a minute; so a sixt-bonded 4ximor 
chain wCas accessible to treatment., even with twelve states to each 
bond, and a total of 20,736 confornations. 
A. For the small ringsp and for the Ivrimer in -! mrticular, ik. 
appeared initially that excellent results could be obtOkined by assigninl,, 
six or twolve etates to the bonds. ITo value. - will be presented horc., 
howover; for it emerges that they are in fact ontirely spurious. The 
reason for this is not necessarily imriý-aiatdl. y evident. It is 17 DI CA 01, -to 
to the discussion given in Chapter i. to the 2orturbation of the 
Jacobson-Stocknayer theory by differences bo+., vrecn the environment 
at the junction of the two ends of the Ilypothetical cyclisin, " 011-lins 
ana that at the corresponaing junction of this short chain vrLth a 
longer. L-. -plicitlyp in the present case., ti-le statistical vreif-hts of 
the conformations with proximate chain ends were determined in. I. nr,. c 
part by into.. t. th actions across ' is junction, i. e., botveen atoms situated .k 
near the two end3 of the chain: indeed, for the shortest chain thel'c 
could hardly be a distinction bet-wo-en the "ends" and the I'middle" in 
this ms-pect. But althouGh tho statistical wciý; htz of thO 
conformations were modified in this way, those of the remaining 
conf ormationc underwent lio . -pirall6l, '=4 compensatory, moiif ication 
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to account for the interactions luh, ý, t vicre mmoved when ljlne %.,, rpothetioal 
short chain was detachea from the longer polyphosphate chain. Bxpres3cd 
differently, the confox, -, atiois with proyamate ends may well roprerýent 
T -e accurately the conforma of the actual. cyclic., ancl the othar ai 4U 
conforT. n. ations may equally -., ioll represent those of a hy: Pothetical chain 
of that length; but that which is ultimately req , uired 
is a com, parison 
of the opportunities for conformational diversity open to the rin-,:,, cand 
those onen to an equivalent segment in a lon, -, chain. The llnon-cyclisiný7" 
coftfor-_ýations of the conjectured short chaln will not adeqtiatCly 
represent the latter because their statistical vei. 7, hts arc lerived 
without reference to the necessity for the chain to be extended on 
either side, and to the concomitant interactions. Only by undertaking, 
an ancillary analysis, of the interactions 1. eU; een the termini of the 
hypotheti, --al short chain, =. d the longer chain to which it ILS oriinally 
could the results from these -calcu], ations be -i attachei, ven ! ý! -V sort 
of validity. T'his wouldIrove a formidable -task. 
Me usefulness of these calculations., therefore, reduces to 
revealinc that . Wit" six or tualve states to each bond, there . re ve'7 
many conformations for the trimer and tetramer with the cha-n ends in 
close juxtapositl'ony and to establishizri,, -, b,,, r the way.. that the bond-pair 
approximationii-ndeed holds quite well for short polyphosphatd chains 
(Chapter 9). 
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APME TDIX A. 
QUMS ATIIMSIS OF CTr. ZomATorjVLpqjC Mý, IjTlfýS IMS TS 
Consider an eX -ilc tracing thrat is a lperimental chromatograp', 
com, oosite of 11 individual peaks, of which the jIth alone would have a 
height hS. Let th-- height of the tracing at the i1th of I, positions 
along its lem-th be 11,, to which the contribution of the jtth component (J 
peak is ,,, -Iven by: Ot i 3, j 
hi So tho predicted height at the I'th 
position, Sj$ is given by: 
k= IT 
Si 
The 11 predicted heights must be fitted as closely as possible to the 
oxl, c rimental heights H. CDý This is achieved by minimisin7, ý, the sum of the 
2 deviationsp (S L with respect to each of the h So; 
Lam 
oil 
Lai 
14 L SO 
jam ka ti 
kol 
cA 
k*N 
0(ý, j 44j, k- hk Ht- -4 L, ý 
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4,, k -k c(IJ 
k2 
2 
Ht - c(lj 
iz 14 
HL. 
k=i 
jm 
T 
C4 '0 OLn 
L=I 
kzm 
'Ehen Aj, k hk 13ý # which is the j th of a set of IT simultaneous 
equations. 
k 
in matrix notation: IAII hl =I BI whence: 
I hl =I Al-1 
ItI 
The proportionality factors ot ili may be found in whatever way 
is 
appropriate to the problem. For omel permeation chromatography, 
provided -;, he peaks shovm no significant asymmetry, the Gaussian formula 
can be applied: 
cl .. = exp(- 
(VI. Vj) 2 
22 
where 0'5 is the standard deviation of the peak about the mean, i. e. 
the width at half-height of the pea! --,, and VI and Vj are the elution 
volumes at the i1th point taIccen from the trace and at the peak of the 
jIth component, respectively. The area of such a peak is given by: 
1/2 J=n h jo crj . 
(2 Tr) and the area fraction by: h jo 0' 1 
/Thj. crj, For 
j=1 
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an already fairly well reoolv, ýd peak Vi will be close to the apparent 
peal. c on the tracing, while crj may be found from tracings on which 
components of similar clution volu: P. es are perfectly resolved. In 
the case of the cyclic oligomers of poly(ethylene torephthalate), 
reliance was placed upon the values found for the cyclic oligomers of 
poly(decamethylone. adipate). 
The canputer programme employed for the calculations is listed, I 
with the omission of the library PROGTOTM. M&LINCT-M., which inverts a 
syru, qetric matrix. 
The other MIOG"OTMshave these functions. - 
IIIITPUT reads in identifying strings, the trace helGhts and 
elution volumes for M positions, ana the elution 
volumes and cr values for IT componcnts. 
GAUS S calculates the coefficientso(,, jp represented 
by the 
array ALPHA. 
FILL& calculates 
'4kj., k' 
(Dei 
FILLB calculates 
(Denoted as 
mul-TO multiplies 
the elements of the matrix of cross-products 
noted as such), ' 
the corresponding elements for the colum7n Bje 
such). 
the inverse of the symmetric matrix A with 
the column B to obtain the fitted Deak heights rAwANH(I). 
FIT uses the fitted peak heights to derive the overall fitted 
traoirig. 
A, R= calculates the area and area fraction for each component. 
OUTPUT outputs the experimental and also the fitted data. 
IE S OLVE, is a master M. OCEED ME calling the other P2,0CEDILM' in 
turn. For itself., it is called once., aftor values of 
11 and IT have been read in, 
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The data needed for the operation of this progra=ac is: the 
integer 113 the integer IT; three strings giving tho data, the sample, 
and the conditions of the run; 11 pairs of trace heights and elution 
volumes; IT pea! -, elution volumes, each at once followed b-7 the value 
. 
of (rj,, and by an identification of the component. 
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ANALYSIS OF GPC TRACINGS; 
"BEGIN" 
"LIBRARY" LJNALG;. ý. 
"INTEGER" M#N; 
IN 
"PROCEDURE" INPUT(TRACEV*TRACEH, PEAKVPSIGMAPMPNPDATEPSAMPLESCONDNSO 
LABEL#DATEM, SAMPLM, CONDNMPLABELM); 
"REAL""ARRAY" TRACEV,, TRACEHsPEAKVPSIGMA; ' 
"INTEGER" M#N; 
"INTEGER""ARRAY" DATE,, SAMPLE, CONDNS#LABEL; 
"INTEGER" DATEM*CONDNM#SAMPLM, LABGLM; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER"'I#J; 
DATEM: =SAMPLM: =CONDNM: =LABELM: =I; 
INSTRING(DATEPDATEM); INSTRING(SAMPLEPSAMPLM); INSTRING(CONDNSPCONDNM); 
"FOR" I :=1 "'STEP" I "UNTIL" -M "DO" 
"READ" TRACEV113#TRACEHCI3; 
"FOR" J: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" N "DO""BEGIN" 
"READ" PEAKVEJ3#, SIGMAEJ3; '' 
INSTRING(LABELPLABELM); 
"END"; 
"END" INPUT; 
"PROCEDURE" GAUSS(ALPHAPSIGMAPTRACeV#PEAKVPM#N); 
"REAL""ARRAY" ALPHAPSIGMA #TRACEV#PEAKV; "INTEGER" 
M#N; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" IPJ; 
"FOR" lo*ý I "STEP I "UNTIL" M "DO" 
"FOR" j: = '1. ýIISTEPI' -1 "UNTIL!! - N "DO" 
ALPHA[I, j3: =EXPC-((TRACEV[13-PEAKVCJJ)*(TRACEV[13-PEAKVCJ3))I 
(2.0 * SIGMAIJJ * SIGMAEAM 
"END" GAUSS ; 
"PROCEDURE" FILLA(AsALPHAvM, N); -, 
"'REAL""ARRAY" As ALPHA;,, "INTEGER" M#N; 
"BEGIN" 
I NTEGER" I, JvK;, 
"FOR" JI "STEPl-1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
it FOR" Ki "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DOll"BEGIN 
AEJ, Kl: =O. O; "FOR" I : =I "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" M "DO"' 
AIJ, Kl: =ACJPK3 + ALPHACIPJ34ALPHACI, K3; "END"'o 
"END" FILLA; 
"PROCEDURE" FILLB(BPALPHAPTRACEH#M#N); 
"REAL""ARRAY" Bs, ALPHAPTRACEH; "INTEGER" M#N; 
"BEGIN""INTEGER" I#J; 
"FOR" J: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" N "DO1111BEGIN" 
1: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" M "DO"' BEJI: =O. O; "FOR" 
BIJ3: =BEJ3 + TRACEHC13*ALPHACI,, J3; "END"; 
"END" FILLB; 
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"PROCEDURE" MULTCB(CPBPPEAKHPN); ' 
"REAL""ARRAY" CaBPEAKH; 
"INTEGER" N; 
"BEGIN""INTEGER". Is, J; 
"FOR" 1: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" N "DO'l"BEGIN" 
PEAKH113: =0-0; 
"FOR" J: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" N "DO" 
PEAKHCII: =PEAKH[13 + CCl#J3*BEJ3; "END"; 
"END" MULTCB; 
"PROCEDURE" FIT(TRACEVPTRACEH, I CALCDH#ALPHApPEAKH'vRMS'#M,, N); 
"REAL""ARRAY" TRACEVPTRACEH,, CALCDHsALPHAPPEAKH; 
"REAL" RMS; "INTEGER" M,, N; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I#J; "REAL" ERRORPSUMSQ; 
SUmSQ: =o-o; 
"FOR" 1: = I "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" M, "DOIIIIBEGIN" CALCDHE13: =P-9; 
"FOR" J: =l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
CALCDH[13: =CALCDH[13 + ALPHA1I#J3*PEAKH[43; 
ERROR: =TRAGEH[13 - CALCDH[13; 
sumso: =sUMSO + ERROR*ERROR; "END"; 
RMS: =SQRT(SUMSO/M); 
"END"' FIT; 
"PROCEDURE" AREAS(PEAKHPSIGMAPAREAPFRAREA*SUMARE#N); 
REAL""ARRAY" PEAKH,, SIGMAPAREA, FRAREA; "REAL" SUMAREV"INTEGER" 
N; 
"BEG IN" 
"INTEGER"ý J; 
SUMARE: =O. O; 
TEP" I "UNTIL" N `DO'l"BEGIN. " "FOR" J: = I 
AREAIJ3: =PEAKHEJ3*SIGMA[Jj*SQRT(6-2832); 
SUMARE: =SUMARE + AREAEJ3; "END"; 
"FOR" J: ý I "STEP" I "UNTIL" N "DO" 
FRAREA[J3: =AREA1J3/SUMARE; 'ý' 
"END" AREAS# 
0 
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"PROCEDURE" OUTPUT(TRACEV#TRACEH, CALCDHPPEAKVPSIGMAPPEAKH*FRAREA#AREAS 
SUMARE, RMS, M#N, DATE, SAMPLEPCONDNS, LABEL#DATEMPSAMPLM#CONDNM*LABELM); 
"REAL""ARRAY" TRACEV. -TRACEH, CALCDH#PEAKV*SIGMA#AREAPFRAREA; 
"REAL""ARRAY" PEAKH; 
"INTEGER" M#N; "REAL" RMSPSUMARE; 
"INTEGER""ARRAY" DATEPSAMPLEPCONDNSPLABEL; 
"INTEGER" DATEM, SAMPLMvCONDNM, LABELM; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I; 
"PRINT" "F"',, "L*"#"SiO"DECOMPOSITION OF A GPC TRACING INTO ITS',, 
I CONSTITUENT PEAKS BY THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES. '; 
DATEM: =SAMPLM: =CONDNM: =LABELM,: =I; 
"PRINT""L5",, "S8'DATE: '; OUTSTRING(DATE,, DATEM); 
"PRINT""L2"#"S6'SAMPLE: '; OUTSTRING(SAMPLE, SAMPLM); 
"PRINT'l, 'IL2"'#"S2'CONDITIONS: '; OUTSTRING(CONDNS,, CONDNM); 
"PRINT" "Ll0"v"Sl2'INPUT AND CALCULATED DATA FOR TRACING. 's 
"S13' INPUT AND CALCULATED DATA FOR CONSTITUENT PEAKS. 't"L3"t 
"S19'ELI)TION'S4'TRACE'S5'FITTED'SiO'ELUTION'S5"PEAK OS4'FITTEDk# 
"S4'FITTED'S5'AREA'S9'IDENTIT'Y'L*',, "SI9'VOLUME'S5'HEIGHT'S4 %% 0 
'HEIGHTISIQ'VOLUME'S6'SIGMA'S4'HEIGHT'S4%AREA'S5'FRACTIONIS7*OF PEAK%; 
lv=o; 
NiXT: 1: =l + 1; "IF", I> M "AND" 1, > N "THEN""GOTO" FINISH; 
"IF" I< M+j "THEN""PRINT" "L%', "S20"PSAMELINE-PALIGNED(2pi)o 
TRACEV[13*"S5"PALIGNED(2*1)#TRACEH[13, "S5", ALIGNED(2#1)o 
CALCDH[13 "ELSE""PRINTll"L"#"S45%%; 
"IF" I<N+l "THEN""BEGIN" 
"PRINT" 'IS12'%#, SAMELINEALIGNED(2#1)#PEAKVEI3j, 
"S4*', ALIGNED(i#2)#SIGMA[Ijo"S5'%PALIGNED(2*1)*PEAKH[13#"S4'%# 
ALIGNED(2#2), AREA[13, "S5", ALIGNED(1#3)#FRAREA[13#"S5%"; 
OUTSTRING(LABELPLABELM); 
"END",;,, 
"GOTO" NEXT; 
FINISH: "PRINT" "L5'%v"S40"RMS DEVIATION OF; FITTED CURVE 'o 
'FROM EXPERIMENTAL POINTS = 1, SAMELINE#ALIGNED(lv2)vRMSv' UNITS. '; 
"PRINT" "L5*'v"S40'TOTAL CALCULATED AREA = %PSAMELINEPALIGNED(2#1)o 
SUMARE, ' UNITS'; 
"PRINT" "L5'%p"S40'(VOLUME UNIT. =. -COUNT ON CHARTP HEIGHT UNIT "t 
11 CM011; 
"END" OUTPUT; 
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"PROCEDURE" RESOLVE(M#N); 
"INTEGER" MPN; 
"BEGIN" 
ARRAY" TRACEVEI: M3#TRACEHCI: M3#CALCDH[i*oM3#PEAKHCI: N37 "REAL' 
PEAKVCI: N3oSlGMAEI: N3*AREAEI: N3oFRAREAEI: N3#ALPHAEI: Mol:. N3v 
A[l: Nvl: NJ, Bll: N3, C[l: N#l: NJ; 
"REAL" RMSPLIMIT#SUMARE; 
"INTEGER'll'ARRAY" DATE[1: 103oSAMPLEEI: 503#LAGELCI: (N*15)3, #, 
"INTEGER""ARRAY" CONDNSE1: 503; 
"INTEGER" DATEMPSAMPLM#CONDNM#LABELM; 
LIMIT: =I; 
INPUT(TRACEVjTRACEHPPEAKV,, SIG'MA',, 'MsN'#'&Afg"#, 'SAMPLE. #CONDNS*LABELPDATEMv 
SAMPLM, CONDNMPLABELM); 
GAUSS(ALPHAPSIGMA, TRACEVPPEAKV#M#N); 
FILLA(A#ALPHA, MPN); 
FILLB(B#ALPHAPTRACEHPMtN); 
RETURN: LIMIT: =LIMIT * 1.0so-5; 
MALINCH2(APCPNPLIMITPFAIL); 
MULTCB(CoBoPEAKHPN); 
FIT(TRACEV*TRACEHPCALCDH#ALPHAPPEAKHPRMS*MPN); 
AREAS(PEAKHPSIGMA#AREAP'FRAREAPSUMAREPN); , 
OUTPUT(TRACEVPTRACEH#CALCDHPPEAKVPSIGMA*PEAKHPFRAREAPAREAPSUMAREPRMS# 
M, NPDATEPSAMPLEPCONDNSt. LABELPDATEMPSAMPLMPCONDNM LABELM); 
"GOTO" SOLVED; - 
FAIL: "PRINT" "S' FOR LIMIT =-'vSAMELINE#SCALED: l)pLIMIT;, 
"JF" LIMIT > 1.0so-35"'THEN11"GOTO" RETURW', 
SOLVED: "END" RESOLVE; 
_ 
"READ" M,, N; 
RESOLvE(M#N); 
"END"; 
I 
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APPE-MIX B. 
GAUSSIAN CALCULMOTTS OF EQUILIBIRDIUM COTTSTATTM 
Only slight computational difficulties were encountered in these 
calculations., for their requirements in terms of run time and computer 
store are very moderate. The only possible problem that arises is that, 
in treating long chains, certain of'the numbers generated as matrix 
elements may be larger than the computer can handle; but this may 
easily be circumvented. 
The different programmes for the variants of these calculations 
inevitably had many p, -xts in co=on, and that which is listed here is 
chosen as an example. It is for the calculation of the mean-square 
-end-to-end distance of oxygen-terminated polyphosphate chains, and so 
also of the molar cyclisation constants of the corresponding ring 
phosphates. 
The first Part of the programme is concerned with cbelarations of 
the variables common to the entire programme including U and G ,0P- 
M LA. ý is is f ollowed by the f ive MT OCEED matrices. 1ý% s IAULT. % FILL, GMI 
11) 
I, moiz and VALUT,, the functions of which are made clear in tho listing 
itself, These PROCEDUMs were o-A f ve: ýy general usefulness and appeared 
in all programmes of this type. 
The PROCEDIP-3 G5TLL, rhich follows, also has great generality: 
it fills the G-matrix 
* 
for a bond with three states. In doing this it 
makes calls to the preceding PROCED Md. 
----------------------------------- 
It has been noted already (Chapter7 ) that such a generator matrixg with a 
null sub-matrix in the upper right. Lhand cornerl would nowadays be denoted 
Fi rather than Gi. 
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P2.000=3 DIVIUB". which divides every element in d matrix by a 
constant., is required to prevent the gencration of excessively large 
numbers. It is called for this purpose in the master FROM= ClIft'll 
that appears later, 
PROGEDM CALC extracts elements from the serial products of 
the U-matrices and the G-matrices, and calculates the charactoristic 
ratio for the chain. PROCEDMEIMM ouptuts the characteristic ratio 
at each chain length., and statemcnts nay also be inserted so that it 
calculates dhd outputs the equilibrium constant for the equivalent ring. 
Both these FROGEDT-TIMS are specific to the polyphosphate chains, and'to 
those closely related, such as the polysilox-anes. 
A. he PROTEDIP-13 that follows, CRATI, is specific not only to 
polyphosphate chains, but, further, to those in which both ends are 
ox-ygens, 'or both are phophoruses. As presented, it is used for those 
terminated with oxygens; the other case may be dealt with by consistent 
interchange of the data for oxygen-phosphorus and phosphorus-OxYgen 
bonds. Another MI OGz"D', Mj., CRAT2. was used to treat chains in which one 
end was a phosphorus atom, 'and the other an oxygen. 
the overall calculation is performed in stages, with the chain 
length extended at each; the function of CRATI is to post-multiply the 
serial matrix products for the existing chain rrith the ý, iatriccs for 
the bonds being added. This is done for both the U-natrices and the 
G-matrices; in the latter case., the product is aften7ards pro-multiplied 
by a constant G-matrix, that for the firsIt; bond. (rD) final matrix 
products are referred to CALC and 7,711ITTE, in turn. 
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Once the chain has reached twenty bonds, by successive additions 
of sin-le units it is rapidly increasod by doubling its lcnZth, 
excluding the terminal bonds: this requires a sauarin, ý of matrices. 
At this staE; e,, CPATI assumes an additional function: it prevents 't-ohe 
growth of excessively larZ; e numbers, by the division of the matrices 
to be squared by the existing partition function, Z*. The G-matrices 
and U-matrices appear in the equati on for the characteri3tic, ratio on 
the top and bottom, respectively, of a fraction, and the answer obtained 
is unaffected by this device. 
The next sections of the programme are concerned with input and 
output of the data employed, setting up bond vector and identity 
malurices, and fillin, - the G-matrices. Finally, there is a succession 
of calls to CRAM, firstly to build up and treat chains with 4,6,8s 
etc.,, bonds and then, havin, - reached 20 bonds to increase by iatrix 
squarinz to 38,74,146 etc.,, Che longest chain dicalt ý, Ath was of 
nearly five million bonds; and even ", -iere the limitation,, us in the 
capacity of the computer to hold the integer representing the-nnumber 
of bonds,, and not in the g-eneratioi of excessively large numbers during 
the calculation of the characteristic ratio, or in the timo Mquired- 
Moviever, there was little virtue in extending the calculations so far, 
since by 500,000 bonds the ch%racteriistic rat-Jo was constant to 
within I gart in 105, 
The progra=. c for performiinZ the equivalent calculations for poly 
(ethylene terephthalate) chains differed somewhat from this. It was 
necessary to input information upon -die number of states assigned to 
Vie same purpose may be served by normalising the initial 
E matrices, by dividing each by its gr---, test eiOnvalue, 
33 
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to each bond in the unit., and also upon the order and the indeydng 
of its TT-maturi: x; this infox". auion had later to be transferred to the 
R1,0TOTMI G'-T; TLL used. AZain, it vras necessax-j to set up Vne reducin, 
matx--!, c discussed earlier, 7xior to the calculations; and durinC them, 
there vras no sjl. -ar, -c at which the niatrices, wcýý-c dividej by the rartition 
function., for the G-matrix for 'Uie unit was already normalised. The 
-TTES CALG and 171ITT13 were combined into a single R, 101, `0717 7-ý. j 
OUT--, ti-L, that -also incorporated new features. 
In both cases., the programmc vras checked by rcfere-tca to previous 
results, as well as by comparison with the results of the direct 
calculations descri"bed in AppOndix C. 
11 
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CHAPAl: 7j. ()I5TlC, i? ATI0 OF POLYPHOSPHATE CHAINS; 
top .I to HET L I. Ti "REAL" LASTPAVSQL; 
I ljTEfiF0" XIJ; 
8111FALl'"AN'RAY" PýIICI:. 33, LROWCI: 1,1: *31, LCOL[1: 3,1: 13, E[1: 3,, 1: 33, 
UA[i 
GCF 
to P LE: AL to 7 
""ARRAY" 
PR(oCF f)LJ RF MýLT (A--, 'g, C, Lt M, N) 
11C, 0,11ME-INT" THIS PROCEDURE TAKES i'N) 
AND PUTS IT IN C(L"-N); 
. TEGFP" L, 
M, N; "REAL" "ARRAY" A,, BC; "BEGIN' 
"INTEG Ep" x, yoz; 
"FOP" X: =l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
Y: = I "_STr-, P" 1 "UNTIL"'. 
_, 
t4-. "PO".. "BEGIN'@ 
CCYIYI: =n. tl; "FOR', -7 "STEP" I "UNT IVM "DO" 
CF. X, YJ : =r. 01 X, Y3+ (A[X ZI *B[Z, YJ 
eN Ll ýj 
PR, (I c, E: DPGFILLA, U, I, J, KsL 
COMM'='f-ý'T"--'fL4'I'S'-PRO'CE'DURE--INS*E*RT-9--MW'TFýl-X-BF(-K-*-L-)-i-gT'07ffkTR*'I-)( X 
START IN'r, AT THE I J) LOCATION; 
TE ol EGER"IJKLREAL "A RAY 
INT 'I-- G E: R. 10 X, Y; 
"FOP" ý: '--7 1* 
"FOR" Y: = I "STFP" I "UNTIL" L "DO" 
Ar(l+)(-I), JY- 1) 1 : -"='B CX-s, 'Y 3 
__"qNl)". 
FIL. L,;. 
"PP()r, Fi)tjk'E " CLEAR (A, I, J) 
"rOM, 'lb. 'JT-"-"(ý'IS"IIROCI: 'DURE' ýIL'L"S--A-"-(I"*-J--)-MA-TRIX' A7WTT'H7ZE-R0ES -t- 
TINTEGE. 9" I, J; "REAL" "ARRAY", A; "BEGIN" 
___"FOR" 
X: = I. "STF-*P"ý I "UNTIL" I "DO" 
`rOR " -Y '-#'S'T*ý*Pý"-'f-"UUT7'L: 'ý--J--$&D'OI -- 
A[X, YJ: =0.0; 
"F140" '(; LEýA'P; 
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I 
J; N- 11 XýPOMý (A, il C, I, J, K, L 
Til"i PROCEDURE TAKES THE KRONECKER P ODU T OF MATRICES TRc 
AI *J N0L AND P 1) TS IT INTO HATRIX 
C; 
"REAL""APRAY" A#B, C; "BEGIN" 
NI Ty 
ST I-* I "UNTIL" I "DO" 
"FOR" 33 T11 "UNTIL" J "DO" 
F nq "YSTPI , UNTIL" K "DO" J. 
F ()ýl "I L- PI "UNTIL" L "DO" 
F'. 1 
P., VAj_UT(T , TIIET#PH It J) 
T11IS PROCEDURE FILLS THE T-MATRICES; 
"INTPGER" -1: "RF-AL" 
THET; "REAL"" ARRAY #, P. H I _,., 
BE. GIN". 
"REAL" RAN RAD: =57.2958; 
1]: =sý*oq ( TIAE-T/RAD ); TC1. 
Tri .21 
THET/R40 ); 
T[2. lj: =Ii'IN(TilET/RAD)*COS(PHlEJ3/RAD); 
TE2,21: =-COS (. THET/RAD ) *COS (PHI 1J3/RAD 
Tr2,31: =l; IN(PHI[J3/RAD); 
TE, 3. j'. I: =z-)IN. (. TH'r-. 
T/RAD)*SIN(PHlEJ3/RAD); 
T[, 'i. 23: =-CO., *)(TIIET/RAI))*SIN(PHIIJI/RAD); 
T[3, ýJ: =-CnS(PHI1J3/. RAD) 
11 FIND "' VA LUT: 
PRoCG GFIL. L(G, U, E, LROW, LCOL, THET, PHI); 
"COMMENT" TýJIS PROCEDURE FILLS THE G-MATRIX WITH 
ITS PARTS. 
_;,. 
"REAL" THPT; "ARRAY" G, U#E*, L"4OW, L'C-0L-, *PýHf; "BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I,. J'. "REAL" "ARRAY" T[1: 3,1: 33, PSEUDEI: 
9,1: 9]oDPRODIEI: 3,1. '93#_ 
DPROD2[1: 9,1: 03, , 
DPROD3[1: 9tl:, 33, PRODIEI': 3,1: 9]PPROD2[1: 9#1: 93; 
CLEAR(G, 1505); ' 
"FOR" J: =l,?, 3 "D. 0""BEGIN" 
VAlJJT (T, THET , Pýl 14"j) ; 
F 11.1- ( F)Sri)[1, Tp( 1+3* ( J-1 1+3* J-1) 3p3 , END" 
KRONE (LI, LRolwl, IlP. ROIJ1,3,3,1 3) 
MIJLT(i)i, Rot)I, PSEUD, PRODI, 3t9o9) 
KR*. )'jL- (1), r., VPRnD? s3p3s3p 3) p 
WILT ( DPRODP, PSF. 01), PROD2 ,9p9,9) 
KRONE 0. ), LCOL. , DPHOD3,3 , 3,3,1 
FILL((;, PR0lllpl. #4p3,9); 
FI Lý- (G, p449,9); 
FI LL ((;, rlPROI)"i ,4p 13,9,3) 
F ILL 01,11#13 
" F-`V) "GFILL 
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i)IVIDE(A, DIV, L, M); Ppocý- 
"COHHý%Tll THIS PROCEDURE, DIVIDES A MATRIX A BY 
A NUMBER 
"REAL" "APPA"" A; "RE. -AL" DIV; " "INTEGER" 
x0y; REG1NI P1 T F;: GER 
"FOR" X: =j. 1, F)TEP"- I -, " UNT IL Db" 
"FOR" Y: =l "STEP" I "UNTIL" M "DO" 
ACX, yl: cA[X, yl*/[')*IV; 
D! Y. 1 Dý 
RA T 10 
PRI. NTS O(JT Týfl: CALCULATED DATA; 
"RF-AL "Z, RAT 10 ;" 13 r- GIN" 
iAiiELIN1: ,DIGI TS (7X SP DIGI TS 7 NUONDS 
1 (6,3) , Zo, AL I GNED 
R 'ATIO ='#ALIGNED(2,3), RATIO; 
ýL`*( At ý3# X, NBONDS, LAST. - AVSOL, Z-, RAT 10) 
T 0F (: /, kLCULATF--S, THE CHARACTERISTIC RATIO; 
1'4, , 1. LAST, Z, RATIO, AVSQL; "ARRAY"A, B; "BF. GIN" APS, X; "REAL' 
7.11 L 
" li'l 0"-: A LC; 
---..... -.. I-: ý.. -.. ý. -.. - .-.... ý .--... . 
--CO-4ý1; -f-JT" TIC- roLLOWING CARDS ONLY DEPEND UPON THP CASE, 
* 
PIDLY(PHOSPHATE)-CHAINS TERMIiNATED WITH OXYGENS; 
C"i"J1 (U1,! J2, U3, GlpG2, G3sG4#X, L, Z); 
0 T: 1T. S PROCEDURE COMBINES ALL THOSE NEEDED TO CALCULATE 
T. RISTIC RATI. O. THE 
"REAL", 
[--. A 1_ I- 11,02, lJ3#Gl#G2, G3, 
_G4; 
"REAL" L; "INTEGER" X;. ". BEGIN_"_. 
to 
,4 is RA 
"REAL" '; 4'R'RAYll (; 9. )[j: j5, j: j5); "INTEGER" NBONDS; 
_, \c3T 
AVS9L; 
NSX 
DIVI DE (Lil, 7,3v3 
DIVIDE(Gl, Z, 15,15); "END" 
J4. T J. " !2 13,3 P. 3,3 ! Al 
Ml 'It. T? 
'1! l. t. T *A 0, l) , 15 ,15, ), e, 
LAST., AVSOL Z, RATIO); 
40 1ýý 7:: ) ## 'ý -ý !, Ti 
I 
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I 
RATIOS OF POLY (PHOSPHATE ) CHAINS 
AT' 11S AND TERMINATE. D. WITH OXYGENS. 
l6q, ''I" 
''S20%00ND LE. 1,1(, Tll=', SAI. I&LINE, ALIGNED. (3,2)#Lo 
"'COMMENT" ' SET 'UP BOND VECTOR AND 'IDENTITY MATRICES; 
CLr: AF? (LRIlWsl-p3); LROWLI, 13: =L; 
CLEAR(L. COL, 3pl); LCOLCI, 13: =L; 
CLFAR(t.:,: i, 3) ; EC I 'l I: =E[2,23 : =E[3,33 : =1.0 
"PRTtJT"''L5", "'$20'ELEýIE, 'JTS OF MATRIX UW; 
2,3 "DO" "[)E-(; l N" "PRINT" 
"FOR" J: ý1,2,3 "DO""BEGIN11 . 'o 
"READ" UACT, Jj; "P'RINT" SAMeLINE#ALIGNED(3o3), UAEIP'J3o',, S3"'; 
"END"; 
FND 
"RFAD" TllFT; '-Pf? INT" "L5", llS201THETA(O)= %, SAMELING#ALIGNE. D(3,1)*. 
THET W. 'GREES 
"F OR : =1 p2,3 "DO" "BE ' 
GI 
' 
N""READ" PHICI 
- 
3; 
l-'FOR -A -% 61PRINIT" I.? '' SAMELIo', JE, ' 'S20 'PHI [' DIGITS( 
'; "F ALIGNFD (o IPHIEII DEGREES 
GF ILL (CA, LI A# L, 0OW,. L_COL*. T. HS.. T 
ýPH 
I. 
"PR I NIT" ''L. 5 ' 't"S20'ELEMENTS OF MATRIX 
, 
UB: 
"FOR" 1: =1,2,3 "Db""BEGIN""PRINT" 
"FOR" J: =1,2#3 "DO""BEGI. N" 
oflS3''; "ENDo; "READ"UP [I, Jlý*- "PRINT" SAMELINE#ALIGNED(3,, 3)#UBEloJ3 
"PRINT" "L5", ''S20'THETA(P)= ", SAMELINEPALIGNED(3ol), 
. AD" 
TOET 
THF*]', ' 
"FOR" 
.1 
: =l . 2,3, -*-,. Dd,, "BEG. 
INý""READ" PHI C 13 ;II 
PRINT" ''L2"sSAHELINE *",,, 
S20 PH II", DIGI TS (. 1 3.. FOR. 
AL I GINEV (3,3 P+4', l 1,13 DEGREES "END" 
GC'ILL(GR, U9, E#L[? OW, LCOLý, TtiET, PHI); 
GFIJ. L. ((]T), E E, LROW, LCOL, THET, PHI); 
"PRINT" FI IS P-ARTI T'l. -ON FUNCTfO'N--'AT- T-HIS"STAG 
. X: = 
2; CRATI (UA#UB, UC#GAPGB, GC, GD*XPLZ); 
X: = 3; rRAT1 (UC, UCPUA, GC, GCPGAPGDPXPL, Z); 
X: = 4; CRATI (UA, UC, UB, GA, GCPGB, GD#X, L, Z);. 
X: = c. i; r. RATI'. (UBPUC, UA, GB, GC, GA, GD#XPLPZ); 
X: = 6; CRATI (UA#UC, UB, GA, GCPGB, GD, XPL,, Z);.. 
X: = 7; rRAT1 (UB, UC, UA, GB*GC, GA, GD, X, LPZ); 
X: = 8: CRATI (UA , UC, UB, GA , GC s GB # GD # X, L, Z ...... 
X: = 9; C. RAT1 (UB, IJC, UA, GB, GC#GA, GDPX, LoZ); 
X: = J. 0; CRAT1 (UA, UC, UB, GA, GC, GRPGD, X, L, Z); 
R. TITI .0. N-P'UKC-T 176NI PR 1-5'FROK THI'S PO VNT ZIS ONEW PA 
'(OLD PARTITION FUNCTION)t2'; i7 
"FOR" I : =l "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" . 
21' "DO""BEGIN" 
X: =(9*(? 1I)+l); 'CRATl (UB#UB, UA, GB*GBPGA, GD, X#L#Z); 
X: =(9*(? t(l+! ))+I); CRATI (UA*UAPUB,, GA,, GA, GB,, GDoXL,, Z); "END"; 
"FND" PROG., 
I. 
0 
6 
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APMTDIX C. 
DIRECT CALCITLAMON OF Et, )TJILIBUTJ:,, l CCUSTATITS 
Before presentin3 programme and discussing it in detail'. a 
summary of the principles involved will be given. 
(a) Calcuiation of the end-to-end distance of a chain molecule 
The first stop in this calculation is to attach a system of 
co-ordinates to each bona in the chain. According to the conventions 
adopted here 
33 
0U .9 
the rectan ular co-ordinate system for bond i is 
deflined vrith the x-axis lying along the bond, the y-axis lying at right 
angles to it so as to make an acute angle with the preceding bond, and 
the z-axis completing a right-handed system: 
(After FlorY33) 
With this convention, the matrix that transforms a vector in the 
co-ordinate system attached t-. ) the (i + I)Ith bond into that of the 
iI th is: 
T. - 
1- 
cose 
sin Cos 
sin. -O sin 
sin 0 
-Cos Cos+ sin+ 
-Cose sin +1 - COS+ :L 
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For an n-bonded chain, the end-to-end vector d is 6iven by the 
sum of the vectors representin3 the n bonds, but with the provision 
that the vectors are expressed in a common frame of reference. If this 
common frame is that of the first bond, it follows that: 
T -R TT4 -C -ý-l -; -2 -1 -42-: 3 
zi-I 
n 
where-R I 
is the vector representing the bond i in its o7m system of 
co-ordinatesp and is given by: 
Ri 
If the components of d are expressed by: 
a= 
then the scalar end-tp-end distance is given by: 
d. d -e J, xyz 
or 
2+ 
-e 
2+f2 1/2 
xyz) 
Rx 
-ey 
ýz 
In the programme, T becomes a four-dimensional array., with, the 0 
first index denoting the number of the bond in the chain and the 
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second its rotational state (I for trans, 2 for gauche+., 3 for 
gauche-). d is represented for each of the skeletal atoms by elements 
in the two-dimensional array D, for which the second index is the 
n=ber of the bond leading to the atom. 
(b) "Rejection by distince". 
B-v this is meant the early identification of conformations for 
v,, h: Loh the chain ends could not possibly come within a specified distance,. 
and truncation of their associated calculations. The mechanism 6f 
this is clear from the diagram: 0 
Lie 
A 
B41NO *4 
If the atom (i +I) is so remote from the chain end acting as origin, 
that the remainincgo bonds in the chain could not possibly bring the 
ends to within the specified distance (LIMIT in the proCramme), then 
all the conformations with atom (i + I) in that position may automatically 
be rejected, and it may immediately be relocated,, by rotation of bond 
i into a new state. In the programme, an element in the array S', 'PAD 
is allocated to each atom: it contains a test number, Pormed by taking 
the total of the lengths of the bonds succeeding the atom in the 
chai-q!, adding on the values of L11.1IT, and squarin, ý. Whenever durinZ the 
generation of the conformations the position of the atom is altered, the 
permissibility of its new location is determined by comparing is SQMD 
value with the square of the ne,.,., distance separating it from the origin. 
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Statistical weights of conformations 
Me statisticalweight of a complete chain conformation is simply 
the product of the appropriate elements of the U-matrices for the 
successive bonds. In the proGra; mie, the matrices are formalised as: 
U. 
-1 
ol i 17i 
O-C yj cri tjj 
I cri U)i IYC -pi 
and are held wit-dn a three-dimensional array U. for which the first 
indey. is the nuniber of the bond in the chain. They are filled from 
input values of cy:, and w (denoted as such in the 
programme). 
"Rejection by statistical weirht' 
If a bond is rotated into a state such that with the preceding 
bond it forms a pair attributed zero weight in thcý model, it is 
immediately subjected to a further rotation. 
(e) I'Reýcction by symej&l 
It -aill be recalled that this depends on the observation that most 
of the conformnations may be grouped in pairs of mirror inalles, with r) 
the exception of those that have all bonds in either a cis or a trans 
state, which are planar and unique. Duplication of the 0,01CUlatiOln: 3 
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may readily be avoided by the simple rule that attention is Ziven to 
those conformations wita the leftmost non-trans bond in t1he gauche+ 
statc., but is withheld from those with the leftmost non-trans bond 
i 
gauallic-. For instance, Ilic conformation: 
ttt g+ tt g+ g+ t G- t a+ t 
1gould be explicitly treated, but its mirror ima0e: 
ttt g- tt G- 6- t g+ t g- 
would not be dealt with separately. The systei; by which the confornations 
are generated particularly facilitates the application of this rule, 
provided only that special provision be made for the treatment of the 
few conformations such as: 
tttttttt g+ t 
that are planar as far as the penultimate atom. (Here , the terminal 
bonds are represented as trans, even though their states are Lechnically 
undefined. ) 
(f) Computational econo2X 
The main difficulty in these calculations is that the -rogra-m-me .: 0 
must operate with great rapidity if chains of reasonablp lenth are 
to be acoesoible to treatment. It is essential that the labour required 
for each conformation be minimised, and wherever possible re-calculation 
of data must be avoided by its stora-e. For instance the T-matrices C> .9- 
for each bond in each of its states are permanently stored,, as are the 
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components of each bond vector in the co-ordinates of the'-proceding 
bond, for each state of the latter. The matrix products TTT =1--243* 
are stored for as long as they are useful (in the arrays TIMOD). Trie 
vector components of the po3i, '. ion of each sIzOletal atom are r4corded. 
The staluistical weight is not entirely re-calculated for each 
conformation) but instead the might for the unmodified chain segtient 
is preserved, and new factors for the rest are multiplied in. 
(TIhe 
rici7ht of the chain up to the 11th atom bein3 stored as WT [1]. 
) The 
end-to-end separation of the chai: -i is retaAmed as the nquare Vien 
theý, jconformation is being put into its distance category. Fin-ally, 
the FRO1,32DUI-T, format is avoided if it entails frequent transfers of 
control., or constant re-assignment of fresh values to the variables in 
a long parameter list. 
A fairly detailed description of the nrogram-e used will now be 
given. The programme itt, self is listed at the end of this Appendixj 
including the statements desi-ned to effect rejections by distance and 0 
weight, but excluUng, certain optional output statements. 
It nay be noted,, firstly, that the main programn-e is a PITZ 0 CE DTC, 
.t of 
th It was cast in this form to permit automatic adjustmen e array 
dimensions to those suitable for the length of the chain beiTl, - treated. 
it is called once for each chain by the statement CO"TZ,; 'j3(7-TBTTDS): that Y. 
awears at the end of the progranumo; the arGument . -, 4BO,, TD3 
is an input 
integer representin7 the nwber of bonds in the chain. 
The other t-ao PRIOCEDMI)SPs are RITIT and RITA-11. PZTIT outputs 
the results of the calculations for a single conformation. It is 
., , U.!,; uts 
the overall rarely used, other than as a -bsjll routine. RITATT k, P 
I 
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results of the calculation, that is: the total number of conforrýations 
treated, ana their total stlvatisticalwei7, ht; the number and the 
weight of the conformations in (zch distance categor7, and -the 
equilibrium constants calculatea asaw-Ang the different sphere radii; 
the root-mean-square end to-end separation of th-- chain; the averaSe 
conformational energies of the conformtions as a whole., and i-n their 
distance catesories (calculated from the in- nut statistical weight 
parameters). It is framed as a PPLO'ED7M, to facilitate intermittent 
duraping of the calculated data during the course o-l' the run, but is 
entered no more than a fevf times. 
Proceeding to the min body of the proomn, -te., there foll6w3 a 
section mainly concerned with clea ring arrays. Some of these variables 
were introduced at an earlier state., and are no longer relevant; those 
of importance are NTO3[j] p WTS[I] , and, to a lesser extent, "=,, TS[j] 
1, TOS[7E] pI=1- 10., stores the number of conformations with ends 
between (I - 1) and I AR apar t; ITOS[II] stores the =. iber with ends more 
distant than 10 IR; TTOS[12] stores the total'number of confor-inations. 
, TTS[I] and 7TT '7,, LD!; TTS[l] perform analogous functionr, for the weights, &I Id 
for the statistically weigghted conformational energies. 
T#h next section inputs and outputs the data for each bond', namely: 
bond length and an,,,,,, le, rotationalmglest statistical we'!. -ht parameters; 
and also an integer TIOLD[I] The value assi-ned to this variable U 
distinguishes rotatable bonds from non-rotatable (such as ester bonds): 
it is 0 for the first, I for the second, kind. 
The following section fills -statistical weight matrices. It also 
converts the parameters back into terms of conformational energies (E--J). 
On the same page, the row SQRAD[I] , discussed in (b) abovCP is set up& 
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on page 219, the T-matricas are filled, and the vector components 
of each bond in the co-ordinate system of that preceding arc 
evaluated. The two inteoem IMMIM , and SYML are important 
in the 
mech, -nism for rejection by symm-etry. IUM contains the number of the 
left-most bona to have been rotated away from trans. SYM is 2 for 
conformations dealt with as pairs of mirror images., I for those dealt 
with individually; the values they are given here are in preparation 
for entry into the block starting at statement GEITO on the next page. 
Similarly, the weight of the first bond ,; 7T[I],, is set at 2.0 so 
that all subsequent weights are automatically doubled. 
The calculation is initiated with the chain set all-trans, and 
the next', section prepares for this by calculating the data for that 
conformation. The integer IND 
(I], recording the number (1,2 or 3) 
associated with the state of bond I. is set to I for all I. There 
follows a natural lead to the statement G:;,? ITO,, on pag-c '220 . T! Ie 
statements between GENTO and DOITM perform the calcula', ions for the 
conformations planar as far as atom (M-01, MS - 1), i. e.: 
ttttttt 
ttt..... t t, 3 +t 
tttt tg- 
These confornations are dealt with indiVidually, and so the doubling 
of the statistical wei, -:, hts must be temporarilý -counteracted; this is 
achieved by the statement t,, T-PITO itself. Correct enumeration is ensured 
if SYM has already been set to I whenever CM,, TO is entered. The actual 
calculation is carried out by means of a do-loop that puts the 
penultimate bond into its three states (denotedA, 2 and 3) in turn. 
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'For each state I the first check is on the statistical weight of the 
bond-pair generated; then the end-to-end distance squared is evaluateds 
and compared with the input value of LIKIT. (SQRAD[ITBONDS] = LIMIT. ) 
If the ends are too widely spearated, the conformation is rejeAcd, 
The cards effecting these checks may be omitted if desired. If the 
confor, mation is acceptable.. its weight is fully evaluated and it is 
assigned 'ýo its correct distance category. 
After tMatment of these confornations, SYM is returned to its 
normal value of 2. The confor, "national weight needs no re-aOkjustment'. 
since GMTO affects only the last t-ro members of the row 17T [I]., which 
are now in any case irrelevant. Control is passed to tqe statement 
GM12y which is described below. 
7hc block starting with the statepent GEMN1 (Page 221 ) is closely 
analogous to that of rMTo. except that it deals with confo=--nations as 
symmetrical pairs, and so the doubling of y1eights is retained. 7qis ID 
block in fact completes the calculation for each of the remaining 
conformations successively; and in normal use no further transfers 
are made to GENO. 
The statement G:. r, 12 startsa sqquence that systematically adjusts 
the conformations of bonds further back down the chain, and re-calculates 
the variables it modifies in doing so. It takes account of the HOID 
value of each bond, and will not alter the state of a bond designated 
as fixed trans. It will not attempt'to rotate a bond already in the 
last of its states into a further state. It rill reject a bond rotation 
that produces a confoxv. ation that has already been treated in mirror 
image. In all three cases, control is passed to GEMIT3 (page 2 23 ) which 
ensures that the bond in question is set to trans, and refers back to 
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GE112 for adjustment of bond states even-i further back doTm the chain. 
Uds proce3s continues until an acceptable conformation is found for 
the entire chain segment running from the first bond to that nu! -. bcred 
as (IMOTIMS - 2). when return may be made to GMTJ for the penuitimate 
bond., (IMOIMS -I),, to be set in each of its states in turn and for 
the calculation for each confort-ýation to be completed. 
The f ollowiný;, rdll clarify the system upon which the conformations 
are generated. Entry is made to C-7-T2 from GMTO with the numbers in 
the row IND[I] corresponding to the conformation: 
tttttt G- 
where the terninal bonds are denoted as trans. Provided bond 
(NBTIITDS - 2) is rotatable, ret= is made to GMT1 with the partial 
confor-matiom. 
tt 00000 tttg+? t 
where the penultimate bond is in an undefined state. GBITI now operates 
to put this bond through its three states and to deal with the 
resultin- ohain conformations: 
t 
tt oo*-* ttt G+ G+ t 
9- 
suocessively. Transfer having been nade to GRT2 after the last with 
tt 
0000* 
ttt 
the partial conformation: 
ttttt 9- ? 
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will be consideredj, but rejeoted by the sy=etr7 rule. Return will 
therefore be made to GEITI on: 
tt G+ t? t 
provided bond (ITBONDS -3) is rotatable; here, GMT2 has drýtected the 
exhaustion of the states of bond (TIBOTI. IrDS -2), and GIN3 has set it' back 
trans. 7-, e next transfer to GEEMT2 will be at: 
ttttc, + t g- 
and return to GUTI will be with: 
tttt r+ G+ ? 
Subsequent transfer to GENM is at : 
tt 00004 tt g+ g+ g- 
which will return the symmetry-permitted iartial conformation: 
tt 
so*** 
ttz+9-? t 
On the next transfer to rMT2. the bond (11MOTUDS - 2) has azain exhausted- 
its three states: 
tt 
#0000 
ttg+g-g-t 
while the partial conformation: 
tttt g- t? t 
that comes next is not allowed by the 14C etry 4 its. Return to GMTI 
must therefore be on: 
ttt g+ tt? t 
provided that bond (NBOTMS - 4) is rotatable. 
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me calculations proceed in tUs manner until tho conforma-tions 
of the chain are completely exhausted, which, in the ease of a chain 
vrith all bonds roGatcable, occurs after rTP,. ', Ti has treated th6 
conforl-, ation: 
t g+ g+ ß+ 00000 g+ g+ G- t 
for the nel-, Zt conformation: 
tttt? t 
is unaacqtable on 7., rouncls of symm--ýtry. In the T)ro, -raa,, -3e., the cnd of 
the calculations is detected when GEIT3 sets bond 2 back on trans. 
The statemcnts in GID112 relating to the rejection of conforrations 
by statistical wei-3ht and distance are extremely powerful. Vh_c test Oy 
the partial conformations as they are built up, and by detectinC 
unsatisfactoi-j combinations of bond states at an early sta, re they may 
achieve the elimination of many conformations at once. For instance, 
-simple-recognition that the partial conformation: 
t c+ - 
(say) has zero weight may pem,. it the immediate rejection of literally 0 
millions of chain conformations in which it anpears. SimIl,, '.: trly, the 
discovery that conformations startinS: 
ttttt 
cannot possibly have their ends within a distance LljaT may lead to 
the automatic rejection of many tens of thousands of conformations 
featurinG this sequence. 
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7he nroý-ram mic as nmsentod is in a form parpropriate for a 
0.1 rotatable bonds have three states. For poly(etiqlane chain in whi ch - 
-terephthalate) chains, where 
the tereplathaloyl virtual bonds have 
ýio , on2. - 
Iwo, certain modifioat -ns are required. 
These conoirýt of 
the virtual bonds a HOLD value of -1 , so that t'hey can be reco-- I sod 
at later stages, e-nd ada, -Ain- t1ie sYzLnetrY rejection statements and 
the assiipments of IWTý. and SY14 to allovw for conforrvations with all 
bonds in either -the trans or cis states. Such conformations are also 
planar, and use is made of GEITO at the corract timas to dea-1 with 
Uem. The statuisticall weight scheme -, tlso requires somIc minor 
,-- adap ta 
tdons. 
For the phospl, te calcula-Itions in which the bonds were assigned 
more than three states similar provision had to bo acado for the 
an planar oonformatio-I al pcarane of 3 raurin,; the course of the c cul"tion. 
I, 'Ci, -1-3 frori input pai-ameters : Tne statistical w 3hv were not, of 3ourae, found 
as here, but aalculaieci directly from the total enerV of the 
-, conformation. This involved the insertion of a FROCSDITM 7,1MER-Oxy, 
, 
acrived from the program. me for the systematic evaluation of all the 
,, ýý, electrostatic 
interactions., a. nd the detection of steric overlaps, which 
was used for the callcula', Ion of the statistical v7ei- , hts prcsentea 
in 
Section 9.3. 
- 
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POLYPHOSPHATE SHORT, CHAIN CONFORMATIONS; 
"COMMENT" THIS PROGRAM HAS BEGN WRITTEN TO HAVE FEW PROCEDURES AND NO 
ARGUMENTS' IN THOSE IT HAS; 
- "INTEGER" NRONDS; 
"PROCEDURE" CONFMS(NBONDS)*# 
"COMMENT" CONFMS IS IN FACT THE MAIN PROG. IN PROCEDURE FORM; 
"INTEGER" NPONDS; "BEGIN" 
"REAL"-"ARRAY" E[J.: 33;. 
"REAL" r)ISTPSL)ýl. 30, RAD, SODIST, WTDENPCOSIN1, COSIN2; 
"REAL""APRAY" DEJ.: 3,1: NBONDS3; 
IIINTEGFP" SYM; 
"INTEGEP" START; "REAL" LIMIT; "'REAL""ARRAY" SQRADEl: NBONDS3; 
"INTEGER" I,, J, I-I, N, K*KOUNTs- 
"INTEGER""ARRAY"NOSEI: 12]#CUTNOSEI: 3ol: 73, CUTEI: 33, INDEI: NBONDS3$1 
HOLD11: (NR0NDS-1)J; 9 
"REAL""ARRAY" TEI.: NBONDS-1,1: 3,1: 3#1: 33, COMPON[2: NBONDS#1: 3#1: 3 
"REAL""ARRAY", PRODEI: NBONDS-1,1: 3,1: 31, 
THETCI: (ýlBOt4DS-1)3, PHIEI: (NBONDS-1), 1: 33, LEI: NBONDSJP 
CTHETCI: (ý. IROtIDS-1)3. STýiETCI: (NBONDS-1)3*CPHIEI: (NBONDS-1). ý: 33# 
SPHIEI: ý. 'EIOI, IT)S-I,? 1: 33#SIGtIAEI: NBONDS-I]#OMEGAEI: NBONDS-13# 
WTS[1: 12J, WTDENSLl: 123# 
CUTWTSCI: 3,1: 73, CWTDENEI: 3,1: 73, WTANGlEi: 6,1: 93# 
WTANG211: 6,1: 91#CTANGI[1: 3,1: 6,1: 93#CTANG2EI: 3pl: 6#1: 93#CTSMSQCI: 33# 
COSINEO: 93PSINEII: 93; 
"REAL""ARRAY" PSIEI: (NBONDS-1)3; 
"REAL11"ARRAY" WTCI: (ýIBONDS-I)I, TOTENEI: (NBONDS-I)lt 
U[I: (NBnt]DS-1), 1: 3,1: 33, ENEI: (NBONDS-1), 1: 3,1: 33; 
"INTEGEP" MARK;. 
"INTEGER" XY; 
"INTEGER" HERNO, SYMNO; 
"REALI'"ARRAY" SQUARE11: 113; 
S 
"PRO CF. D0 RE" RITIT; 
"COMHENT" PROCEDURE RITIT P, RINTS A CONFORMATION AND ITS DATA, * 
IiREG I N" 
"PR I PIT" ' 'L ',; 
"FOR" X: =_ 
_1_ 
"STEP" 
_1 
"UNTIL" NOONDS "Doll"BEGIN" 
"IF" IND[XI I "THEN" "PRINT" 'T 
"IF" ltjn[xj 2 "THEN1111PRINT" 'G+I; 
,, IF,, itinrx. 1 3 "THEN1111PRINT" 'G-'; "END"; 
"PRINI'll SAHF; LINU, llS5, DIST= '#ALIGNEI)(3p3), DIST#"S5lWT. = 't 
ALI(i'IIFT. )(3,1-)), ýIT[IJBONDS-11/2.0, "S%(", DIGITS(l), SYm, ' 
"END" RITIT; 
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"PROCEDUPE" RITALL; 
"COMMEtIT" PROCEDURE RITALL PRI-NTS THE OVERALL DATA; 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL"IARRAY" K11: 103; "REAL" TOTWT; 
"REAL" RMS, 
WTS[121: =WTDENS[12J: =0.0; NOS[123: =O; 
TOTWT: =, l-0; 
"FOR" X: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" 11 "DO""BEGIN" 
WTS[123: =VlTS[123 + WTS[X3; NOS[123: =NOS[123 + NOSEX3; 
WTDENS[121: =WTDENS[123 + WTDENSEX]; 
"END" ; 
41PRINT11 J OF 
"PRINT""L2'TOTAL NO. CONFIGURATIONS TREATED IPSAMELINE, DIGITS(7), 
NOS[123, "S2'TOTAL STATISTICAL WT. 7 ', ALIGNED(6,3)#WTS112? #"S2"; 
"IF" WTS[123>0.0 "THEN"'PRINT" SAMELINE, 
'MEAN CONFORMATIONAL ENERGY = ", ALIGNED(3,3), (WTDENS[123/WTS[123)o 
' RT' L2 
"ELSE" "PRINT" 'MEAN CONFORMATIONAL ENERGY UNDEFINED. '; 
"FOR" X: = 1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 11 "DO""BEGIN" 
"PRINT" "L" NO. * 
WITH ENDS BETWEEN %jSAMELINE#DIGITS(2)o(X-I)P' AND t; 
"IF" X=11 11THEN"'PRINT" INFINITY "ELSE""PRINT" SAMELINEs 
DIGITS(2), Xo ' ANGSTROMS 
'4; 
i 
,, PRINT" SAMELINE, DIGITS(7), NOSEX3,9''Sl" WITH WT. v 
ALIGNED(6,3), WTS1XJ, 'lSl%%; 
"IF" WTS[X]>O. O "THEN11"PRINT" 'ENERGY 
SAMELIýJE, ALIGNED(3,3), (WTDENSIX3/WTSEX3) 
"ELSE""PRINT" 'ENERGY UNDEFINED. '; 
"IF" X< 11 "THEN" "BEGIN" 
TOTWT: =TOTWT + WTSEXJ; 
"IF" WTS1121 > 0.0 "THEN""BEGIN", 
KEXI: =(3.0*TOTWT*10000)/(WTS[123*4.0*3.1416*X*X*X*SYMN0*6.023); 
PRINT" K(', SAMELINE, DIGITS(l),, MERNO, ' '#ALIGNED(1,6), KEX3, 
MOLES/LITRE. '; 
,, END"; 
"END"p' "END"; 
"IF" WTS1121 > 0.0 "THEN'"'BEGINSVý 
RMS: =SORT(SUMSO/WTS[123); 
"PRINT" "L5"', RMS SEPARATION ', SAMELINE, ALlGNED(2#-3-)#RMS; 
"END" 
"END" RITALL; 
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"COMMEN T" THE MAIN BODY OF THE PROGRAM FOLLbws'; 
RAD: =57.2958; 
SUMSQ: =CTSMSOCIJ: =CTSMSQ[23: =CTSMSO[33: =O. O; 
"FOR" I: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" 12 "DO""BEGIN" 
NOS[I3: =O; WTS[I3: =WTDENSEII: =O. O; 
"IF" I<7 "THEN" "BEGIN' 
"FOR" K: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" 9 "DO" 
WTANGl1IpKJ: =WTANG21I, KJ: =0.0; 
"FOR" J: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" 3 "DO'"'BEGIN11 
CUTNOS[Jsll: =O; CUTWTSEJ, 11: =CWTDENEJ, 13: =O, '0; 
"FOR" K*. = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" 9 "Do,, 
CTANGIIJ, I, KJ: =CTANG2[J#I#K]: =O. O; "END"; 
" END "; 
"END"; 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT SECTION INPUTS AND OUTPUTS BOND DATA; 
I 
"PRINT"L5", "Sl' BOND NO. 'S2'THETA'S6'LENGTH'S5'SIGMA'S7'OMEGA'p 
llS4'PSI'Sl6'PHIS'; 
"FOR" I: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" (NBONDS-1) "DO""BEGIN" 
"READ" THSTEII, Lll], SIGMA[13, OMEGA[I]PPSICII*HOLDIIJ; 
CTHETCII: =COS(THETEII/RAD); STHETEI3: =SI, N(THET[II/RAD); 
"FOR" J: =l "STEP. " I "UNTIL" 3 "DO""BEGIN" 
"READ" PHIEI, J3; CPHIEI, J]: =COS(PHI[l, 'J3/RAD); 
SPHIEI, JJ: =SIN(PHI[Is, JJ/RAD); 
"END" ; 
"PRINT" "L'', SAMELINE, "'S3", DIGITS(2), I, "S6", ALIGNED(2*1), THETEII 
'OS6", 
ALIGNED(1,2), L[13, "S6'%, ALIGNED(1,2), SIGMACIJ, "S6%'#ALIGNED(1#3), 
OMEGA[13,, "S2'', ALIGNED(1#3), PSI[13, "S2"#ALIGNED(3, I)PPHICIPI], 
''S5''#ALIGNED(3, I), PHIII, 23, "S5"', ALIGNED(3, I), PHICI#31; 
"IF" HOLDEII =I "THEN""PRINT'l"S5'NO ROTATION ABOUT THIS BOND%; 
"END" ; 
"READ" LINBONPSJ; 
"PRINT" ''L", SAMELINEs, ''S3'ý', DIGITS(2),, NBONDS*"SI7*",, ALIGNED(IP2)t 
L1NBONDSJ*"L2"; 
"READ" MERNOsSYMNO; 
"PRINT" '. 'L2' THE CHAIN CORRESPONDS TO A ',, SAMELINEPDIGITS(2)#MERNO, 
'-MERIC RING, WITH SYMMETRY NO. = `pDIGITS(2), SYMNO, ''L5`'; 
4 
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"COMMENT" ýHIS SECTION FILLS-STATISTICAL WEIGHT MATRICES-FOR LATER USE; 
"FOR" 1: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" (NI30NDS-1) "DO'"'BEGIN" 
U[I, 1,2J: =U1I, 1#3J: =SIGMA1I3; 
U[1,2,21: =U[1,3,33: =SIGMAII3*PSICI3; 
UCI, 2,31: =LJCI, 3,23: =SIGMAII3*OMEGA[Ii; 
"FOR" J: =1,2,3, "DO""FOR" K: =1,2,3 "DO" 
"IF" UEI, J, K3>0.0 "THEN" ENIIPJPK3: =-LN(U[I, J, K3) 
"ELSE" ENEI, J, K3: =O. O; "END"; 
,, coMmENT" A CAPT - ION CAN BE INSERTED HERE IF REJECTION BY STATISTICAL 
WEIGHT IS 89ING OPERATED; 
"PRINT" "L2", 'CONFORMATIONS WITH ZERO STATISTICAL WT. HAVE BEEN 
'REJECTED': 
"FOR" I: = 0 "STEP"' I "UNTIL" 9 "DOll"BEGIN't 
COSINCII: =COS((20.0*I)/RAD); 
"IF" I>O "THEN" SINE[13: =SIN((20.0*(1-0.5))/RAD); "END"; 
"COMMENT" THE FOLLOýING, CARDS SET UP 
. SORADS FOR REJECTION BY DISTANCE; 
"COMMENT" ALTERNATIVELY o IF NO REJECTION IS TO TAKE PLACE# 
LIMIT IS 
GIVEN THE VALUE OF 11; 
"READ" LIMIT; 
"PRINT" "L'ALL CONFORMATIONS WITH END-TO-END DISTANCES > 
SAMELINE,, ALIGNED(2*1)#LIMIT, ' ANGSTROMS HAVE BEEN RGJECTED. 'L2 
"PRINT" 'THEREFORE THE OVERALL STATISTICAL WEIGHT IS INCORRECT AND 
'THE' K(X) VALUES ARE WITHOUT MEANING? 'L2"; 
-SORADENBONDS3: =LIMIT; 
"FOR" 1: = NBONDS-1'"STEP" -1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
S0RAD[I3: =S0RAD1I+13+L1I+1J; 
"FOR" 1: = 3 "STEP" I "UNTIL" NBONDS "DO" 
SORAD[13: =SQRADCIJ*SQRADIIJ; 
"IF" LIMIT >11 "THEN" LIMIT: =11; 
"COMMENT" SQUAREEX3 IS USED TO CLASSIFY DISTANCES IN TVE RECORCING 
SEQUENCES; 
"FOR" X: = I "STEP" I "UNTIL" LIM,; T "DO" 
SQUAREEXJ: =(X-I)*(X-1); 
0 
r 
4 
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"COMMENT" THE T-MATRICES ARE'FILLED FOR EACH BOND IN ALL ITS STATES AND 
THe VECTOR COMPONENTS OF EACH BOND IN THE COORDINATES OF THE PRECEDING 
BOND ARE CALCULATED, FOR EVERY STATE OF THE LATTER; 
"FOR" 1: = 1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" NBONDS-1 "DO" 
"FOR" J: =, 1,2,3 "Do'"'BEGINI, 
TCI,, J, 1,13: =CTHET[l]; 
T[I, J, lp2J: =STHET[I3; 
TCI, J, 1,31: =O. O; 
TCI, J, 2pll: =STHETI'l]*CPHIEI, J]; 
TCI, J, 2,23: =-CTHETI'I]*CPHIEI, J3; 
T[I, J, 2,33: =SPHICIPJ3; 
TCI, J, 3,13: =STHETEI. 3*SPHIEIPJ3; 
TCI, J, 3,23: =-CTHETEI3*SPHIEI, J3; 
T[I, J, 3,33: =-CP[iI[l*J3; 
COMPOr4[l+l, J, 13: =L[1+13*T[I, J, Itll; 
COMPONCI+I, J, 23: =L[lý+13*T[I, J,, 2#13; 
CoýIPON[I+I, J, 33: =L[1+13*T[I, J, 3,13; ' 
"END"; 
"COMMENT" MARK CONTAINS THE, NUMBER, OF THE MOST LEFT-HAND BOND THAT HAS 
BEEN PUT INTO A STATE OTHER THAN TRANS- OR CIS-ý`THIS MEANS THAT THE 
MOLECULE IS PLANAR AS FAR UP AS THE ATOM NUMBERED MARK; 
"COMMENT" SYM CONTAINS-1 IF THE CONFORMATION IS ENTIRELY PLANAR, 
2 OTHERWISE; 
MARK: = NBOND5-2; SYM: =I; 
"COMMENT", AS ONLY ONE OF, A SY 
, 
MMETRICAL PAIR, OF CONFORMATIONS IS 
TREATED IT IS NECESSARY TO'DOUBLE'THE'STATISTICAL WEIGHTS CALCULATED 
BY SETTING WT[13 = 2.0 AT THE START; 
-WT, Ell: =2.0; TOTENCIJ: =O. O; 
"COMtlENT"---THE FOLLOWING SECT*ION SETS THE CHAIN UP IN*THE ALL-TRANS 
CONFORMATION, AND CALCULATES THE VECTOR COORDINATGS OF THE CHAIN ATOMS 
AND THE TOTAL STATISTICAL WT. IT ALSO. CALCULATES MATRIX PRODUCTS PROD 
CI, XPYI,,, WHERE PROD [I.. IS THE PRODUCT OF THE T-MATRICES FROM I TO I; 
"COMMENT" FINALLY IT JUMPS TO THE TREATMENT OF PLANAR CONFORMATIONS; 
"COMMENT" INDIII CONTAINS AN 'INTEGE. R'ASSOCIATED WITH THE STATE OF BOND 
[I]*- FOR EFFICIENCY J IS GIVEN THE VALUE OF INDEI3, K THAT OF INDII-11, 
AND M AND N THE VALUES I-I AND I+ls, FOR. USE IN LATER OPERATIONS'; 
"FOR" X: = 1,2,3 "DO""FOR" Y: =- 1,2; 3 "DO" 
PRODCI, X, Y3: =Tll,, I-, X, yl; 
DCI, IJ: =L[13; D[2,13: =DE3ij3: =o. o; 
J: =INDCIJ: =I; 
"FOR" X: = lo2,3 "DO" 
DIX, 23: =D[X, ll + GOMPON[2#J, X3; 
INDINBONDSI: =1; 
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"FOR" I :=2 "STEP", 1 "UNTIL" NBONDS-1 "DO""BEGIN" 
J: =INDCII: =I; M: =I-1; N: = I+l; 
"FOR" X: = 1,2,3 "DO1,11BEGIN" 
D[X, N3: =DCX, I3; 
"FOR" Y: = 1,2,3 "DO""BEGIN" 
DIX, N3: =D[X, N3+COMPON[tJ, J, Y3*PRODEMPX, Y]; 
PROI)[I, X, Yl: =PRODCM*X, 13*T[I, d, I, YJ + PRODEMPX#23*TCI, Jo2pY3 
+ PRODEM, X, 33*TEIPJ, 3, Y3;, "END'"; "END"; 
K-'=IND1M3; 
TOTENEII: =TOTENIM] + ENEI#K, JI; 
WTE13: =WTEMJ*U[I, K*J3; 
"IF" I= NBONDS -. 1 "THEN", "GOTV GENO; 
"END"; 
i 
"COMMENT" GENO DEALS"WITH THOSE CONFORMATIONS WHICH ARE PLANAR AS 
VAR AS BOND INBONDS3; 
CIENO: WTEM3: =0.5*WT[M]; 
"FOR" J: = 1,2 3 "DOl"'BEGIN" 
"COMMENT" 'THE FOL*LOWING CARD REJECTS CONFORMATIONS WITH ZERO 
WEIGHT; 
"IF" U[loK, JJ > 0.0 "THEN""BEGIN" 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT SECTION CALCULATES THE END-TO-END DISTANCE; 
"FOR"' X: =1,2,. 3 "DO""BEGIN" 
DEXPNI: =D[X, IJ; 
"FOR" Y: = lj2,3 "DO" 
DEX, Nl: =D[X, N] + COMPONEN, J, Y]*PRODEM, XtYl; 
E[X]: =D[XPN3*D[X, N3; 
"END"; SODIS. T: = (E113 + E123 + E133); 
"COMMENT"THE FOLLOWING CARD REJECTS CONFORMATIONS WHOSE ENDS 
DO NOT 
COME WITHIN LIMIT ANGSTROMS OF EACH OTHER; 
"IF" SODIST > SORADINBONDS3 "THEN""GOTO" DONE0,1, ' 
"COMMGNT" THE NEXT SECTION CALCULAT. ES THE STATISTICAL WEI, 
GHT; 
WTCII: =WTEMI*UEIPK, J3; 
ToTGNEII: =TOTEN[M] + ENCI*K, jj; 
WTDEN: = TOTEN[13 * WT[IJ; 
"COMMENT" THIS SEQUENCE RECORDS THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT OVER 
THE DISTANCP CATEGORIES; 
"FOR" X: = LIMIT "STEP" -1 "UNTIL" I "DO"' 
"IF" SODIST > SQUAREEX3 "THEN'"'BEGIN" 
WTSEXI: =VITSCXI+WTEI3; 
WTDENSEX3: =WTDENSIX3+WTDEN; 
NOSCXI: =NOSEXJ+SYM; "GOTO" OUTO; "END"; 
0UT0: SUMSQ: =SUMSQ + SQDIST*WTEI3; -, 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT CARD IS CONNECTED WITH REJECTION BY STATISTICAL WT.; 
"END" 
DONEO: "END" GEND; 
SYM: =2; 
"GOTO" GEN2; 
I- 
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"COMMEINT" GE"l DEALS WITH THOSE CONFORMATIO. NS THAT HAVE A SYMMETRICAL 
MATS, WHICH IS NOT TREATED; 
GEN1: "FOR" J: = ý#2'P3 "DO""BEGIN" 
"COMMENT" THE FOLLOWING CARD REJECTS CONFORMATIONS WITH ZERO WEIGHT; 
"IF" UCI', K, J3 > 0.0 "THEN11"BEGIN11 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT SECTION CALCULATES THE END-TO- END DISTANCE;, 
"FOR" X: = 1,2,, 3 "DOll"BEGIN" I ý. .-11,1 
1. 
DCX, Nl: =D[X, 13; 
"FOR" Y: = 1,2,3 "DO" 
DEX, Nl: =D[X, N3 + COMPO. N[N, J, Y3*PRODEM, X,, Y3; 
E[X3: =DEX, N3*D[X, N3; 
"eND"; 11; ODIST: = (EEII +E123 + 'E133 
"COMMENT" THE FOLLOWING CARD REJECTS CONFORMATIONS WHOSE ENDS DO NOT 
COME WITHIN LIMIT ANGSTROMS OF EACH OTHE'R; 
"IF" SQT)IST'> SORADENBO. NDS] "THEN11"GOTO" DONEI; 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT SECTION CALCULATES THE STATIST. ICAL WEIGHT; 
WT[jI: =WT[M3*U1I,, K#JJ; 
1'OTGN[13: =TOTENCM3 + EN. [IoK#J3; 
WTDEN: =TOTEN1Ij*WT[13; 
"COMMENT" THIS SEOUENCE RECORDS THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT OVER 
THE DISTANCE CATEGORIES; 
"FOR" X: = LIMIT "STEP" -1 "UNTIL" I "DO" 
IF" SODIST > SOUAREEXJ "THEN""BEGIN` 
WTS[X3: =l-lTS1X3+WT[I3; - 
WTDENS1X3: =WTDEfJS1X3+WTDEN; 
NOSCXI: =NOSEXI+Syt, l; -"GOTO". OUTI;, E, NV; 
0(JTl: SUMSO:,: SUl'llSQ + SQDIST*WT[I3; 
,, COMMENT" TIAE-NEXT CARD IS CONNECTED WITH REJECTION BY STATISTICAL WT.; 
"END" 
DONEI: "END" GF-Nl; 
- 22.1- 
It Cf GFN2 ADJUSTS THE CONFORMATIONS OF BONDS FURTHER BACK DOWN THF 
CHAIN', AND RECALCULATES THE CORRESPONDING QUANTITIES. IT ALSO SELECTS 
THP CONFORHATIONS ADMISSIBLE ON SYMMETRY GRO(JND,.;; 
1-1 IS USED IN GEN2 RATHER THAN M BECAUSE M RETAINS AN 
OUTDATED VALUE WHEN RETURN TO GEN2 FROM GFN.; Iq MAnr-: 
GEN2 :I: 1 -1 ; 
CHANGE :"I F" HOLDE II>0 "THEN" "GOTO" GEN3;, ' 
"IF" INIPUII > 2- "THEN" "GOTO" GEN3; 
INDIII*-ýINDCIJ + 1; 
"COMMUNT". THE NEXT CARD ENSURES. -THAT A PLANAR S ECTION OF CHAIN IS NOT TERMINATED ON THE RIG 
, 
HT BY A BOND IN A STATE, WHOSE MIRROR IMAGE HAS 
ALREADY PEFN TREATED. IN THIS CASE, THE MOST LEFT-HAND BOND TO HAVE 
HEFN ROTATED AWAY FROM THE TRANS- STATE'CANNOT BE SET G-o SINCE ALL THE 
CONFORM'ATIONS DERI 
' 
VED FROM THIS SETTING HAVE ALREADY BEEN TREATED IN 
MIRROR PIAGý WHEN THE 'BON D-WA S__S_ET___6_+ 
"IF"-I > MARK. "THE-N""GOTO" ALLOW "'S LSE""BEGIN" 
"IF" IND111 >2 "THEN" "GOTO" GEN3; 
"END" 
COMMENT" THE LOOP STARTING WITH STATEMENT 13ACK WILL'RECALCULATE THE 
ATOMIC POSITIONSP THE STATISTICAL WEIGHTS, AND THE MATRIX PRODUCTS# 
THAT HAVE BFEN ALTERED THROUGH THE ACTION OF GEN2'; 
ALLOW: N. '=14-1; 
8ACK:. J: =lNDEI3; K. '=INDIM]; 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT CARD REJECTS'CONFORMATIONS WITH ZERO WEIGHT; 
"IF" UCI,, K. -J] > O. O. "THEN""BEGIN"' 
"FOR" X: = 1,2,3 "DO""BEGIN" 
"FOR" Y: = 1,, 2,3 "DO" 
D[X, N3: =D[X, N3 + COMPONEN *J, YI*PRODEMPX#Yl; 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT CARD IS CONNSC. TED WITH REJECTION BY DISTANCE; 
-ECXI: =D[X, N3*DCX#N3; 
"END" ; 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT CARD REJECTS CONFORMATIONS WHOSE ENDS COULD NOT 
POSSIBLY COME WITHIN LIMIT ANGSTROMS OF EACH OTHER; 
"IF" SQRAD[fJ1 < (E113 +E[23 +E133) "THEN""GOTO" CHANGF; 
9 
"FOR" X: z 1,2,3. "DO""FOR" Y: = 1,2,3 
PROOEI, X, Yl: =PRODCýi, X, 13*'TEI, J, IPY3 
+ PROD1M, X,, 7J*T[I, J, 3, Y3; "END"; 
WIT 113 : =WT[fl3*Ul I K, J]; 
TOTEf, J[I]: =T0TFt, J[M3 + EN[I, K, Jl; l 
"COMMENT" THE NEXT CARD IS CONNECTED 
"END""ELSE" "rOTO" CHANGE; 
"DO""BEGIN" 
+ PROD[M#X#23*TElpJ#2pY3, 
WITH REJECTION BY STATISTICAL WT.; 
1: =Iýl; M: =11 +1; N: tN +1; 
"IF" N< 11PONDS "THEN" "GOTO" BAdKe"ELSE""BEGIN" 
K: =IND[l-1J; "GOT011 GENJ; "END"; 
"COM[IFNT" PRIOR TO THE RETURN TO GENI, I IS SET TO NBONDS-1, M TO 
N TO 1+1, K TO INDEI-13. J WILL HE ASSIGNED IN GEN1; 
-23- 
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6 
"ComMENT" CIFN3 SETS A BOND BACK TO TRANS- AFTER THE EXHAuSTIoN-OF ITS 
STATES, PELOCATES MARK AND ALSO TERMINATES THE PROGRAMP OR ENABLES IT 
TO BF INUPROPTH) FOR DUMPING; 
GEN3 :I N01 II : ': I ;- 
"IF" (I-J. ) < MARK "THEN" MARK 
"COMNENT" OPTIONAL DUMPING CARDS CAN'BE INSERTED HERE; 
"IF's I=2 "THEN"'GOTO" DUMPER; 
"GOTO" rlEP12; 
'I TALL; DUMPER: R 
_11COMHENT" A RETURN AFTER, DUMPING CAN BE INSERTED HERE*, 
"END", CONFMS; 
"READ" NFIONDS; 
-.. "'PRINT11 'IF", " CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS OF A ', SAMELINE, DIGITS(2)o 
-_,,, NBONDS,, '-BONDED PHOSPHATE. CHAIN, TERM, INATED WITH PHOSPHORUS AND 
'OXYGEN. '; 
CONFMS(NBONT)S); 
"END"; 
- 4 
4 - 
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